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I. Introduction
A. Description of the DSN
The Deep Space Network (DSN), established by the
NASA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition under the
system management and technical direction of JPL, is
responsible for two-way communications with unmanned
spacecraft traveling approximately 10,000 mi from earth
to interplanetary distances. It supports, or has supported,
the following NASA deep space exploration projects:
Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner Venus 1962, Mariner Mars
1964, Mariner Venus 67, and Mariner Mars 1969 (JPL);
Lunar Orbiter (Langley Research Center); Pioneer (Ames
Research Center); and Apollo (Manned Spacecraft Center),
as backup to the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN).
The DSN is distinct from other NASA networks such as the
MSFN, which has primary responsibility for tracking
the manned spacecraft of the Apollo Project, and the
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (STADAN),
which tracks earth-orbiting scientific and communications
satellites.
The three basic functions performed by the DSN in
support of each flight project are as follows:
(1) Tracking. Accomplished by radio communication
with the spacecraft, tracking provides such metric
data as angles, radial velocity, and range (distance
from the earth to the spacecraft).
(2) Data acquisition. Using the same radio link, the
data acquisition function consists of the recovery
of information from the spacecraft in the form of
telemetry, namely, the engineering measurements
recorded by the spacecraft and the scientific data
obtained by the onboard instruments.
(8) Command. Using the same radio link, the command
function involves sending information to the space-
craft to initiate equipment which, for example,
operates propulsion systems for changing the tra-
jectory of the spacecraft, changes data transmission
rate to earth, or reprograms onboard computers
which determine the sequence of spacecraft engi-
neering events.
The DSN can be characterized as a set of the following
systems: (1) telemetry, (2) tracking, (8) command, (4)
monitoring, (5) simulation, and (6) operations control.
Alternately, it can be considered as being comprised of
three facilities: the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(DSIF), the Ground Communications Facility (GCF),
and the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF).
The DSIF is a worldwide set of deep space stations
(DSSs) that provide basic radio communications with
spacecraft. These stations and the deep space communi-
cations complexes (DSCCs) they comprise are as follows:
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Pioneer, Echo, and Mars DSSs (and Venus DSS, described
later), comprising the Goldstone DSCC in California;
Woomera, Tidbinbilla, and Booroomba 1 DSSs, compris-
ing the Canberra DSCC in Australia; Johannesburg DSS
in South Africa; and Robledo, Cebreros, and Rio Cofio 1
DSSs, comprising the Madrid DSCC in Spain. The over-
seas stations are normally staffed and operated by
government agencies of the respective countries, with
some assistance from U.S. support personnel.
In addition, the DSIF operates a spacecraft monitoring
station at Cape Kennedy, which is used for verifying
flight-spacecraft/DSN compatibility prior to launch, and
a flight-project/tracking and data system interface lab-
oratory at JPL, which is used during the development of
the spacecraft to assure a design compatible with the
network. A spacecraft guidance and command station on
Ascension Island serves to track the spacecraft in the
latter part of the launch trajectory, while the spacecraft
is relatively low in altitude.
To enable continuous radio contact with spacecraft,
the stations are located approximately 120 deg apart in
longitude; thus, a spacecraft in flight is always within the
field-of-view of at least one station, and for several hours
each day may be seen by two stations. Furthermore,
since most spacecraft on deep space missions travel
within ,30 deg of the equatorial plane, the stations are
located within latitudes of 45 deg north or south of the
equator.
Radio contact with a spacecraft usually begins when
the spacecraft is on the launch vehicle at Cape Kennedy,
and it is maintained throughout the mission. The early
part of the trajectory is covered by selected network
stations of the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR)
which are managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center.
Normally, two-way communications are established be-
tween the spacecraft and the DSN within .30 min after
the spacecraft has been injected into lunar, interplanetary,
or planetary flight. The Cape Kennedy DSS, having
supported the preflight compatibility tests, monitors the
spacecraft continuously during the launch phase until it
passes over the local horizon. The deep space phase
begins with acquisition by either the Johannesburg,
Woomera, or Tidbinbilla DSS. These stations, with large
antennas, low-noise phase-lock receiving systems, and
high-power transmitters, provide radio communications
to the end of the flight. By international agreement, the
1Not yet authorized.
radio frequencies assigned for these functions are 2290--
0.300 MHz for spacecraft-to-earth downlink data transmis-
sion and 2110-2120 MHz for earth-to-spacecraft command
and uplink data transmission.
To maintain a state-of-the-art capability, research and
advanced development work on new components and sys-
tems has been conducted continuously at JPL since the
establishment of the DSN. To support this work,
the Goldstone DSCC has a research and development
facility designated the Venus DSS, at which the feasi-
bility of new equipment and techniques to be introduced
into the operational network is demonstrated. When a
new piece of equipment or new technique has been
accepted for integration into the network, it is classed
as Goldstone duplicate standard (GSDS), thus standard-
izing the design and operation of identical items through-
out the network.
The GCF, using, in part, facilities of the worldwide
NASA Communications Facility (NASCOM, managed
and directed by the Goddard Space Flight Center), pro-
vides voice, high-speed data, and teletype communica-
tions between all stations of the network. Communications
between the Goldstone DSCC and the SFOF are pro-
vided by a microwave system leased from common car-
riers. This microwave link has made possible the
transmission, in real time, of video data received at
the Goldstonc DSCC to the SFOF and then to commer-
cial TV systems, as was done during the Rantzer and
Surceyor missions.
The SFOF, located at JPL, receives data from all of
the tracking stations and processes that information re-
quired by the flight project to conduct flight operations.
Voice and data channels are distributed throughout the
facility, and the following equipment and services are
provided : (]) data-processing equipment for the real-time
handling and display of tracking and telemetry data;
(2) real-time and non-real-time telemetry processing;
(3) simulation equipment for flight projects, as well as
for network use in training of personnel; (4) monitoring
equipment for evaluation of network performance in
near-real time; (5) operations control consoles and status
and operational display facilities required for the con-
duct of flight operations; and (6) technical areas for flight
project personnel who analyze spacecraft performance,
trajectories, and generation of commands, as well as
support services required to carry out those functions,
such as internal communications by telephone, intercom,
public address, closed-circuit TV, documentation, and
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reproduction of data packages. The SFOF is equipped to
support many spacecraft in flight and those under test in
preparation for flight; e.g., over a 24-h period during 1967,
as many as eight spacecraft in flight or in operational-
readiness tests for flight were supported by the SFOF.
Thus, the DSN simultaneously conducts research and
development for support of future flight projects, imple-
ments demonstrated capabilities for support of the more
immediate flight projects, and provides direct support for
the currently active missions, while accommodating dif-
ferences in the individual projects. In this and future
issues of the SPS, Vol. II, the current technical activities
of the DSN in these three general categories will be
reported under the following subject areas:
Introduction
Description of the DSN
Description of DSN Systems
Mission Support
Introduction
Interplanetary Flight Projects
Planetary Flight Projects
Manned Space Flight Project
Advanced Engineering
Tracking and Navigational Accuracy Analysis
Communications System Research
Tracking and Data Acquisition Elements Research
Supporting Research and Technology
Development and Implementation
SFOF Development
GCF Development
DSIF Development
DSN Project and System Development
Operations and Facilities
DSN Operations and Analyses
SFOF Operations
GCF Operations
DSIF Operations
Facility Engineering
In the subsection entitled "Description of DSN Systems,"
the status of recent developments for each of the six
DSN systems listed above will be described. The more
fundamental research carried out in support of the DSN
is reported in Vol. III of the SPS, and JPL flight project
activities for those missions supported by the DSN are
reported in Vol. I.
B. Description of DSN Systems
1. Tracking Data System, R.E.Holzman
a. Functions. The DSN tracking data system (TDS)
consists of those elements of the DSN which provide
validated ultra-accurate tracking data to the flight proj-
ects, as well as prediction information necessary for con-
tinued acquisition of the spacecraft signal. The general
functions performed to provide these data are tracking
data acquisition, data handling, data transmission, and
data processing. Figure 1 shows the general tracking data
flow. The functions are almost totally project-independent;
differences from project to project are manifested as
differences in configuration, rather than differences in
processing.
b. System elements. The physical subsystems of the
DSIF that are part of, or contribute to the operation of,
the TDS are (Fig. 2):
(1) DSS receiver subsystem.
(2) Ranging subsystem.
(3) Servo subsystem.
(4) Antenna pointing subsystem.
(5) Frequency and timing subsystem.
(6) Tracking data handling subsystem.
Those of the GCF are:
(1) DSS/GCF interface equipment.
(2) Teletype channels of NASCOM.
(3) SFOF/GCF interface equipment.
Those of the SFOF are (Fig. 3):
(1) IBM 7044 input/'output processor.
(2) IBM 7044 pseudo-residual processor.
(3) IBM 7094 mission-independent editor.
(4) Tracking data processor.
(5) Prediction program.
(6) Input/output and display devices.
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c. System operation/subsystem description
Tracking data acquisition. The data acquisition func-
tion varies by data type as follows:
(1) Doppler and digital resolver data. Doppler data
and digital resolver data (representing instantane-
ous phase of the doppler signal) are derived by
comparing the received signal with a reference sig-
nal (obtained from the transmitter signal if the sta-
tion is transmitting to the spacecraft).
(2) Angle data. Angle data for both antenna axes are
derived from shaft encoders attached to the
antenna.
_3) Ranging data. A measurement of the round-trip
transmission time to the spacecraft is provided by
the ranging subsystem.
Under normal conditions, most spacecraft tracking is
automatic; however, at the start of each pass and at the
times of transmitter "hand-over," certain tasks must be
performed by various station operators. Some of these
manual activities will be eliminated by new subsystems
currently being designed and developed. For tracking
data acquisition, a computer-programmed local oscillator/
exciter is presently being considered for network imple-
mentation (SPS 37-46, Vol. III, pp. 157-159).
Tracking data handling. Signals from the servo sub-
system (angle data), the receiver subsystem (doppler and
digital resolver data), the transmitter subsystem (trans-
mitter frequency), and the ranging subsystem (ranging
data) are fed to the tracking data handling (TDH) sub-
system for digitizing and formatting. Automatic indica-
tions of data condition are also fed to the TDH subsystem
from the other subsystems.
The prime function of the TDH subsystem at each DSS
is that of counting doppler; in addition, it acts as the
assembly and formatting center for the other tracking
data at the DSS. The TDH subsystem processes, displays,
records, and encodes the DSIF tracking data and doppler
information for teletype transmission. The above data,
as well as time and associated identification information,
are provided in digital form. The representation is in
standard five-level Baudot code punched onto paper tape.
The major components of the TDH subsystem are:
(1) Angle encoder. The angle encoder provides, in digi-
tal form, the local hour angle and declination angle
of the antenna. The angle data are made available
to the punch and can also be transmitted to other
areas of the station.
(2) Doppler encoder. The doppler encoder provides a
doppler count and voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO) frequency count. These data are made
available to the punch and can also be transmitted
to other station users. Input signals to the doppler
encoder are furnished by the station receiver and
transmitter subsystems.
(3) Sample rate selector. The sample rate se]ector con-
trols the data sample rate by generating time and
angle sampling commands. These commands con-
trol the rate at which the doppler and ranging
counters are read out and the angle encoders are
sampled. Precise timing information is supplied by
the station frequency and timing snbsystem. Data
may be sampled at multiples of 1 sec from 1 sam-
ple/sec to I sample/9 sec and simultaneously at
multiples of 10 sec from 1 sample/10 sec to 1 sam-
ple/90 sec.
(4) Punch and distributor. Data are furnished to the
punch from the angle, doppler, and VCO frequency
encoders; time information is furnished by the fre-
quency and timing subsystem; and ranging data
are furnished by the ranging subsystem. Data are
punched in one of a number of standard formats
and are available for distribution to other areas
of the station. Distribution is normally made to the
digital instrumentation subsystem of the DSN
monitor system.
The paper tapes on which the data are punched are
accumulated at the station communications center for
periodic mailing to the SFOF. The station paper tapes
may be used for Master Data Library purposes, since
these data are potentially of higher quality than data
transmitted to the SFOF in real time. Transmission errors
occur at intervals more or less dependent on the quality
of the lines between the station and the SFOF. Special
high-rate data may also be taken for special DSN inherent
accuracy applications; these data are included with data
mailed to the SFOF and are processed in detail.
Plans for improving the TDH subsystem were de-
scribed in SPS 37-46. Testing of the prototype subsystem
is anticipated to begin in 1969.
Tracking data transmission. The teletype paper tape
is read in the station communications center. NASCOM
headers are inserted manually into the data stream, which
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is carried by 100-word/min lines into the NASCOM and
transmitted to the JPL communications center for routing
by the JPL communications processor (CP). The CP for-
wards the data by 40.8-kbit/s lines to all operating strings
of the SFOF data processing system. In addition, the CP
sends images of the data stream to teletype line printers
in the SFOF by l(10-word/min lines, as requested by
operations personnel. Future developments include up-
grading of data transmission to the highspeed data lines
(2400 bits/s).
Tracking data processing. The general flow of tracking
and prediction data through the SFOF data processing
system (DPS) is shown in Fig. 4; a more detailed de-
scription of the DPS appeared in SPS 37-46, Vol. III,
pp. 164-172. Hand-carried tape operations (represented
by dashed lines in Fig. 4) occur for predictions and raw
data in the Mode 3 and 4 configuration and for the
residual prediction tape in all modes. The raw data and
prediction formats are identical on both tape and disk
in order to provide program compatibility.
(1) IBM 7044 input output processor. The flow of
tracking data through the IBM 7044 buffers and the pro-
grams that operate on the data are shown in Fig. 4. One
message segment (one teletype line of Baudot-coded
information) is sent from the CP to the IBM 7044 at a
time. The CP recognizes carriage-return/line-feed combi-
nations (the last two characters of each line) and estab-
lishes a line on that basis. The contents of the wired buffer
are three control words followed by the message segment.
The Baudot characters are stored at 6 characters/word,
5 bits/character, right-justified. The last word of the block
contains the block checksum.
The trap supervisor (TRSP) handles the trap generated
by the CP, adds several control words, puts the data as a
logical record into the raw data buffer (RWDB) and the
communications processor input buffer (CPIB), and turns
on the CP input program (CPIP). The RWDB is the buf-
fer from which all input data are logged onto the tape
and disk. It is written in 450-word physical records to be
processed by the mission-independent editor in the IBM
7094.
The CPIP sorts all input data into the appropriate buf-
fers and turns on the appropriate program. In the case
of tracking data, this is buffer TRKB and program TRKP,
the pseudo-residual program described below. Similar
buffers and programs exist for monitor, command, and
telemetry data.
(2) IBM 7044 pseudo-residual processor. The IBM 7044
performs a validation function, that of pseudo-residual
processing, in addition to its primary data transmission
function. As each tracking point enters the IBM 7044, a
tape containing predictions is read and interpolated, and
residuals and statistics are calculated and logged on
tape. Up to 9 doppler and 100 other residuals can be
calculated. The required residuals are entered in the
form: identification number, spacecraft number, station
number, and residual type (plus rejection sigma, size of
sequential and noise estimate tables, order of curve fit,
and transmitting station for three-way doppler for dop-
pler residuals only). A user requests a display by referring
to the format number, which in turn has been initialized
to reference specific identification numbers. Any of the
above-mentioned parameters may be changed in real time
by entering them in the display request.
(3) IBM 7094 mission-independent editor (MIED).
The MIED reads the 450-word records written by the
IBM 7044 and distributes the logical records (message
segments) according to the data type. Tracking data go
into two separate sequential files on disk to be handled
by the respective tracking data processor for each of the
two allowable missions. The output is written in 225-word
physical records.
The MIED for the current IBM 7094 system has an
output format different from that of the previous IBM
7094 system. To maintain the established interface be-
tween the transmission and data editing (tracking data
processing) functions, a subroutine has been added which
converts from the new format to the old format as a last
step before.' the output file is written. The correlation
between the MIED output file and the editing program
input file is given at editor initialization time along with
several oth_r parameters, such as spacecraft identification.
Work is currently under way to enable the MIED to
process high-speed tracking data.
(4) Tracking data processor (TDP). The TDP is a user
program which can run automatically or under user con-
trol. It accesses the raw data file written by the MIED
and generates a master tracking data file on disk. Data
samples are checked for format and data consistency and
converted from Baudot (teletype) code to binary form
before being merged onto the master file. The TDP also
has the capability for reading data such as Hollerith
(punched card code) information from punched cards,
binary-coded-decimal or Baudot-coded (teletype) data
from magnetic tape, or the IBM 7044 log tape. These
8 JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-51, VOL. I|
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options are normally executed as backup or, during the
cruise mode, as prime data sources. Capability exists in
the SFOF to record data punched in teletype tape onto
magnetic tape, using the Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-7
computer in the telemetry processing station (TPS). The
teletype data are converted to a binary-coded-decimal
data tape by a PDP-7 program. In this mode, the TDP
does not require the IBM 7044 or the MIED to process
tracking data, and it is not required to run in an SFOF
system mode. Work is currently under way to simplify
the interface between the TDS and the flight project by
increasing the amount of information stored on the master
tracking data file.
(5) Prediction program. The IBM 7094 prediction pro-
gram produces a file of predictions on tape and/or disk.
When a disk file is closed, the user can have it transmitted
to any site or teleprinter. Predictions are routinely pro-
duced for the IBM 7044 pseudo-residual program. The
IBM 7044 can read a prediction file from tape and trans-
mit it to the stations in either Mode 2 or Mode 3.
On a transmit request, the IBM 7044 reads the predic-
tion file from tape or disk, generates NASCOM headers
from information contained in the transmit message,
inserts them at appropriate intervals, and sends the data
to the CP.
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II. Mission Support
A. Introduction
The DSN, as part of the Tracking and Data System
(TDS) for a flight project, is normally assigned to support
the deep-space phase of each mission. Thus far, respon-
sibility for providing TDS support from ]iftoff until the
end of the mission has been assigned to the JPL Office of
Tracking and Data Acquisition. A TDS Manager, ap-
pointed by the Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
for each flight project, works with the JPL technical staff
at the AFETR to coordinate the support of the AFETR,
MSFN, and NASCOM with certain elements of the
DSN needed for the near-earth-phase support. A DSN
Manager and DSN Project Engineer, together with
appropriate personnel from the DSIF, GCF, and SFOF,
form a design team for the planning and operational
phases of flight support. A typical functional organization
chart for operations was shown in Fig. 1, p. 16, in SPS
37-50, Vol. II.
Mission operations design is accomplished in a closely
coordinated effort by the Mission Operations System
(MOS) and TDS Managers. Mission operations, an ac-
tivity distinct from the management element MOS, in-
cludes: (1) a data system, (2) a software system, and
(3) an operations system. The data system includes all
earth-based equipment provided by all systems of the
flight project for the receipt, handling, transmission, pro-
cessing, and display of spacecraft data and related data
during mission operations. Except for relatively small
amounts of mission-dependent equipment supplied by
the flight project, all equipment is provided and operated
by the DSN. In the near-earth phase, facilities of the
AFETR and the MSFN are included. The DSN also oper-
ates and maintains the mission-dependent equipment.
The software system includes all computer programs
and associated documentation. The mission-independent
software is provided as part of the DSN support. The
mission-dependent software developed by the flight proj-
ect is operated and maintained for the project by the 1)SN.
The operations system includes the personnel, plans,
and procedures provided by both the MOS and TI)S
which are required for execution of the mission opera-
tions. The mission operations design organization is sup-
ported by the DSN in the manner shown in Fig. 2, p. 17,
in SPS 37-50, Vol. II. The DSN Project Engineer heads
a design team composed of project engineers from vari-
ous elements of the DSIF, GCF, and SFOF. This team is
primarily concerned with the data system defined above.
The designs of the other systems arc the respcmsibilitics
of the software system design team and the mission oper-
ations design team. The DSN supports these activities
through its representative, the DSN Project Engineer.
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The mission operations design process which the DSN
supports was shown in Fig. 3, p. 18, in SPS 37-50, Vol. II.
From the Project Development Plan and the Mission Plan
and Requirements are derived the guidelines for opera-
tional planning and the project requirements for TDS
support. The mission operations design team formulates
system-level functional requirements for the data, soft-
ware, and operations systems. From these requirements,
as welI as from the TDS support requirements, the DSN
design team formulates the DSN configuration to be used
in support of the project. It also supports, through the
DSN Project Engineer, the activities of the software and
mission operations design teams in designing the software
and operations systems. The interface definitions are
accomplished by working groups from these design teams.
The TDS support required by the project is formulated
in the Support Instrumentation Requirements Document
(SIIRD) and the Prol'ect Requirements Document (PRD).
The PRD states project requirements for support by
the U,S. Department of Defense through the AFETR. The
NASA Support Plan (NSP) responds to the SIRD in
describing the DSN, NASCOM, and MSFN support.
B. Interplanetary Flight Projects
1. Pioneer VII Mission Support, A J.Siegrnetb
a. DSN commitment for Pioneer VII mission support.
Due to the excellent performance of the Pioneer VI
spacecraft and the larger-than-anticipated amount of
scientific data obtained during the mission, the DSN
tracking and data acquisition support requirements and
conunitments were increased for the Pioneer VII mission.
The functional organization for the DSN mission support
operations shown in Fig. 1, p. 16, in SPS 37-50, Vol. II.
DSIF commitment. The Pioneer, Echo, Tidbinbilla,
and Johannesburg DSSs equipped with Pioneer ground
operational equipment (GOE), were assigned for support
of the Pioneer VII mission. With GOE. the spacecraft
can be commanded by the DSSs into desired modes of
operation, bit rates, calibration, and maneuvers, and
telemetry data can be sent during the pass to verify
proper operation of the spacecraft and its scientific
instruments. In addition, at these stations all telemetry
data arc recorded on magnetic tapes for future proces-
sing. These magnetic tapes arc the only complete data
record for a given pass.
The Pioneer and Echo DSSs were the prime stations
conunitted for the nominal phase of the mission. The
DSN support commitn]cnt for these stations was one
tracking pass per day during tim first 4 days after launch,
one maximum pass _ per day from 5 days until 30 days
after launch, and two maxinmm passes per week there-
after. The Tidbinbilla DSS was committed for one track-
ing pass per day during the first 4 days after launch, and
one maxinmm pass per day from 5 to 30 days after
launch. The services of the Johannesburg DSS were
planned on an "if available" basis. It was requested that,
during the first 4 days after launch, the Johannesburg
DSS should he available for one tracking pass each day.
In addition, the Woomera, Robledo, and Cebreros
DSSs, without GOE, were to be available for support
during the mission in a record mode only. The Ascension
Island DSS, record mode only, was committed for one
full tracking pass after launch. These stations can record
the data in the stone manner as the stations with GOE;
however, data sampling and command transmission dur-
ing such passes are not possible.
The Cape Kennedy DSS was also committed for
Pioneer VII mission support to make possible the space-
craft I/F compatibility verification tests.
Beginning 31 days after launch, five maxiinum tracking
passes per week were planned, using any combination of
the following stations: Pioneer, Echo, Woomera, Tidbin-
hilla, Johannesburg, Robledo, and Cebreros. It was also
planned, within the limits of DSN loading and station
availability, to use any or all of the DSSs to provide a
minimum average coverage of the equivalent of one pass
per day beginning 31 days after launch until the end of
the mission.
Since the main objective of the mission was to collect
scientific data relative to interplanetary, phenomena, spe-
cial emphasis was given to support during solar flare
activities. The DSN commitment stated that, in the event
of Class I] or greater solar flare events, continuous track-
ing and data acquisition coverage would be provided.
It was also agreed that the Pioneer VII spacecraft
tracking coverage from the stations equipped with 85-ft
antennas would be terminated at the time when the
8-bit/s telemetry data were distorted by a bit error rate
of 10 :' (one error in 1000 detected bits or 0.1% error) or
larger, making further telemetry acquisition effort im-
practical. Telemetry data with a bit error rate of 10
would be acceptable to the Pioneer Project. If available
'Tim length n{ a maximun/ tracking pass is del:ined by the direct
visibility duration of the spacecraft, limited only by the terrain
and antenl_a hardware constraints.
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error correction techniques would be applied, meaningful
readout of measurements generated by the flight instru-
ments would be possible.
It was also planned to provide tracking and data
acquisition support from the Mars DSS after the phase-
out of support by the 85-ft-antenna stations. This station,
at the time the Pioneer VII commitments were made, was
not fully completed and was not given an operational
status; therefore, this facility was made available on a
"best effort" basis.
It was planned in the SIRD and NSP issued in 1967
to have daily tracks available at the Mars DSS for each
Pioneer mission. Due to the limitations of a single station
capability, the support ratio between the Pioneer VI and
VII missions at the Mars DSS was to be coordinated by
the Pioneer Project for the best utilization of all space-
craft instruments.
GCF commitment. Four full duplex teletype circuits
and one voice circuit between the SFOF and the Echo,
Tidbinbilla, Johannesburg, and any other scheduled
DSSs were assigned as part of the GCF Pioneer VII
mission support, subject to circuit priorities. It was also
planned to furnish during launch operations three full
duplex teletype and three voice circuits between the
SFOF and the JPL communications center at Cape
Kennedy and three full duplex teletype and voice circuits
between the SFOF and the Cape Kennedy DSS.
SFOF commitment. The Pioneer mission support area
in the SFOF was committed for the Space Flight Opera-
tions Director and his team to direct, during launch
operations, all elements of space flight operations, space-
craft performance analysis and command (SPAC), and
space science analysis and command (SSAC) functions.
It was also planned that the Flight Path Analysis and
Command (FPAC) Team would perform all prelaunch
and postlaunch computations necessary for orbit deter-
ruination and predictions. The SFOF was committed to
generate medium-accuracy orbits, based upon tracking
data received from the DSSs; provide continuous data
validation; and render any other services necessary to
make a reliable spacecraft acquisition as soon as possible
and have precision orbit data awtilable to meet the
required accuracies, A further commitment was to fur-
nish the Pioneer Project the best possible telemetry data.
b. DSN support during launch preparations and the
near-earth phase of the Pioneer VII mission. To pre-
pare for a successful Pioneer VII launch, FPAC tests, an
SPAC/SSAC acceptance test, FPAC acceptance tests,
SFOF integration tests, DSS/AFETR integration tests,
and two operations readiness tests were performed from
June 16 to August 15, 1966. After the completion of these
tests, DSN and tracking-data-system readiness reviews
were conducted.
Prelaunch checkout and launch preparation of the
spacecraft and its scientific instruments were conducted
by Pioneer Project personnel at Building AN at the Cape
Kennedy Air Force Station. During this period, perform-
ance and verification tests of the RF link betwecn the
spacecraft and the Cape Kennedy DSS were performed.
This DSS contained mission-independent and mission-
dependent equipment (Pioneer GOE) identical to that at
standard DSSs.
During prelaunch countdown, the Cape Kennedy DSS
received telemetry data from the spacecraft and continu-
ously monitored the spacecraft communications subsystem
performance and the compatibility of the suhsystem with
the DSN. The direction and status monitoring of the
DSN was performed at the SFOF. Also, the performance
of the spacecraft and its scientific instrtnnents was ana-
lyzed at the SFOF from spacecraft telemetry data tele-
typed from the Cape Kennedy DSS, These activities served
as backup to similar tasks performed at Building AN.
Pioneer VII was launched at 15:20:17 GMT on
August 17, 1966. During the near-earth phase of the
mission, the AFETR network metric-tracked the launch
vehicle and received telemetry data from both the space-
craft and the launch vehicle. The spacecraft telemetry
data were recorded on magnetic tape for later processing
and analysis. The tracking data were teletyped immedi-
ately and continuously to the real-time computer facility
at the Cape Kennedy Air Force Station, where the char-
acteristics of the trajectory were calculated for predic-
tions to be used for the initial DSN acquisition of the
spacecraft's S-band signal. Similar activities were per-
formed at the SFOF, using the AFETR tracking data.
The MSFN collected metric tracking and telemetry
data from the Delta second stage on C-band. The metric
tracking data were obtained by three MSFN stations, and
the telemetry data by six. Two orbits were covered 200
rain after launch.
The Cape Kennedy DSS tracked the spacecraft's
S-band signal and supplied telemetry information, using
its GOE and telemetry command processor, to the
Pioneer mission support area at the SFOF until 190 s
after launch, at which time it lost lock. The Ascension
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Island DSS locked onto the S-band signal of Pioneer VII
at 15:40:15 GMT (30 s after this station's rise) and
recorded it for over 7 min, at which time the spacecraft
reached horizon.
The first lock at the Johannesburg DSS was established
47 rain after launch, approximately 90 s after the 10-deg
elevation angle was reached. The Johannesburg DSS was
in auto-track at 15:49:40 GMT. The signal strength
was -133 dBmW, and the S-band acquisition aid was
utilized. Two-way lock was established at 61 min, 50 s after
launch at the same station, using the S-band cassegrain
monopulse feed. The signal strength was approximately
100 dBmW.
At 16:21 GMT the signal at the Johannesburg DSS
dropped rapidly to -115 dBmW. Therefore, tracking
was transferred to the Tidhinbilla DSS at 16:25:30 GMT.
This station locked-up in a two-way mode 1 rain, 30 s
later. At 16:35 GMT, there was a momentary loss of lock
on the downlink. The lock was again re-established in
30 s. Tracking was transferred from the Tidhinbilla DSS
back to the Johannesburg DSS 1 h, 41 rain after launch.
Since firm tracking and data acquisition of the Pioneer VII
S-band signal had been established, the near-earth sup-
port phase of the mission was considered successfully
completed.
During this phase, the SFOF provided all necessary
services, functions, and equipment. The FPAC Team
made computations of the parking orbit, which was nomi-
nal. The SFOF-computed orbit, available 35 rain after
launch, was used as a backup to the AFETR-eomputed
orbit. The deviation between the two orbits was within
the required accuracy limits. The computation of the
solar orbit started 1 h after launch, utilizing two-way
tracking data from the Johannesburg and Tidbinbilla
DSSs. The first computed solar orbit, available approxi-
mately 2 h after launch, was used immediately to gener-
ate new predictions for the DSSs. Three more orbits were
generated within 20 h after launch, utilizing two-way
tracking data from the Johannesburg, Tidbinbilla, and
Pioneer DSSs. All four orbits were very similar and the
fit to the available data was ahnost perfect.
The GCF supplied all necessary support prior to,
during, and after the launch of Pioneer VII.
c. DSN support during the deep space phase of the
Pioneer VII mission. All committed tracking and data
acquisition services were furnished to the Pioneer Proj-
ect to make available ahnost continuous telemetry infor-
mation with the lowest bit error rate, as well as the
necessary two-way doppler tracking information required
to update the orbit parameters and generate frequency
predictions for the DSSs. Figure 1 summarizes the track-
ing and data acquisition support rendered by the DSN
from the Pioneer VII launch until the eighth week of
1968. During the 6-mo-long nominal mission, not only
have the minimum requirements and commitments been
met, but a considerable amount of additional support has
also been furnished.
The fixed earth-sun line heliocentric trajectory of
Pioneer VII is shown on Fig. 2. The time ticks drawn on
the trajectory represent the spacecraft's position on the
first day of each given month. The Pioneer VII telemetry
threshold ranges are displayed for the standard and the
experimental advanced 85-ft-antenna DSSs (Johannes-
tmrg and Echo), as well as for the 210-ft-antenna Mars
DSS. The free-space attenuation scale can be used as a
relative measure.
During the nominal mission, the principal tracking and
data acquisition support was provided by the 85-ft-
antenna DSSs equipped with the Pioneer GOE: Johan-
nesburg, Echo, and Tidbinbilla. In addition, the Pioneer
DSS also provided support utilizing the microwave link
between the Pioneer and Echo DSSs and the multiple-
mission support area at the Echo DSS. This configuration
made possible the demodulation of the telemetry signals
received 13)' the Pioneer DSS S-band receiver with the
Pioneer GOE located at the Echo DSS, thus expanding
the usage of the only Pioneer GOE in the Goldstone
DSCC.
This mode of operation was necessary to meet the
Pioneer tracking and data acquisition support require-
ments and commitments without conflicting with the
mission support of Lunar Orbiter I (launched August 10,
1966), provided by the Echo, \Voomera, and Robledo
DSSs. The Lunar Orbiter II (launched November 6, 1966)
and Lunar Orbiter III (launched February 5, 1967) mis-
sions _verc supported by the same stations. Therefore, the
Pioneer VII support from the Goldstone DSCC between
the Lunar Orbiter missions was provided by the Echo
DSS; at other times, the Pioneer DSS was used. Though
the Surveyor lI launch on September 20, 1966, further
increased the DSN load, any possible support conficts
were resolved without affecting the DSN support of the
Pioneer VII mission.
During the first 10 days after launch, the Johannesburg,
Tidbinbilla, and Pioneer DSSs furnished 100% coverage
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Fig. 1. DSN operational support of Pioneer VII mission: weekly tracking passes and hours and minimum commitment
during the nominal mission
for the Pioneer VII mission. The Pioneer DSS sent the
commands for the Type II orientation maneuver during
the second pass. These commands rotated the spacecraft
about the sun-probe line and stopped it at that orienta-
tion which resulted in the greatest signal strength at
earth. At this position, the spin axis was known to be
normal to the plane of the earth, sun, and probe. During
this maneuver, the spacecraft antenna radiation pattern
was plotted, and the spacecraft spin axis was positioned
to receive the greatest signal strength at the tracking
stations around the earth.
From 11 to .38 days after launch, the DSN provided, on
the average, two passes per day (the minimum commit-
ment). To detect sun radiation anomalies, Pioneer VII
traveled through the geomagnetospheric tail of the earth,
starting 84 days after launch. During this syzygy con-
figuration, 100% tracking coverage was provided by the
Echo, Woomera, and Cebreros DSSs. On October 1,
the syzygy coverage of Pioneer VII was completed.
The telemetry data acquisition threshold of a 0.1% bit
error rate was reached at the standard 85-ft-antenna
stations on March 21, 1967. Prior to that date, the DSN
initiated supporting-research-and-technology efforts to im-
prove the Pioneer telemetry threshold capabilities of the
85-ft-antenna network. This was the only way to further
increase support capabilities without being forced to
continue support using only the 210-ft antenna at the
Mars DSS, which was already tracking Pioneer VI.
The first hardware modified to improve the telemetry
detection threshold was tested at the Echo DSS during
March. The 12-Hz S-band carrier tracking loop band-
width was narrowed to 5 Hz and later to 3 Hz. In a re-
ceive, one-way mode only, the bit error rat(" was lowered
from 0.1% to approximately 0.02%. Also, the system
noise temperature of the Echo DSS was decreased. A
specially designed waveguide l}ypass was installed that
removed electrically the antenna diplexer and two wave-
guide switches from the microwave feed assembly. This
change of the regular configuration decreased the system
noise temperature by ll.5°K to approximately 29°K.
Accordingly, the threshold improvement was 1.5 dB.
These improvements made possible the Echo DSS sup-
port of the Pioneer VII mission during April. The telem-
etry bit error rate was within the acceptable limit.
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During the first 2 wk of May, the DSN supported the
Pioneer VII mission from the Venus DSS, which has a
system noise temperature of 30°K and a ,%Hz carrier
tracking loop bandwidth. The linear polarized feedhorn
of this station made possible a signal enhancement of
about ,] dB. It should be noted that the Pioneer spacecraft
transmit linearly polarized S-band signals and the stan-
dard 85-ft antenna DSSs have circularly polarized feed-
horns. This configuration causes a ,_-dB polarization loss
at the standard stations, which have been optimized to
track planetary spacecraft which operate with circularly
polarized signals. The quoted threshold features of the
Venus DSS made it possible to track Pioneer VII telem-
etry signals with no bit errors at an 8-bit/s rate.
During the second half of May, the Pioneer VII mis-
sion was supported by the Johannesburg DSS. A .%Hz
tracking loop bandwidth capability had been incorpo-
rated, and a special waveguide modification had been
made. In this configuration, the station was limited to
receive-only operation. The system noise temperature
after the waveguide bypass installation was lowered to
approximately 33.1°K; the standard noise temperature
of this station is 42.5°K. The receiver threshold after both
modifications was - 177.5 dBmW; the receiver threshold
in a standard configuration at the same station is approxi-
mately, -17.3.5 dBmW. The overall system improvement
due to both modifications, as derived using the parity,
error rate improvement, was equivalent to approximately
2.5 dB, of which 1.1 dB was attributed to reduced system
temperature and the remainder to the .3-Hz tracking loop
bandwidth.
Figure :3a shows the bit error rates obtained at the
Johanneshurg DSS during the latter part of May. The bit
error rate for a normal pass was relatively constant for
the middle of the pass, with a duration of approximately
4-6 h. The increase in error rate on either side of mid-
pass was attributed to the noise contribution of the rela-
tively large side-lobe sensitivity caused by damage to
the antenna's surface from hail storms. The antenna
surface panels were replaced, and the bit error rate of
the Pioneer VII telemetry subsequently improved, as
shown in Fig. 3b. The Mars DSS also provided support
during the same period and obtained telemetry with hit
rates of 64 and 16 bits/s and a very low bit error rate.
From July until the end of 1967, the Pioneer VII mis-
sion was supported mostly by the Johannesburg and Mars
DSSs. During the launch activities at the Johannesburg
DSS for the Surveyor IV-VII and Lunar Orbiter V mis-
sions, only the Mars DSS was used for Pioneer VII track-
ing and data acquisition support.
The desire for increased 85-ft-antenna station support
for Pioneer VII resulted in the development of a polarizer
for the cassegrain feeds. The test data for a research-
and-development model indicated an approximate .B-dB
improvement in signal level at both receive and transmit
frequencies. This polarizer converted the standard cir-
cular feed to a linear feed. It was installed at the
Johannesburg DSS during November 1967, and its per-
formance has been very satisfactory. An acceptable telem-
etry hit error rate was obtained until February 1968, at
which time the spacecraft-earth range started to increase
rapidly and Pioneer VII support by the experimental
advanced 85-ft-antenna Johannesburg DSS was phased
out. Since that time, the Piotwer VII mission has been
supported, on a daily basis, hy the Mars DSS, which has
the capability, to support the mission until its termination.
Thus, the Pioneer VII mission support by 85-ft-antenna
stations was extended approximately 10 me after the
standard 85-ft-antenna network reached its telemetry,
threshold limit. This improvement made possible not
only more tracking and data acquisition support for
Pioneer VI at the Mars DSS, hut also approximately 850
additional tracking hours of Pioneer VII mission support
during a time when the DSN was supporting 12 other
lunar and planetary missions.
The Pioneer VII teh'metry system transmits scientific
and engineering data at five discrete bit rates ranging
from 512 to 8 bits/s. During the first 18 me after launch,
Pioneer VII collected nearly 2.2 X 10" bits of telemetry,
information: 72%, scientific information; 6%, engineer-
ing data; and the rest, parity check and data identifica-
tion. Throughout the flight, Pioneer VII operated primarily
in the sampled real-time data transmission mode. All
received data hits were recorded on an original master
magnetic tape, and sampled telemetry data were trans-
mitted in near-real time, using teletype lines, to the SFOF
and the Pioneer Mission Operations Center at Ames
Research Center. The Pioneer Project's Space Flight
Operations Team used these data for "quick-look" and
operational control purposes.
The spacecraft's duty-cycle storage mode _ was used
during the times the DSN was unable to furnish tracking
'-'In this mode the DSN is not receiving telemetry from the space-
craft, and the data arc being stored on the spacecraft. It is the
least desirable type of data retrieval method because the space-
craft memory unit has limited capacity and t)ecaose a portion of
the subsequent tracking period of a station must be reserved for
playback. At the lowest bit rate, the time for playback can anmunt
to ._2 rain,
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and data acquisition support. Less than 0.1% of the total
data was received in this mode.
neering and operations team comprised of technical per-
sonnel from the DSIF, SFOF, and GCF.
Every phase of the mission thus far has been very
successful, and all flight instruments are still operating
and continuously sending back excellent data on fields
and particles. Based on its performance thus far, the
estimated total lifetime of the Pioneer VII spacecraft is
5 yr. This nominal lifetime is used in DSN planning to
estimate the future tracking and data acquisition support
necessary for the mission.
The onboard S-band communications equipment (i.e.,
the Channel 6 and Channel 7 spacecraft receivers and the
transmitter) is still performing within the tolerances of
the given specifications. The performance characteristics
of the S-band communications downlink, using the stan-
dard 85-ft-antenna DSSs, are plotted in Fig. 4. The S-band
receiver input carrier level measurements at the Venus
and Echo DSSs agree with the nominal values of the
Pioneer communications systems design (given in Table 1,
p. 2:3, in SPS 37-50, Vol. II).
The approximate cutoff dates of the Pioneer VII
telemetry bit rates are also very close to the predicted
values. The measured average telemetry bit error rates
are in the vicinity of the theoretical approximation.
C. Planetary Flight Projects
1. Mariner V Extended Mission Operations Support,
D. J. Mudgway
It is estimated that Mariner V (developed under the
Mariner Venus 67 Project) will survive from 3 to 6 yr
on the basis of the known gas-depletion rate and the
spacecraft's past history and that, approximately once
every 13 too, Mariner V will be within DSN tracking
range for about 6 too. The times during which the space-
craft is expected to be within eonmmnications range of
the DSSs are shown in Fig. 5.
To take advantage of this opportunity for gathering
additional scientific and engineering data, the Mariner
Extended Mission Operations (MEMO) Project is being
established.:' A DSN Manager has been appointed; he will
be supported by a DSN Project Engineer plus an engi-
"_Proposal for Mariner V Extended Mission Operations, Jan. 10,
1968 (JPL internal docmnent).
The DSN proposes to meet the basic support require-
ments with the Mars DSS 210-ft antenna and the Robledo
DSS 85-ft antenna. During the 210-ft-antenna visibility
period, seven 4-h passes per week will be required by the
Project; during the 85-ft-antenna visibility periods, seven
8-h passes per week will be required. The existing ground
telemetry system from the previous Mariner V activities
will be utilized. Command capability will be provided
with the standard Mariner V read-write-verify system.
Some ranging passes on a "best effort" basis will also
be provided from the Mars DSS, using the existing
R&D planetary ranging equipment.
Additional support is planned on a "best effort" basis,
using the DSSs scheduled to support the Mariner Mars
1969 missions. For this support, the newly developed
multiple-mission telemetry system will be employed,
using a specially modified telemetry-command-processor
software program to make the system compatible with
the Mariner V data format. This will permit the existing
Mariner V software to be used for outputting the data
from the telemetry command processor to the communi-
cations lines in the original format; hence, no changes
will be required to the IBM 7044 data processing system
in the SFOF.
Because of the impending new automatic-data-switch-
ing-system modifications, arrangements are being made
to bypass the block multiplexers and error decoder-
encoders at both the DSS and SFOF ends of the com-
nmnications circuits. This will allow the MEMO high-
speed data stream to enter the telemetry processing
system for reformatting and subsequently pass to the
IBM 7044 without any need for additional software.
Conunand capability by the DSSs scheduled to support
the Mariner Mars 1969 missions is to be provided for
MEMO by a slightly modified read-write-verify system,
which can be readily converted to the Mariner V con-
figuration by the insertion of an appropriate card.
A mission support area has been assigned in the SFOF,
and planning layouts have been nmde of the communi-
cations and display facilities for this area.
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Fig. 5. Heliocentric view of Mariner V trajectory during 1968-1969 tracking opportunity
D. Manned Space Flight Project
1. Apollo Mission Support, p s Goodwin
a. Introduction. The DSN support furnished to the
MSFN for the Apollo Project from the early equipment
procurement and implementation through the operational
support provided during the Apollo 4 (launched Novem-
ber 9, 1967) and Apollo 5 (launched January 22, 1968)
missions was described in SPS 37-50, Vol. II, pp. 27--33.
The support provided during the April 4, 1968 launch and
subsequent flight of Apollo 6 (AS-502) is described here.
b. Apollo 6 mission description. The Apollo 6 mission
was the second unmanned test of the giant Saturn V
launch vehicle, which for this mission carried an instru-
mented, developmental spacecraft and an inert lunar
module test article. Thc nominal Apollo 6 mission profile
was to be very similar to that of its predecessor, the
highly successful Apollo 4. The significant difference be-
tween the two mission profiles was that the Apollo 6
third stage, the S-IVB, was to burn to full lunar injection
velocity and target for a theoretical moon. The spacecraft
[i.e., the command and service module (CSM)] was to
separate shortly after injection and perform a braking
maneuver to limit its apogee to approximately 12,000
nmi. The CSM was programmed to burn its propulsion
system on the downward leg so as to re-enter the earth's
atmosphere at a simulated lunar return velocity in a final
test of the spacecraft's heat shield. However, two sig-
nificant anomalies occurred that prevented the accom-
plishment of all of the mission objectives and affected
the support provided by both the MSFN and the DSN.
While these anomalies, discussed below, are probably
not related, their combined effect was to greatly alter
the combined MSFN/DSN post-lunar-iniection test plan
for this mission.
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Premature shutdown of two of the live I-2 engines in
the S-II second stage during the launch phase. In itself,
the first anomaly had minimal effect upon the network's
ability to acquire the spacecraft in earth orbit, because
the S-IVB stage's first burn compensated for the velocity
deficiencies created by the second-stage engine failure.
The resulting earth orbit was somewhat elliptical (96
nmi by 196 nmi) but within the network's acquisition
capabilities.
Failure of the 1-2 engine in the S-IVB third stage to
restart for the lunar injection burn. The second anomaly
had the more significant effect upon the combined
MSFN/DSN support plans. As a result of the S-IVB re-
start failure, an alternate mission plan was put into exe-
cution. The CSM was immediately separated from the
S-IVB third stage, and the spacecraft's propulsion system
was ignited to drive the CSM to near its intended apogee.
In so doing, its fuel was depleted to such an extent that
the CSM could not accelerate to lunar return velocity
on the downward leg and was forced to land in a second-
ary recovery area. There it was successfully recovered
by the Carrier USS Okinawa. In the meantime, the S-IVB
remained ill its 96-nmi by 196-nmi elliptical earth orbit,
invalidating the preflight nominal acquisition information
at the stations until new acquisition messages were re-
ceived.
c. Cape Kennedy DSS support for Apollo 6 mission.
As was the case with Apollo 4 and 5, the Cape Kennedy
DSS provided informal assistance to the MSFN station
on Merritt Island during the countdown and launch of
Apollo 6. The station was configured in a manner iden-
tical to that for the Apollo 4 mission (SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
p. 31); i.e., the CSM S-band downlink would be received
at the Cape Kennedy DSS, and the detected phase-
modulated telemetry baseband would be relayed to the
MSFN station on Merritt Island for processing should
multipath or flame attenuation cause reception difficul-
ties at Merritt Island that possibly might not be experi-
enced at the Cape Kennedy DSS. Activities at Cape
Kennedy started with a countdown demonstration test
96 h before liftoff and proceeded through the terminal
count and subsequent launch of Apollo 6 at 12:00:01
GMT on April 4, 1968. During this period, the Cape
Kennedy DSS observed the received signal on a spec-
trum analyser, took Polaroid pictures, and reported signal
strength data to the MSFN station on Merritt Island.
The received signal at the Cape Kennedy DSS was nomi-
nal, based on Apollo 4 countdown experience, being -74
dBmW at 40 s after liftoff. A lnomcntary dropout oc-
curred 2 rain, 31 s after liftoff, lint the signal was ina-
mediately recovered at a signal strength of - 116 dBmW.
Signals in the range of -106 to -124 dBmW were then
received until 8 min after liftoff, when signal strength
dropped to -140 dBmW. Loss of signal occurred 9 min,
14 s after liftoff on the launch pass.
d. Ascension Island DSS support for Apollo 6 mission.
Preparations for the Apollo 6 mission at the DSN Ascen-
sion Island DSS officially started at 130:00 GMT on Feb-
ruary 29, 1968, with the establishment of configuration
control of the station in the MSFN configuration. In
reality, the station had remained in the MSFN configura-
tion since the Apollo 4 mission and had participated in
a practice exercise with Apollo 5 (SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
p. 32). During the time between the Apollo 5 tracking
and the launch of Apollo 6, the Ascension Island DSS
participated in all requested MSFN prelaunch tests, net-
work simulations, and Test and Training Satellite (TATS)
tracks. A configuration freeze was established at 00:00
GMT on March 12, at which time the Ascension Island
DSS went on "mission status," thereby joining the MSFN
Ascension Island station in responding to the Apollo
Project's scheduling requests. From this time through
launch, the Ascension Island DSS reported "status green."
The Ascension Island DSS was formally committed to
the MSFN for Apollo 6 mission support, since the nomi-
nal mission profile required two antennas at Ascension
Island after the planned lunar injection: one to cover the
CSM and the other to cover the S-IVB stage. The MSFN
Ascension Island station was assigned to the former
vehicle, while the DSN Ascension Island DSS was as-
signed to the latter vehicle. Had the S-IVB injection burn
been nominal, the Ascension Island DSS would have
experienced a 12-h pass, tracking the S-IVB/IU stage 4
starting with the third orbital revolution. (The first and
second orbital revolutions were not visible to Ascension
Island.) Since the S-IVB did not restart for the lunar-
injection engine burn at the end of the second orbital
revolution, its subsequent passes over Ascension Island
were all earth-orbital-type tracks, as noted below.
The restart anomaly occurred at the beginning of the
third orbital revolution, just minutes before the expected
CSM and S-IVB acquisition-of-signal times for the two
Ascension Island stations. Because the CSM propulsion
system was ignited to place the spacecraft in a near-
standard, high-apogee elliptical orbit, the MSFN Ascen-
sion Island station was able to acquire the CSM at
almost the expected time. The Ascension Island DSS
_The instrumentation unit (IU) is that part of the S-IVB stage that
contains th,: VHF beacon and S-band transponder.
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searched for the S-IVB/IU at its preflight nominal arrival
azimuth bearing until well after its predicted arrival
time. Having failed to detect the S-IVB/IU, the Ascen-
sion Island DSS next searched in the vicinity of the CSM,
using verbally reported look angles from the MSFN
Ascension Island station, again without success. After an
estimated 2 rain into the pass, the VHF telemetry an-
tenna at the MSFN Ascension Island station acquired
the S-IVB/IU VHF telemetry signals and relayed the
vehicle's position to the Ascension Island DSS. The late
"arrival" of the S-IVB, due to the restart anomaly, had
created an almost 180-deg azimuth bearing difference in
station look angles between the CSM and S-IVB/IU by
the time the latter's signals were acquired.
Despite this confused start, the Ascension Island DSS
successfully completed 6 rain, 9 s of main beam auto-
track on the S-IVB/IU in the third orbital revolution.
The Ascension Island DSS first acquired the S-IVB/IU
at 15:33:07 GMT on its acquisition antenna system
(Fig. 10, p. 30, in SPS 37-50, Vol. II) and then transferred
to the main-beam autotrack mode 6 s later. The signal
strength at the acquisition-of-signal time was -85 dBmW
-a strong signal. The Ascension Island DSS was success-
ful in sending several commands and performing sev-
eral ranging measurements, even though the third orbital
revolution was a short earth-orbital pass. The signal
strength at the loss-of-signal time was -120 dBmW.
Using verbal acquisition data provided by the MSFN
station, the Ascension Island DSS rapidly acquired the
S-IVB/IU on the fourth orbital revolution at 17:07:41
GMT, transferring to the main beam at 17:09:20 GMT.
The signal strength at that time was -100 dBmW. The
track was successful during the entire pass, which termi-
nated at 17:15:17 GMT with loss of signal. An attempt
was made to track the S-IVB/IU again on the fifth revo-
lution, but the vehicle's orbit progression caused the track
to follow the station's horizon, with the result that the
Ascension Island DSS had only intermittent signal lock.
During the foregoing time period, the Ascension Island
DSS tracking data were sent in real time to the SFOF,
where they were inspected and manually checked for
accuracy. The tracking data were also forwarded to
Goldstone DSCC for processing through the system data
analysis (SDA) computers which had been set up to per-
form a real-time evaluation. However, the accurate set
of injection conditions required by the SDA program to
perform an analysis was not available in time due to the
anomalies in the mission. Therefore, the SDA-
accumulated raw data were retained for postflight analy-
sis. The manual analysis of the tracking data did not
disclose any particular problem areas, and the doppler
counter problem mentioned in SPS 37-50 appeared to
have been corrected.
Concurrently with the Ascension Island DSS's S-IVB
activity, the MSFN Ascension Island station tracked the
CSM in its high-apogee orbit, thereby fulfilling the Proj-
ect's requirement for two-antenna coverage from Ascen-
sion Island. The high-apogee CSM pass (third orbital
revolution) lasted 4 h, 11.5 min, which meant that the
MSFN station's loss-of-signal time on the CSM was after
the fifth orbital revolution of the S-IVB, which was the
last revolution visible until the orbit precessed sufficiently
to reappear over Ascension Island. Since the latter would
occur well after the CSM loss of signal, the Manned
Spacecraft Center released the Ascension Island DSS
from further support to Apollo 6 at 19:00 GMT on
April 4.
e. Apollo 6 mission support by DSS MSFN wings. The
planned S-IVB/IU post-injection trajectory of Apollo 6
provided an excellent opportunity to exercise both the
prime MSFN 85-ft-antenna stations and the backup 85-ft-
antenna stations with MSFN wings in a simulated Apollo
lunar-mission-type trajectory. The MSFN requested, and
the DSN concurred, that the DSN stations with MSFN
wings be scheduled to track Apollo 6 on a "best-effort"
basis, consistent with the DSN commitments to other
flight projects. Also, it was mutually recognized that the
angular-tracking-rate limitation of the DSN 85-ft anten-
nas might preclude continuous coverage on certain pre-
injection earth-orbital passes; however, it was considered
a worthwhile experiment to determine how well the
DSN stations with MSFN wings could handle such a
pass. Consequently, the MSFN developed a special
"wing-prime evaluation plan" to:
(1) Evaluate the performance of the 85-ft-antenna
stations.
(2) Evaluate the current operational procedures at the
85-ft-antenna stations.
(3) Provide valuable training for the 85-ft-antenna
station crews.
As will be discussed below, the wing-prime evaluation
plan produced relatively little data due to the Apollo 6
mission anomalies. Though the full effect of these ano-
malies has not yet been assessed, it is reasonable to ex-
pect that the evaluation tests will be repeated on a
future suitable mission.
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Pioneer DSS MSFN wing. Like the Goldstone MSFN
(85-ft-antenna) Station, the MSFN wing at the Pioneer
DSS (Fig. 8, p. 28, in SPS 37-50, Vol. II) contains two
complete receiving and transmitting systems to simul-
taneously communicate with the CSM and the S-IVB
whenever they are nmtually within the beana. Acquisi-
tion of the Apollo 6 spacecraft in earth orbit required
four operators, though in critical mission phases up to six
operators can be einployed. The Apollo spacecraft are
acquired by pointing the antenna at the expected horizon
bearing angle, while the transmitter/exciter operator
sweeps the uplink frequency in such a manner as to
"capture" the spacecraft transponder, which in turn
causes the downlink to be similarly swept in frequency.
The station's receiver operators tune to a frequency offset
from the nominal by the expected doppler shift and
await capture by the sweeping downlink. Two-way
capture is detected by the resulting sweep of the station
receiver, which is nearly synchronous with the exciter
sweep. (The offset is proportional to the signal's round-
trip time.) After two-way capture, the exciter sweep is
decayed to the nominal uplink frequency, and the trans-
mitter is locked to the rubidium frequency standard.
Good-quality two-way tracking data arc then obtained.
Although the premission nominal trajectory predicted
that the first orbital revolution pass over the Goldstone
MSFN Station and the Pioneer DSS would be quite close
to the stations' horizon, it was felt that the second orbital
revolution would be sufficiently high to afford a reason-
able time to execute part of the wing-prime evaluation
plan, yet not so high as to create overly excessive antenna
rates. The Apollo 6 earth-orbital insertion anomaly caused
the first orbital revolution pass to be near-perigee, with
the result that the track was within the Pioneer DSS
antenna's predicted limits for most of the pass. The
Pioneer DSS MSFN wing passively tracked (three-way
with the Goldstone MSFN Station) during the second
....
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Fig. 6. MSFN wing at Tidbinbilla DSS
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orbital revolution, though some data were lost around the
time Apollo 6 crossed the station's meridian due to
the higher-than-anticipated angular rates. The evaluation
activity scheduled for the post-injection S-IVB trajectory
was cancelled when the engine did not restart. Pioneer
DSS did, however, passively track the S-IVB, which was
still in earth orbit on the third revolution.
With the cancellation of this wing-prime evaluation
plan, the Pioneer DSS MSFN wing was released from
further Apollo 6 support, and the configuration freeze
(established 00:00 GMT on March ,71) was terminated at
18:40 GMT on April 4.
Tidbinbilla DSS MSFN wing. In contrast to the Pioneer
DSS MSFN wing, the Tidbinbilla DSS MSFN wing
(Fig. 6) was expected to experience a reasonable view of
Apollo 6 on the first orbital revolution, but not on the
second. Due to the insertion anomaly which placed the
earth-orbital-phase apogee (196 nmi) near Australia, both
revolutions were tracked, with neither exceeding the sta-
tion antenna's angular-rate capability. All scheduled
wing-prime evaluation plan "handovers" between the
Tidbinbilla DSS MSFN wing and the prime Honeysuckle
(Canberra) MSFN Station were accomplished during the
first orbital revolution. Since the stations had not been
expected to have good visibility of Apollo 6 on the second
revolution, no handovers were scheduled. The MSFN
Honeysuckle Station maintained two-way lock and the
Tidbinbilla DSS MSFN wing maintained three-way lock
throughout the second-orbital-revolution pass. The MSFN
reported no problems on either pass, and preliminary
indications were that the evaluation-plan data would be
satisfactory. The injection-burn Apollo 6 anomaly can-
celled further evaluation tests at the Tidbinbilla DSS
MSFN wing, and the station was released from "mission
status." The configuration freeze (established 00:00 GMT
on March 31) was terminated at 18:40 GMT on April 4.
Robledo DSS MSFN wing. Had the Apollo 6' mission
been nominal, the prime Madrid MSFN Station and the
Robledo DSS MSFN wing (Fig. 7) would have had 8.5-h
view period of the injected S-IVB; hence, the wing-prime
evaluation plan tests were concentrated heavily at these
stations. Due to its northerly latitude, Madrid was not
scheduled to see either the first or the second earth-orbital
passes. Even so, both stations were staffed and ready
during the countdown and launch of Apollo 6 and re-
mained in a ready condition throughout the mission.
Because the injection burn did not occur, neither station
had visibility of either the S-IVB/IU or the CSM/' and
with the cancellation of the evaluation plan, Robledo
was released from "mission status." The configuration
freeze (established 00:00 GMT on March 31) was termi-
nated at 18:40 GMT on April 4.
:The mission profile was such that Madrid would not have CSM
visibility, even on the high-apogee pass.
Fig. 7. MSFN wing at Robledo DSS
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III. Advanced Engineering
A. Tracking and Navigational Accuracy Analysis
1. DSN Inherent Accuracy Project, r. w. Hamiltonand
D. W. Trask
The DSN Inherent Accuracy Project was formally
established by the DSN Executive Committee in July
1965. The objectives of the project are:
(1) Determination (and verification) of the inherent
accuracy of the DSN as a radio navigation instru-
ment for lunar and planetary missions.
(2) Formulation of designs and plans for refining this
accuracy to its practical limits.
Achievement of these goals is the joint responsibility of
the telecommunications and systems divisions of JPL. To
this end, regular monthly meetings are held to coordinate
and initiate relevant activities. The project leader and his
assistant (from the systems and telecommunications divi-
sions, respectively) report to the DSN Executive Com-
mittee, and are authorized to task project members to
(1) conduct analyses of proposed experiments, (2) pre-
pare reports on current work, and (3) write descriptions
of proposed experiments. The project is further author-
ized to deal directly with those flight projects using the
DSN regarding data-gathering procedures that bear on
inherent accuracy.
The various data types and tracking modes provided
by the DSIF in support of lunar and planetary missions
are discussed in SPS 37-39, Vol. III, pp. 6--8. Technical
work directly related to the Inherent Accuracy Project is
presented in SPS 37-38, Vol. III, and in subsequent Deep
Space Network SPS volumes, and is continued in the
following sections of this volume.
Considerable progress has been made in the analysis of
the doppler residual anomalies of lunar-orbiting space-
craft since the previous status report of this investigation
(SPS 37-47, Vol. II, pp. 13--15). One particularly fruitful
area is a correlation of the doppler residuals with the
spacecraft sub-lunar track. These two-way doppler resid-
ual anomalies commonly reach a magnitude of 100 mm/s
which is large compared to the normal "visible" doppler
noise of 0.1 mm/s. However, the size of these anomalies is
consistent with what could be expected from local varia-
tions in mass distribution relatively near the lunar surface.
Subsection 2 shows that with respect to the same sub-
lunar region, the residuals are similar for different orbits
of the same spacecraft as well as for two different space-
craft. Previous investigations that looked for these cor-
relations met with little success primarily due to two
reasons: First, the existing lunar maps lack both the reso-
lution and accuracy necessary to obtain a 1:1 correlation
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between the mass distribution, as shown on the maps,
with the actual residual anomalies. This analysis only
establishes the similarities of residuals from spacecraft
flying over the same region and is not a correlation
between the residuals and features as shown on the lunar
maps. Second, the doppler residuals become a function
of the data span fit if either a too long or too short data
arc is processed. This analysis found that, between these
bounds, the doppler residuals become relatively invariant
with the data span and, hopefully, directly reflect the
lunar gravity anomalies in the vicinity of the spacecraft
sub-lunar region.
Subsection 3 extends the work reported in SPS 37-50,
Vol. II on an analytical procedure for determining the
approximate accuracy obtainable from two-way doppler
tracking of a deep-space probe during the early stages
of planetary encounter when the effect of the target planet
is still negligible. This subsection further describes how
the effect of the target planet's gravity can be incorpo-
rated into the approximate solution, permitting an accu-
rate estimate of the navigational accuracy throughout
the planetary encounter phase. As in Subsection 2, favor-
able comparisons are made with the more time-consuming
but sophisticated orbit determination programs. The
ability to rapidly compute such navigational accuracy
estimates considerably simplifies the study of guidance
requirements for future missions.
Next, Subsection 4 describes the determination of the
selenographic location of Surveyor VII, the geographic
location of the DSS, the utilization of tracking data ob-
tained during the post-lunar touchdown phase of this mis-
sion, and the sensitivity of these solutions as a function
of the recent lunar ephemeris improvements. This analy-
sis parallels that of Surveyor VI reported in SPS 37-50,
Vol. II, pp. 110-124. As with Surveyor VI, the two-way
doppler "observed minus computed" residuals sets exhibit
long-term periodicity and diurnal signatures. The long-
term periodicities are lunar-ephemeris-dependent, while
the diurnal signature has a number of suspected causes,
among which are imperfections in the tropospheric re-
fraction corrections applied to the doppler, ionospheric
charged particle effects (not taken into account in this
analysis), and the remaining inadequacies in the lunar
motion model.
Spacecraft navigational capability depends not only on
the ability to model the force exerted on the spacecraft
by the solar system, but also on the modeling of forces
generated within the spacecraft (e.g., gas leakage from
the spacecraft). Aspects of this problem are discussed in
Subsections 5 and 6. Subsection 5 describes the effect of
gas venting from the infrared spectrometer that will take
place during the encounter phase of the Mariner Mars
1969 mission. This effect is expected to exceed 100 mm/s
as compared to the 0.4 mm/s expected "visible" noise on
the two-way doppler data during this time period. Sub-
section 6 discusses a dynamic programming technique for
computing the angular momentum that is transferred
in cross directions when firing unbalanced attitude con-
trol jets, and is an extension of the work described in
SPS 37-47, Vol. II, pp. 21-27.
2. Consistency of Lunar Orbiter Residuals With
Trajectory and Local Gravity Effects,
P. M. Muller and W. L. Sjogren
a. Introduction. This subsection describes one phase of
the effort devoted to analyzing the doppler tracking data
from the five NASA Lunar Orbiter missions in which
residuals of 100 mm/s have been observed. These resid-
uals are three orders of magnitude larger than the previ-
ously observed lunar spacecraft tracking data residuals.
There are two primary goals: (1) to obtain a description
of the moon's gravity field for scientific interest and appli-
cation, and (2) to obtain a representation of the moon's
gravity field adequate for Apollo operations. A discussion
of possible applications to Apollo and other scientific areas
is given.
To date, the scientific analysis has proceeded with the
immediate objective of determining the zonal and low-
degree tesseral harmonics which describe the large scale
variations from sphericity; however, for Apollo applica-
tions, more localized effects appear to be important since
precise short-term prediction of spacecraft position is a
requirement. The low-degree harmonics are apparently
not adequate for this purpose.
A more intensive study of the short period fluctuation in
the doppler data was initiated as it was noticed through-
out the Lunar Orbiter Project that the doppler data
exhibited short period fluctuations that could not be
accounted for by any moon model then available. This
suggested that either (1) the doppler data was in error,
(2) the doppler data was being analyzed incorrectly,
or (3) the moon is rougher than was anticipated. By a
process of elimination, it is concluded in Ref. 1 that the
moon was probably rougher in the sense that there are
harmonic coefficients of high order large enough to affect
the doppler data.
Short period effects suggested correlation with surface
features of the moon, or at least with positions on the
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lunar surface, but early attempts at finding such corre-
lations were unsuccessful. However, a breakthrough in
this direction was effected when the Lunar Orbiter Ill
final phase (III-E) data were analyzed. It was discovered
that when doppler residuals from single-orbit data fits
were examined, the resulting residuals correlated closely
with positions on the moon, and were consistent from
orbit to orbit. Two factors were necessary for this corre-
lation: (1) the use of only one orbit of data in the orbit
determination, and (2) the use of a simple harmonic model
of the moon (e.g., spherical or triaxial moon).
b. Background. The authors believed the basic hypoth-
esis that the tracking data residuals could be correlated
with the spacecraft sub-lunar trajectory. A simple calcula-
tion relates spacecraft accelerations, as determined from
the residuals, to the accelerations one could reasonably
expect from the variations in lunar terrain.
The observation of residuals such as those in Fig. 1
yields common variations of 0.5 Hz in a period of 5 rain.
This corresponds to an acceleration of 0.1 mm/s 2 and is
equivalent to a perturbing mass equal to 10 -6 that of
the moon at a distance of 190 km, i.e., m = arL This
amount of mass-differential is contained in a depression
100 X 100 × 2 km (lunar density = 3.3).
These numbers are in good agreement with the ob-
served condition of the lunar surface. If the local irregu-
larities are large enough to cause the perturbations, per-
haps they are also responsible.
Figure 2 shows the variations caused by a set of alter-
nating mass points that are 10 -6 the lunar mass, equally
spaced in time on the lunar surface, directly below a
spacecraft trajectory (Lunar Orbiter III [III-E]). They
were produced by differencing the doppler obtained from
a spherical moon trajectory (unperturbed) and the per-
turbed trajectory resulting from the mass points. Table 1
lists orbital characteristics for all trajectories studied.
Figure 1 indicates another clue to the applicable
method. A glance at the plot shows that the residual fre-
quencies range between 5 and 15 cycles per orbit. This
is far too high to be handled by the current harmonic
models for the moon which only go up to degree 4 to 7.
Figures 1, 3, and 4 compare single-precision orbit deter-
mination program (SPODP) fits to the same data using
triaxial, COSPAR, and JPL No. 87 harmonic sets. (The
coefficients are listed in Table 2.) The first model was
used in this study due to its superiority for short arcs. The
larger harmonic models were intended to fit the longer
arcs. They are applied well in that context, but fail to
adequately fit short arcs.
Additional confirmation of the residual frequencies is
contained in Fig. 5 which is a harmonic spectrum of the
residuals plotted in Fig. 1. The lack of low-order frequency
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is due to the short data span, but the plot is representative
of the highest frequency residuals observed. It strongly
indicates that low-order harmonic expansions of the lunar
field will not improve the short arc fits.
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Table 2. Lunar harmonic coefficient sets
Nominal triaxial
J=> _-- 0.2073E-3 C._2 z 0.2030E-4
COSPAR:'
J=_ 0.2059E-3
0.3373E-4
4o -- 0.79799999E-5
0.55049999E-4
C._2 0.2042E-4 S._1
_-. 0.1294E-4 :..,
_:_ 0.317E-5 :_1
4: 0.11E-6 3:
,3 --0.81999999E-6 33
44 0.69999999E-7 _,
B1 --0.38499999E-5 4._
5_ 0.342E-5 4:,
-- 0.70999999E-6 ,
54 --0.8E-7 _
5_ -- 0.3E-7 5:
53
54
JPL No. 87 b
J=_ 0.1907793E-3 C:; 0.25866226E-5
3o 0.20475193E-4 _: 0.89647364E-5
e --0.13195038E-4 _1 0.33962867E-4
--0.20221297E-5 _: -- 0.40269495E-6
,_; 0.13716878E-4 3:_ 0.41107037E-5
_; -- 0.40089559E-4 4_ --0.10998270E-4
0.20652902E-4 _: 0.42089126E-5
43 0.23212521E-5
, --0.58859199E-6
'qQSY/COSPAR Assemblies, London, England, July, 1967.
0.8E-6
--0.342E-5
0.1762E-4
--0.147E-5
--0,43E-6
0.391E-5
0.72E-6
--0.1E-7
0.11E-6
0.82899999E-5
--0.203E-5
-- 0.77999999E-6
--0.13E-6
0.3E-7
S_; 0.27363695E-5
:: --0. I0877982E-4
:_ 0.10463113E-4
_: 0.304146E-5
:_ --0.30990218E-5
_, 0.78724356E-5
4_ 0.52514076E-6
4:_ --0.10259718E-5
_4 --0.20105803E-6
bAn interim set of coefficients; not necessarily definitive (supplied by J. Lorelt.
Section 311 ).
c. Method. There are three basic categories for residual
errors after the fit to a spacecraft trajectory:
(1) Gravity, solar pressure, gas jets, and other forces
that act directly upon the spacecraft.
(2) Errors and physical deformations affecting the data
tracking system, i.e., temperature couples to the
transponder or tropospheric refraction.
(3) Software problems wherein the computer programs
introduce residuals because of model limitations or
program errors.
Error sources in category (3) would be eliminated by
producing the same residuals with an independent pro-
gram such as a polynomial fit to the raw tracking data.
Forces and effects in category (2), and those in category
(1), except for lunar gravity/ would be eliminated if
spacecraft produced the same residuals when flying simi-
_Coupling between graviW-gradient forces on the spacecraft with
gas-jet reactions was eliminated in Ref. 1 because of insufficient
amplitude.
lar trajectories. This study was undertaken using the
above approach.
Fits to single orbits were used throughout, employing
a basic (spherical or triaxial) potential model. As noted
in Paragraph a, this was a necessary constraint in order
to produce consistent fits which could fruitfully be
compared.
d. Results. Before comparison of the residuals could be
made with confidence, it was first necessary to demon-
strate that the SPODP (Ref. 2) could produce consistent
solutions. Earlier attempts to compare residuals (using 2
to 3 orbit fits) were unsuccessful because the SPODP will
not consistently fit the same data region unless the data
span is one orbit or less. Studies of the SPODP limitations
for longer arcs are in progress at the present time, and
results of that work will be reported later.
To demonstrate consistency, short Apollo-type (III-E,
eccentricity ,_ 0.) arcs were fit using different epochs and
lengths of data span. Results are shown in Fig. 6. This
agreement gave confidence in comparisons between trajec-
tories providing the outlined fitting policy was followed.
For the independent software, a new program and sys-
tem (devised by Drs. P. Dyer and S. McReynolds of
Section 311) was employed. It fits a polynomial directly
to the raw doppler data, removing the station motion
with a second degree polynomial, and the spacecraft
motion with a second order elliptical function based upon
the period of the orbit involvedY The scheme is docu-
mented in a JPL Technical Report:' that also con-
tains a repetition of the experiments in order to eliminate
the possibility of coincidence.
The residuals shown in Figs. 7 and 8, which compare
the sample trajectories, have been plotted with respect
to an adjusted time parameter. In each case, the epoch
has been altered to be a point at which the two trajec-
tories are most nearly above the same lunar location. This
was done to show the residual agreement as a function of
the sub-lunar trajectory. It was discovered that the epoch
difference could be arrived at either by consulting the
trajectory listings from SPODP or by simply overlaying
the original plots and reading the time difference. This
"A number of earlier attempts to fit the raw doppler at JPL had
failed, and success of this particular system is considered by the
author to have been a significant advancement.
:LMnller, P. M., and Sjogren, W. L., "'Consistency of Lunar Orbiter
Residuals With Trajectory and Local Gravity Effects," Technical
Report 32-1307 ( in preparation ).
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agreement confirmed the contention that the residuals are
tied to the lunar surface.
Figure 7 by itself covers the heart of the study. Plot (a)
of Fig. 7 is a fit to an Apollo-type orbit (low eccentricity),
Lunar Orbiter Ill, Phase E (Apollo traiectory), data pack-
age 1 (an arbitrary JPL numbering system to identify the
data ranges; e.g., III-E 1-A as in Table 1). Plot (b) is
another ODP fit, but to the same spacecraft just two
orbits later. The trajectories differ by only 100 kin, with
a perilune of 150 km, and so are essentially identical as
far as the perturbations are concerned.
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Plot (c) of Fig. 7 is a polynomial fit to the same data as
plot (b). The agreement between this independent soft-
ware system and SPODP eliminates both as a possible
cause of the residuals. The independent software check
builds confidence that SPODP is yielding the true
residuals.'
Figure 1 is the same spacecraft some 5 days later. The
change in residuals from Fig. 7 indicate that they do
vary with time.
The final test is two different spacecraft flying similar
trajectories, weeks apart. That case is illustrated in Fig. 8
with two high-eccentricity polar orbiters, Lunar Orbiters
'"Tn]e" residuals are those directly attributal)le to, and correlated
with, the sul)-hmar trajectory and are inwtriant under changes to
the fit-epoch and data span within the guidelines (one orbit maxi-
mum, basic harmonics). The polynomial fits show both that the
software is acceptable and that the observed residuals are true in
the above sense. J. Lorell and W. L. Sjogren (Ref. 1) obtained a
favorable comparison between the JPL and Langley Research
Center programs for two orbit fits, and thereby had previously
eliminated gross program failure as the cause.
IV C and V C, respectively. The two trajectories differ by
some 1.20 kin, and perilune is of the same order. As shown
in Table 1, the orbital parameters, most notably eccen-
tricity, differ substantially. The sub-hmar trajectory, how-
ever, is similar, and that fact manifests itself in the
agreement t)etween residuals. The very large phmge in
the residuals constitutes the most spectacular example
observed in the study. Other comparisons are given (see
Footnote 31) with similar results.
Many of the largest residual signatures were success-
fully matched (by W. Sjogren of Section 311) with visible
features on the moon such as maria and rough highlands.
These large residual variations appear, therefore, to cor-
relate with the largest lunar elevation changes.
This does not imply that all residuals correlate in this
manner, and, in fact, the author failed to find consistent
correlations between the more typical residual signatures
and elevations indicated on the lunar maps.
e. Possible applications to future work. Under the
assumption that the doppler residuals from each orbit of
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a Lunar Orbiter spacecraft are a direct measure of the
local gravitational field, the immediate plan is to estimate
some small set of mass points along the traiectory of a
single orbit. If this is successful, the independent reduc-
tion of many sequential orbits will be attempted. As a
mass-grid is built up from these solutions, consistency (or
the lack thereof) can be demonstrated.
If consistent and successful, these solutions could be
statically reduced to a high-order harmonic set (as pro-
posed by J. Lorell of Section 311). In addition, it might
be possible to directly correlate the derivatives of the
doppler signatures with local terrain and/or gravity.
Either way, it may well turn out that Lunar Orbiter was
an excellent "flying gravimeter."
The problem of the hidden side of the moon remains,
since there are no data available to solve it directly. All
proposed indirect methods of solution appear to fall back
upon measuring variations in orbital parameters or space-
craft coordinates over many orbits. In order to fit arcs of
two or more orbits, it may be possible to solve out the
effect of the unseen lunar surface by considering its total
effect to be a solve-for instantaneous spacecraft maneuver.
This might permit an improved fit to more than a single
orbit, but will not solve the hidden side problem except
for the single are in question.
The Apollo Project is concerned with the accuracy of
short-arc fit-prediction capabilities. A considerable effort
will be made to attain an improvement of at least one
magnitude in this area, which appears to be the real
strength of the short-arc point-mass approach.
f. Conclusions. In order to obtain consistent residuals,
SPODP must be run with data arcs of one orbit and mini-
mal (triaxial or spherical) harmonic coefficients. Using
that approach, the residuals from one spacecraft correlate
with those from another, providing they fly the same or
similar sub-lunar trajectories. This ties the residuals to
the local lunar gravitational field.
The frequencies observed in the residuals are too high
to be effectively included in an harmonic expansion of
the hmar potential unless the order of the model can be
increased substantially. This further suggests the need for
a different lunar potential model and a different approach
to the problem if improvement in the fitting or predicting
is to be achieved. It is possible that such a model would
best be derived directly from analysis of the residuals or
solving for a mass-point grid on the lunar surface.
2.
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. The Effect of Target Planet Gravity on the Estimate of
Navigational Accuracy for a Deep Space Probe
During the Planetary Encounter Phase,
L. Kingsland, Jr. and W, E. goHrnan
a. Introduction. A previous article (SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
pp. 90-93), discussed an analytical procedure for deter-
mining the approximate accuracy obtainable from the
two-way doppler tracking of a deep space probe during
the early stages of planetary encounter, when the effect of
the target planet's gravity is still negligible. This article
will describe how the effect of the target planet's gravity
can be incorporated into the approximate solution, per-
mitting an accurate estimate of navigational accuracy
throughout the planetary encounter phase.
b. Background. The procedure for finding the estimate
of navigational accuracy is similar to that of the previous
SPS article and is reviewed below:
(1) The range rate between the observer on earth and
the spacecraft is approximated by the Hamilton-
Melbourne expression (SPS 37-39, Vol. III, pp.
18-23):
t; _ ; + ,or., cos _ sin _o(t - t,,)
where i" is the range rate between the center of the
earth and the spacecraft and ,0r_ cos 8 sin o, (t - t,,)
represents the approxinmte velocity component of
the tracking station with respect to the earth's
center along the direction to the spacecraft.
(2) The state variables to be estimated are the en-
counter parameters expressed in the B system:
B'T,B'R,T,,,C:,S.T,S.R
(3) The partial derivatives of range rate with respect to
the encounter parameters, Q, have the form of
ok
_Qj = aj + bj cos 0, (t - t,,) + cj sin _, (t - t,,)
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(4) Obtain the partial derivatives of the observable t_
with respect to the n parameters to be estimated
_b . _b (nX lvector)q'_"= _01' " " ' _0,,
(5) The vector of partials is multiplied by itself and by
a 1 X 1 weighting matrix 1/,rL to form the matrix
1
(6) Ii =is added to the accumulated matrix
J'=E+J:::+ ... q-JT,
The effect of adding each term of the J:_:matrix to
the accumulating J* matrix over one tracking pass
is approximated by integrating each element of the
1" matrix over the duration of the pass. Integration
of the sine and cosine terms produces constants
which depend on the tracking pass duration. The
coeflqcients a;, b_, and c), however, vary with time
as the spacecraft approaches the planet and are
therefore computed at sufficiently frequent inter-
vals throughout the approach phase so that the ]:::
matrix is reasonably well approximated.
(7) Given an a priori covariance matrix, _, of the
parameters to be estimated, the estimated covari-
ante matrix is obtained as
r=(F+r')'
c. Method of solution. The partial derivative _7_/'_7Q)of
step 3 is computed from
_(pj = \eft/, + a (1)
where
= the partial derivative assuming the space-
craft's trajectory is that of a heliocentric
conic and the planet's mass is negligible.
The procedure for computing this partial
derivative was discussed in SPS 37-50,
Vol. II, pp. 90-93.
& --: the increment of the partial derivative due
to the effect of the planet's gravitational
attraction
( ) _ ( aa
the partial derivative assuming hyperbolic
conic motion of the spacecraft with respect
to the planet and assuming the velocity of
the planet with respect to the center of the
earth is a constant, thus neglecting the helio-
centric motion of the spacecraft.
the partial derivative assuming constant
spacecraft velocity with respect to a mass-
less planet and assuming the velocity, of the
planet with respect to the center of the earth
is a constant, again neglecting the heliocen-
tric motion of the spacecraft.
The effects of heliocentric conic motion are dominant
during the early phases of encounter, but the effect of the
planet's gravity becomes dominant closer to the time of
encounter. The method described above permits a smooth
transition in the computation of partial derivatives be-
tween the heliocentric and the phmet-centered phases
of the encounter.
d. Planet-centered computations. The equation for
that is used for the computation of (?:r'SQj)_, during the
planet-centered phase is
i._ (/:''_/L,,,).r
Irl (3)
where
R_, = the vector from the center of the earth to the
planet
R,/v -- the vector from the planet to the spacecraft
r = the vector from the center of the earth to the
spacecraft
= (R,, + R.,/,,) (4)
Figure 9 shows the vector diagram for range rate near
the planet. The vector expressions for radius and velocity
of the spacecraft with _s/?,ect to the planet referenced to
the planet-centered/_, S, T coordinate system are
R,./_, = R_/_,cos, S + R.,/r, sin <_cos 0 T
-+-R,. v sin a sin 0 (5)
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Fig. 9. Range-rate vector diagram
( ')R,_/,,= V_+_s,n_ S'+ I* (cosa--1) cos0
+ _/* (cos_- 1)sin0R (6)
where
/N
S=
T=
/N
R=
Ogm
b
V_ _---
/z=
O=
a unit vector along the approach asymptote
a unit vector perpendicular to S and parallel to a
given reference plane (such as the ecliptic)
/x ,'k
S X T, unit vector
A
the planet-centered angle measured from -S to
as/p
the miss parameter
the hyperbolic excess speed
the gravitational constant of the planet
the orientation of the trajectory aiming point,
measured clockwise from the T axis to the miss
parameter 19
These parameters are depicted in Fig. 10.
Substituting Eqs. (4), (5), and (6)into Eq. (3) yields:
- + V_ + sin,_ [Rp" S - R_/p cos _]r
+ -_ k," T + W2_(cos_ - 1)(cos01
A
X [Rl," T -_- R,/_, sin a cos O]
+ -- fRl,"R + (cos a -- 1)(sin 0)r
A
X [Rp" R + R_/l, sin a sin 0] (7)
where
A
+ 2 (R_" T) (R_,_ sin a cos 0)
A
+ 2 (Rp. R) (R,/, sin. sin 0)1'_ (8)
The partial derivatives of _, with respect to the encounter
parameters, can then be obtained using the following
equations relating elements of a hyperbolic orbit:
2
( ,, ):alecosh -l,a ] +--sina-cosa
a
t-t_=(-F+esinhF)(a-_fL) '/*:
(a'-" + b'-')'_
e--
where
a = I,,/V_ semi-major axis of the hyperbolic orbit
F = eccentric anomaly of the hyperbola
t = time of observation
t, = time of closest approach (periapsis passage) of
spacecraft to planet
e. Mariner Venus 67 example. An estimate of naviga-
tional accuracy was calculated for conditions correspond-
ing to an orbit accuracy study performed for the planetary
encounter phase of Mariner Venus 67? Tile nominal tra-
jectory considered was for a June 17, 1967 Venus arrival.
_Pease, G. E., "'Mariner Venus 67 Orbit Determination Character-
istics and Accuracy," June 9, 1967, (JPL internal document).
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AIMING PLANE
Fig. 10. Hyperbolic parameters
This example is a continuation of the example given in
SPS 37-50, Vol. II, pp..90-93, in which only the far-
encounter phase was considered. The following a priori
uncertainties were assumed:
orbit determination program (SPODP). Calculation of the
estimate was performed on an IBM 1620 computer in
double precision. Total required computation time for the
data shown was about 40 min.
a_, a,, a.- = 1000 km
_), a;,, a.: = 1 km/s
a._1,,,ad = 24 m
a._t,, , .... = 0.0005 deg
The encounter parameters were as follows:
The results indicate reasonably good agreement with
results obtained from the SPODP. The major difference
is that the SPODP results indicated a fairly sharp transi-
tion in the uncertainty ellipse at E - 1 day, while the
approximate solution resulted in a more gradual transi-
tion. However, the initial and final sizes and orientations
of the uncertainty ellipse were reproduced with remark-
able accuracy.
b = 25,000 km
V_ = 3.113 km/s
0 = -32 deg
Two stations tracking from E - 9 days and a data noise
of cri, = 0.005 m/s were assumed. The results of the ap-
proximate solution are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12 for
comparison with those obtained from the single-precision
t. Conclusion. The approximate solution technique
described in this article appears to offer a useful and
practical procedure for performing navigational accuracy
studies. Using relatively simple and rapid computation
procedures, it produces orbit determination accuracy esti-
mates that demonstrate fairly good agreement with those
obtained from more complex and time-consuming orbit
determination programs during both the distant approach
and the near-planet phases of a planetary encounter
sequence.
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4. Surveyor VII: Post-Lunar Touchdown Tracking
Data Analysis, v. B.Winn
a. Introduction. The "observed minus computed"
(O - C) residual sets exhibited long-term periodicities and
diurnal signatures when Surveyor VII doppler data were
reduced using the single-precision orbit determination
program (SPODP) (Ref. 1). The long-term periodicities
are lunar ephemeris dependent. The diurnal signatures
result from tropospheric refraction (deficient modeling),
ionospheric charged particle effects (not modeled), or the
lunar motion model (deficient modeling).
b. Long-term periodicities. Two lunar ephemerides
were employed in conjunction with one established
scrubbed Surveyor VII tracking data sample. The two
ephemerides employed were Lunar Ephemeris 4 (LE 4)
(Ref. 2)and Lunar Ephemeris 5 (LE 5) (Ref. 3 and
SPS 37-48, Vol. III, pp. 33-39).
Lunar Ephemeris 4 can be regarded as the modem
evolved Brown lunar theory. This ephemeris has recently
been discovered to have radial components of position
and velocity which deviate from observations (SPS 37-49,
Vol. II, pp. 4--6 and SPS 37-50, Vol. II, pp. 93-97).
Lunar Ephemeris 5 is a numerical integration of the
equations of motion which uses LE 4 positions as input
observables (Ref. 4). Essentially, this amounts to a
smoothed LE 4 which is gravitationally consistent.
The O-- C residual long-term periodicities represent
lunar motion modeling errors. Both LE 4 and LE 5
exhibit this trait. The long-term periodicities induced by
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LE 4 are more pronounced than those of LE 5, and can
be seen in Figs. 13-15 using LE 5 and Figs. 16--18 using
LE 4. The residual long-term trends associated with LE 5
have a 0.7 mm/s amplitude and demonstrate an approxi-
mate period of one lunar cycle (Fig. 15).
c. Diurnal periodicities. The diurnal signatures of the
Surveyor VII O - C residuals (Figs. 19-21) are similar to
those of Surveyor I (SPS 37-48, Vol. II, pp. 4-7), and
Surveyors III, V, and VI (Ref. 4). However, the acquisi-
tion of low elevation Surveyor VII tracking data has pro-
vided a more complete picture of the daily nature o£ the
residuals.
Recent investigations by A. Liu (SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
pp. 93-97) and J. D. Mulholland (SPS 37-49, Vol. II,
pp. 4-6)have identified and ordered the three diurnal
errors presently incorporated into the SPODP residual
sets:
(1) Tropospheric refraction [--_33 mm/s/100 N at 0 deg
elevation (max)].
(2) Suspected lunar ephemeris error functions [_1.0
mm/s (max)].
(3) Ionospheric charged particle effects [_0.5 mm/s
(max)].
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Tropospheric refraction. The refraction signature has
been empirically determined and programmed into the
SPODP (Ref. 1). The empirical refraction function is
1 I--
N
340.0
where CI, C_ and C:_are empirically determined constants
C1 = 0.0018958
C_ = 0.06483
C:, = 1.4
and
Ar b = refraction correction applied to the SPODP-
calculated data types, Hz
r = doppler count interval, s
,[= elevation angle
= rate of elevation angle change
N = refractivity index
The tropospheric refraction indices N employed in the
SPODP solution for the Deep Space Stations (DSSs) are
all set at N = 340.0. Recent research by A. Liu (SPS 37-50)
has provided evidence that the following Ns are more
precise:
Pioneer DSS: N,, = 240.0
Tidbinbilla DSS: N_._,= 300.0
Robledo DSS: N_ = 310.0
The influence of tropospheric refraction is mainly a
phase retardation coupled with a bending and conse-
quential lengthening of the ray path. Utilizing Liu's for-
mulation, an error of 100 units of N generates O- C
residuals of 0.5 Hz (33 mm/s) for horizon range-rate
observations. The refraction-induced O - C residual sig-
,,,_ture contained in SPS 37-50 greatly resembles the
O - C residual characteristics of the Surveyor VII passes.
Pioneer DSS, in comparison to the other stations, most
frequently acquired low elevation tracking data. An
examination of Fig. 19 (Pioneer DSS residuals, pass 11,
using varying Ns) shows significant elevation-dependent
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O- C residual biases which correlate remarkably well
with the computed refraction error functions. Examina-
tion of Figs. 20 and 21, pertaining to Tidbinbilla and
Robledo DSSs, reveals evidence of like influences.
Lunar ephemerides (diurnal 0 - C residual contribu-
tion). Although the troposphere is an acknowledged
major, but tmevah_ated, error source that warrants the
evaluation efforts under way, there are other model limita-
- tions such as the lunar ephemeris.
J. D. Mulholland (SPS 37-49) has provided tentative
evidence of lunar ephemeris defects (to one significant
place) which have an approximately daily period. A cor-
relation study of Surveyor VII O - C residuals and the
suspected error functions is inconclusive (Fig. 22). A new
lunar ephemeris (LE 8), constructed incorporating these
error functions, will be used in future analysis.
Ionospheric char_zed particle effects. To the present,
ionospheric charged particle effects have been omitted
from model consideration. The ionospheric influence on
the CC30 - C residuals is a function of effective elec-
tron density which is dependent on elevation angle, ele-
vation rate of change, the sun's local hour angle, star
activity, and transmitter frequency. The residual signa-
ture resulting from this model omission can be similar to
the tropospheric refraction error function signature; how-
ever, the ionospheric influence on tracking data is of a
lesser magnitude. Accordingly, the ionospheric effect can
be removed or diminished from the O - C residuals by
a slightly erroneous N in the tropospheric model.
A history of ionospheric activity for the first hmar day
of all Surveyors is being compiled by M. Davis (Stanford
University Electronics Laboratories). Once this informa-
tion is available, the correlation of the O- C residuals
with tropospheric and ionospheric refraction will be in-
vestigated more fully.
d. A combinational parameter. The three diurnal com-
ponents that comprise the diurnal signature are highly
correlated. To utilize one "combinational parameter" as a
means of fitting out of the O - C residual sets, the influ-
ences resulting from tropospheric refraction, ionospheric
charged particle effects, and lunar ephemeris daily varia-
tions defects is the only available approach at this time.
The results from the employment of this procedure are
most striking. Tile preponderance of the diurnal signature
has been removed by the manipulation of the refraction
indices. The O - C residuals emanating from the several
SPODP Surveyor VII tracking data reductions are shown
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Fig. 22. Surveyor VII Tidbinbilla and Robledo DSSs two-way doppler O -- C residuals vs suspected ephemeris-
dependent tracking station position errors (using DE 29/LE 5 coupled with refraction refinement)
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in Figs. 19-21. These data reductions were accomplished
using the following refraction indices:
Set (1) N11 = N_ -- N,, = 0 (no refraction correction)
Set (2) Nll -- N4._ = N,_ = 340.0 (sea-level refraction
correction)
Set (3) Nll= 240, N4_ -- 310, N,;_ -- 300 (refraction
correction based on observations of Lunar
Orbiter lI [Ref. 5])
Set (4) Nll - 240, N_: - 280, N,;I = 270 (arbitrarily
chosen to minimize the sum of the square of
the residuals)
The influence of the combinational parameter on the
parameter list is presented below.
e. Residual discontinuity. Surveyor VII O -C residuals
from Madrid DSS exhibited a discontinuity of 0.2 mm/s
during pass 8/day 14, pass 9/day 15, pass 10/day 16, and
pass 11/day 17. The pass ll/day 17 O C residuals pre-
sented in Fig. 20 illustrate this discontinuity. No explana-
tion is available at this time.
f. Parameter vector solution. Table 3 is a tabulation of
parameter determinations resulting from the SPODP data
fits utilizing different ephemerides and the previously
discussed combinational parameter. In all cases, one
Surveyor VII tracking data sample was used.
The Surveyor VII selenocentric positions derived from
the use of DE 29/LE 5 and DE 19/LE 4 are considerably
displaced from each other. The relative metric displace-
ments in selenocentric components are as follows:
3010 m, radial
3000 m, latitude
5550 m, longitude
This displacement is characteristic of the lunar ephem-
erides employed in the reduction. Tracking data reduc-
tions of Surw'yor I (SPS 37-48, Vol. II, pp. 4-7) and
Surveyor VI (Ref. 4), utilizing DE 29/LE 5 and DE 19/
LE 4, also exhibit large relative displacements.
The error ellipsoids resulting from these data reduc-
tions have, effectively, the same respective dimensions
LE•
I
h
I.I o,s Io.
-- Pioneer 5206.333 0.24
I Canberra 5205.348 0.24
-- Madrid 4862.601 0.24
5 0
0
0
5 340
340
340
5 240
310
300
5 240
280
270
4 340
340
340
Pioneer 5206.349
Canberra 5205.362
Madrid 4862.619
Pioneer 5206.332
Canberra 5205.344
Madrid 4862.603
Pioneer 5206.337
Canberra 5205.346
Madrid 4862.605
Pioneer 5206.337
Canberra 5205.387
Madrid 4862.607
Pioneer 5206.339
Canberra 5205.348
Madrid 4862.606
"Column headings are defined as follows:
LE _ Lunar Ephemeris
N _ index of refraction
DSS _ Deep Space $_atlon
r_ _ DSS spln-axis distance, km
LO _ DSS longitude, deg
RADS _ selenocentric probe distance, km
LATS _ selenocentrlc latitude of probe, km
LONS _ selenocentric longitude of probe, km
0.002
0.1:)03
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
Table 3. Parameter solution vectors "
I tO I_ leADS....
A Priori
243.15070 0.005 1736.0
148.98140 0.005
355.75114 0.005
Solutions
243.15092 0.0001 1739.318
148.98182 0.0001
355.75136 0.0001
243.15114 0.0001 1741.695
148.98187 0.0001
355.75154 0.0001
243.15114 0.0001 1741.597
148.98187 0.0001
355.75155 0.0001
243.15110 0.0001 1741.486
148.98160 0.0001
355.75151 0.0001
243.15063 0.0001 1744.704
148.98135 0.0001
355.75103 0.0001
I o.......iL,,s i o....i.o,sl ......
10.0 --41.1 5.0 348.56 5.0
1.751 - 40.926 0.050 348.512 0.024
1.752 -- 40.858 0.050 348.473 0.033
1.752 --40.857 0.050 348.472 0.033
1.752 --40.863 0.050 348.482 0.033
1.755 -40.757 0.049 348.658 0.033
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due to the use of one preliminary scrubbed tracking
data sample in all parameter solutions. The relative dis-
placement of the Surveyor VII selenoccntric position
error ellipses are graphically pictured in Fig. 23 with
the Surveyor VII position determinations, using Lunar
Orbiter V photos (Ref. 5), and Surveyor VII cruise data
fits (Ref. 6) for comparison.
g. Conclusion. Although substantial progress has been
made in the analysis of the post-landing Surveyor VII
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tracking data, the investigation is incomplete. The dis-
parity of the Surveyor VII position determinations is
recognized and somewhat understood. With the advent
of a more refined Surveyor VII data sample, and the
removal of correlated parameters, the probe's position will
be redetermined.
Much new information pertinent to model refinement
has been realized from Surveyor VII analysis. This infor-
mation includes the discovery of the following:
(1) The necessity for a more precise tropospheric re-
fraction model.
(2) The inconclusive correlation between suspected
lunar ephemeris defects and Surveyor VII 0 - C
residuals.
(3) The deviation of LE 5 radial velocity component
from observation.
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5. Effects of IRS Gas Venting on Mariner Mars 1969
Encounter Two-Way Doppler, s. E. Ball
a. Introduction. The degradation of the Mariner Mars
1969 celestial mechanics experiment from infrared spec-
trometer (IRS) gas venting has been reported in two
previous SPS articles (SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 4--8 and
SPS 37-47, Vol. III, pp. 1-6). Recently, new information
on the duration and magnitude of the force from IRS
gas jetting became available informally through con-
versations with Dr. P. Gottlieb and T. Migliori of JPL.
Figure 24 presents this information in graphical form and
represents a revision to the previous estimation of the
force acting on the spacecraft from IRS gas jetting
reported earlier. 6 Figure 24 shows the magnitude of the
force in dynes acting on the spacecraft beginning from
the start of IRS gas cool-down until all of the hydrogen
and nitrogen gas in the system has been depleted.
The previous articles investigated the effects of the
IRS gas jetting on the celestial mechanics experiment
and, in particular, on the solution for the mass of Mars.
It is the intent of this article to present the results of a
cursory analysis to determine if the effects of IRS gas
jetting on the spacecraft trajectory can be seen in the
doppler residuals of the orbit determination program near
the encounter phase. These results do show that the accel-
eration of the spacecraft due to IRS gas jetting can be
seen in the two-way doppler residuals as indicated in
Figs. 25 and 26.
b. IRS gas venting. During the IRS cool-down, which
starts approximately 35 min prior to encounter, nitrogen
and hydrogen are vented through a cryostat out through
nozzles in the cone-axis mount on the scan platform. The
venting occurs at a constant maximum rate and continues
for approximately 52 rain. At this point, the venting starts
to gradually decay until all of the gas in the system has
been depleted. The decay begins when the tank pressure
drops below the regulator pressure (2700 psi for nitrogen
and 1700 psi for hydrogen). The escaping gas exerts a
thrust on the spacecraft, partly from the imbalance of the
jet action and partly from the gas-cloud molecules strik-
ing the structural assembly and solar panels of the space-
craft. Since Migliori and Sproull (see footnote 6) state
that the thrust resulting from the imbalance of the jet
action can be kept to 50 dyn, or less, by using the proper
techniques, the 50-dyn unbalanced force will be ignored
in this analysis. The major thrust dealt with in this analy-
sis is the force resulting from the gas cloud and is shown
in Fig. 24 as a function of time.
The thrust shown in Fig. 24 remains constant at 400 dyn
during the first 52 min and then begins to decay expo-
nentially. The exponential function found to approximate
the thrust during the decay period is
400 exp I- l(t - 52) 1
"Migliori, T. and Spronll, W., Time Variation of Spacecraft Thrust
From IRS Cooling Gas Venting for Mariner Mars 1969, Sept. 13,
1967, (JPL internal document), Fig. 5.
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where t/s expressed in minutes. The direction of this force
is in the -Z direction of the spacecraft-fixed coordinate
system, equivalent to the direction of the vector from the
spacecraft to the sun of a sun-stabilized spacecraft. The
uncertainty of the magnitude of the force plotted in
Fig. 24 was estimated by Dr. P. Gottlieb of Section 311
to be no more than a factor of 2, or 100_.
c. IRS venting effects. Based on this new information,
the effects of the IRS gas jetting on the doppler residuals
were estimated as follows:
The orbit determination program (ODP) computes the
anticipated value of the range rate (doppler) and com-
pares it to the actual observed values. The difference
(residuals) between these values can be interpreted as an
indication of how well the actual trajectory is behaving
in relation to the anticipated trajectory. When IRS gas
venting starts, the observed value of range rate will con-
tain the venting effects. If the ODP does not contain a
model for IRS gas venting, a difference will result when
the observed values of range rate are compared to the
computed values. This difference can be considered to be
the effect of the IRS gas venting on the trajectory (assum-
ing that the trajectory was known perfectly before IRS gas
venting). Since the IRS gas venting will last 52 rain, the
residuals (referred to as the error in range rate) will in-
crease with time. As long as the error in the range rate
values remains sufficiently below the level of the noise for
the doppler data, IRS gas venting will not be a concern
to orbit determination.
To get an estimate of the error in the range-rate values
(&pi), the expression for the acceleration of the spacecraft
from IRS gas jetting along the line-of-sight direction was
integrated. The equation defining the error in the range-
rate values is
= f, _2 400 dyn • pAf;_
----if- vo
_ u
ft'400dyn [ 1 1 P+ _ ---if-- exp - _ (t - 59,) uo" Fffi dt
(1)
where U® is a unit vector directed along the vector from
the spacecraft to the sun; the quantity U®'P/Ip[ is the
cosine of the angle between the vector from the earth to
the spacecraft and the vector from the spacecraft to the
sun. The value can be taken from the coefficient in the
first term of the expression
U_ z 0.744Uo + 0.021T -- 0.667N
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appearing in SPS 37-47, Vol. III, pp. 1-6. U,_ is the unit
vector from the earth to the spacecraft near encounter.
This approximately defines the line-of-sight direction of
the tracking station and is assumed constant over the time
period of interest. M is the mass of the spacecraft and is
taken to be 360 kg.
After 6 h, the gas can be considered essentially depleted
since the contribution of the integral
f.,_ 400_-cxp[--_6(t--52)]dt
is negligible,
The values _i resulting from Eq. (1) for an uncertainty
of 100% in the magnitude of 400 dyn were plotted in
Fig. 25 as a function of time. Figure 25 represents the
maximum error in the range-rate values that would be
seen in the residuals from IRS gas venting if no model for
the venting is used in the orbit program. The uncertainty
of the magnitude of the force plotted in Fig. 24 is 100_,
therefore, the maximum range-rate error plotted in Fig. 25
is for the worst case.
d. Reduction of range rate error. The maximum range-
rate error plotted in Fig. 25 could be reduced by modeling
the IRS gas-venting force in the orbit program. The
reduction of the range-rate error seen in the residuals will
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be proporti(mal to the' accuracy of the mod¢'l used to rep-
resent the actual force from IRS gas venting. Since the
model available for IRS gas venting is given in Fig. 24,
Fig. 26, then, represents the error in range rate for the
model given in Fig. 24. Figure 26 also shows the 1.4-mm/s
lew,l of the 1-_ noise for the 60-s samples of two-way dop-
pler data. The noise is well below the range-rate error after
the first few minutes of the IRS cool-down period. There-
fore, the effect of the IRS gas jetting on the spacecraft will
be ch'arlv visible in the data. The value of using the model
plotted in Fig. 24 in the orbit program to represent the
force for IRS gas venting versus not using a model in the
orbit program would be to reduce the level of the range-
rate error by a factor of 2. However, if a more accurate
model for the force from IRS gas venting were available,
the range-rate error could be reduced proportionately.
Similarly, the range error could be computed by evalu-
ating the double integral of Eq. (1) as a function of time.
The result would be a set of curves corresponding to
Figs. 25 and 26. Evaluating Eq. (1) for the range error
after 6 h from the start of IRS cool-down, the error in
range is approximately 0.170 km while the maximum error
is 0.340 km.
The assumptions made in this analysis are as follows:
(1) The only non-gravitational force acting on the
spacecraft from IRS gas venting is along the vector
from the spacecraft to the sun (see Fig. 24).
(2) The uncertainty of the curve shown in Fig. 24 is
100_.
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(3) The earth-probe-sun angle is equal to 42 deg and
is constant over the 6-h time period.
(4) The earth-spacecraft vector is the same as the
observer-spacecraft vector.
(5) The cone and clock angle of the scan platform
remains constant.
e. Conclusions. Orbit determination results near en-
counter will be influenced by the gas jetting from the IRS
equipment onboard the spacecraft. Figure 25 shows the
maximum range-rate error when no model for the IRS
gas-venting force is used in the orbit program. When a
model for the IRS gas-venting force given in Fig. 24 is
used in the orbit program, the range-rate error is shown
in Fig. 26. In either case, orbit determination will be
affected by the gas venting when trying to fit the range-
rate data near encounter.
Information about the gravitational harmonics of Mars
obtainable from the analysis of the encounter orbit will
be masked by the IRS gas-venting force acting on the
spacecraft. Particular examples of this masking effect are
described in SPS 37-47, Vol. III, pp. 1-6 and SPS 37-44,
Vol. IV, pp. 4-8. A check on the value for the oblateness
coefficient of Mars from the natural satellite data to help
better understand the relationship between the dynamical
and optical flattening data would be of interest. However,
this check will also be obscured due to the IRS gas
venting.
The current model for the IRS gas-venting force will
not satisfy the accuracy needed for the celestial mechanics
experiment given in Ref. 1. In addition, the current ODP
is not capable of handling the type of force model sug-
gested by Fig. 24 for IRS gas venting without revising
the program.
The following questions should be considered and
answered in terms of the new information presented in
this article:
(1) Does the IRS gas venting jeopardize the mission
before encounter for pointing the scan platform or
delivering the spacecraft to the aiming point?
(2) How much is the accuracy of the E + 15 day orbit
determination results degraded?
(3) How much does it degrade the determination of
certain physical constants which may be important
to the celestial mechanics experiment?
(4) How are the determinations of such quantities as
the ion-density, index of refraction, surface pres-
sure, etc., of the S-band occultation experiment
degraded?
Although the answer to the first question is "no" for the
first arriving spacecraft, the effect of IRS gas venting
upon the remaining three areas of concern may be im-
portant. Further investigations will be made to provide
answers to the last three questions. This article indicates
that the IRS gas-venting force may adversely influence
the ability to determine the spacecraft orbit after en-
counter, as well as degrading certain results of the celes-
tial mechanics experiment.
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6. Estimation of the Cross-Coupling Coefficients,
S. R. McReynolds
a. Introduction. As part of the investigation of small,
non-gravitational forces imparted to the Mariner space-
craft by the attitude control system (see SPS 37-47, Vol, II,
pp. 21-27), it was observed that firing the attitude jets
(which are nominally coupled about a single spacecraft
axis) caused a significant transfer of angular momentum
into the other (i.e., orthogonal) axes; e.g., jets that control
motion about the pitch axis also cause motion about the
yaw and roll axes. The ratio of the change of angular
velocity about a cross axis to the change of angular ve-
locity about the primary axis due to a particular jet
depends only oil the physical configuration of the space-
craft, and is independent of the absolute magnitude of
the impulsive force. Hence, for any set of jets, it is pos-
sible to define a set of cross-coupling coefficients as
Ao) i
C_ - (1)
Ao))
wher('
_Xo,- the change in angular velocity
i -- the primary axis
i = the secondary axis
From the definition, it follows that
Cij -- 1, i = j
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It was shown in SPS 37-47 that it is important to incor-
porate cross-coupling effects in order to estimate low-level
torques on a spacecraft. Knowledge of the cross-coupling
coefficients defined would permit this incorporation. In
this paper, attitude data telemetered from Mariner V is
used to obtain an estimate of its cross-coupling coeffi-
cients. In order to do this, a special curve-fitting program
was written. This curve-fitting program estimates jumps
in derivatives at given points and is based on an applica-
tion of dynamic programming.
b. A fitting technique. In order to estimate the change
in angular velocity about the primary axis, it is sufficient
to fit attitude data on both sides of the impulse separately
and compute the change in the slope at the time of
impulse. However, since the change in angular velocity
about a secondary axis is so small, a technique is re-
quired that fits the data on both sides of the impulse
simultaneously. In order to do this, a sequential curve
fitting program was written. The basic curve-fitting prob-
lem is formulated as an optimal control problem solved
with dynamic programming.
The performance index is given by
n
-'_ 1 [z1-- g (i)-x(i)] _
ii
(2)
where
z (i) = angular measurement at the ith stage
x (i) = value of fitted curve at the ith stage
The dynamics of the system between impulses are given by
1
x(i + l) = x(i) + v(i) + sa
v(i+l)=v(i)+a
(3)
where v (i) is the slope of the curve and a is the constant
acceleration. The time scale is chosen so that two con-
secutive measurements are a unit time apart. The above
equations adequately model the attitude motion of a
spacecraft for small angular velocities. At firings, it is
assumed that only the angular velocities changed
v + (i) -- v- (i) + Ckj Ij (i) (4)
where
k = axis being fitted
Ij (i) = impulse delivered primarily about j-axis at the
ith stage
The fitting problem is now to find the coefficients CkS
that minimize 1, given by Eq. (2), subject to the con-
straints given by Eqs. (3) and (4). To solve this problem,
dynamic programming is employed. A return function is
introduced
12VP [x (p), v (p), a, Ck_] = _ [z(i) -- x(i)] z
i-p
(5)
V_' satisfies the following relations:
V -v*l = 0 (6)
VP [x (p), v (p), a, Ckj] =
1
[z (p) - x (p)]2 + Vr+l [x (p) + v (p)
1
+ _a,v(p) + a,a, Cki] (7)
Vp [x (p), v- (p), a, Ckj] =
V '_ [x (p), v- (p) q- Ckj Ij (p), a, Ckj]
(8)
These relations completely define V_', 1 _ p _ N ÷ 1.
Next, it is necessary to show that Vp is a quadratic
function of its arguments and deduces sequential relations
for the coefficients
V_ [x (p), v (p), a, Ckj] =
Vo(p) + vz (p)x (p) + vv (p)v (p)
+ V_ (p) a + Vc (p) Ck_
1
+ _ [v_ (p)x_-(p) + 2vz,,(p)x (p)v (p)
+ eV,_ (p) x (p) a + 2V, c (p) x (p) Cks
+ v,, (p)v_-(p) + 2v,,o(p)v (p) a
+ 2v,_ (p)v (p)c_ + vo_(p)_-_
+ 2V_c (p) a Cki + Vcc (p) C_._] (9)
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For simplicity, only one cross-coupling coefficient is in-
cluded. It is deduced from Eq. (6) that the values of
these coefficients are all zero when p = N + 1. Now, by
applying Eq. (7), the following sequential relations are
obtained:
V_ (p) = 1/-. (p + 1) - z (p)
y,, (p) = v,, (p + 1) + v_ (p + 1)
Va(p) =Va(p+ 1) + l V, (p + l) + V,, (p + l)
v_ (p) = v,, (p + 1)
v,_ (p) -- v._ (p + 1) + 1
V,,, (p) = V_,, (p + 1) + V,, (p + 1)
1
V_.,_(p) = _ V,; (p + 1) + V,,, (p + 1) + V_,. (p + 1)
V,,. (p) = V,,, (p + 1)
v,,,, (v) = v,,,, (v + 1) + v_ (I, + 1) + 2v_,, (p + 1)
1V 3
v,,_ (p) = g ,_(i, + 1) + ,5 v,,, (t, + 1)
+ V,.,, (p + 1) + V,,v (p + 1) + V,,_ (p + 1)
V,.,, (p) = V,.,. (p + 1) + V_.,, (p + 1)
1
Va_(p) = _V,,(p + 1) + V,,,(p + 1) + V_._(p + 1)
+ V.,. (p + 1) + 2V,,= (p + 1) + Va_ (p + 1)
1
V_,, (p) = _ V,,, (p + 1) + V,,_ (p + 1) + V_v (p + 1)
V,,_ (p) = V,,,, (p + 1) (10)
From Eq. (8), discontinuities are obtained at firing times:
V c (p) = V;. (p) + V;, (p) I_ (p)
V;,, (p) = V;,, (p) + V+.,,(p) Ij (p)
v,,,, (p) = v;,, (p) + v;,, (p) b (p)
Vbc (p) : V;.,. (p) + V;,. (p) I_ (p)
+ 2V;, (p) I)(p) (11)
The optimal choice of Ck_ is obtained from maximizing
V' [x (1),v (1),a, C_,_] with respect to its arguments. This
is equivalent to solving the simultaneous equation
0 = V,(1) + V,¢ (1)x(1) + V,,,(1)v (1)
+ v¢_ (i) _ + v,,, (1) c_j
0 = v, (i) + v,,_ (I) x (1) + v_ (i) v (i)
+ V,.,, (1) a + V,,c (i) Ck_
0 :- V_ (i) + V,¢ (1) x (1) + V_v (1) v (1)
+ V,,_ (1) a + V.,, (1) CkS
0 :- V,. (1) + Vc_(1)x(1) + Vc,,(1)v (1)
q V,,, (1) a + V,,,, (i) C_,2 (12)
c. Results. The above equations were coded by K.
Thuleen of Section 311 and were applied to attitude data
from Mariner V. The matrix of cross-coupling coefficients
was computed to be
1.000 0.097 0.000 )
C = 0.113 1.000 -0.004
-- -- 1.00
(13)
The coordinate axes are defined by the pitch, yaw, and
roll axes. Since roll data was contaminated with many
large errors, it was not possible to estimate C:_,, and C:,.,.
The standard deviation of these estimates is about 0.003.
B. Communications System Research
1. Frequency Generation and Control: Performance and
Analysis of a 100-MHz VCXO, A Sword
a. Introduction. A 100-MHz voltage-controlled crystal
oscillator (VCXO) has been under development for the
past several months. Preliminary data has been taken, and
the final modules are now under construction.
These VCXOs will be used in conjunction with the
hydrogen maser to produce an ultra-stable hydrogen
maser frequency standard, The importance of develop-
ing a high frequency, low noise VCXO can be readily
appreciated when one considers that, since the frequency
of the VCXO is multiplied up to S band, the noise is also
multiplied by the same factor. The higher the frequency
of the VCXO, the less multiplication that is needed, and
the lower the noise at S band.
This article is a continuation of one appearing in
SPS 37-45, Vol. III, pp. 59--62, that uses the basic circuit
design of existing VCXOs (SPS 37-15, Vol. III, pp. 34-36,
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and SPS 37-34, Vol. III, pp. 48--54). A circuit analysis is
provided for this oscillator to show the important param-
eters involved in its operation.
b. Performance. The complete VCXO that has been
developed, and which is still under test, is shown in
Fig. 27. Preliminary results indicate phase noise to be
approximately 0.09 deg rms in a 2/3L = 5-Hz loop. Several
factors in the circuit that contribute to the phase noise,
in varying degrees, are as follows:
(1) The drive level of the crystal.
(2) The loaded Q of the crystal.
(3) The noise generated by the transistor in the
oscillator.
The drive level of the crystal was found to be quite
critical, such that a 25_ change could cause almost a
2 to 1 change in phase noise. A low drive level produced
good long-term stability but poor short-term stability.
A high drive level caused poorer long-term stability, pos-
sibly due to the heating of the crystal.
The higher the loaded Q of the crystal, the lower the
noise of the oscillator. Since the loaded Q of the crystal is
proportional to the unloaded Q, a crystal with a high
unloaded Q is desirable. However, there is a limitation in
that the higher one goes in frequency, the more difficult
it becomes to obtain high Qs in quartz crystals with low
series resistance.
c. Circuit description. If one looks at an oscillator from
the consideration of bandwidth, several conclusions can
be drawn.
Bw- ['
0,,
Bandwidth varies as a function of the ratio of fre-
quency to loaded Q. (See Table 4 for the definitions of
the nomenclature used throughout this article.) Hence, to
Table 4. Nomenclature
Cdg
Cos
Cin
C,., R,.
C_
C_., C_.,
C_
A voltage gain
Bw bandwidth
Cb equivalent input capacity of oscillator
transistor
Ca coil-to-case capacity of tuning coil in
collector circuit
drain-gate capacity
gate-to-source capacity
input capacity of field-effect transistor
parameters of varieap
base load capacity
collector load capacity
coupling capacity
input capacity to amplifier following
oscillator
[,_ frequency
GL circuit loop gain
Gr transistor gain
G_ external circuit gain
g,, transconductance of transistor
i J-:-i-
Le, C,,Re
L,R._
L_, C_, R,
O
f,,
Rb
RF_ CF
RI,
Rr, Cr
VI, V:
X_'F
XCT
Z_
[3
2ill
parameters of equivalent series network
inductance and resistance of series inductor
parameters of crystals
quality factor
loaded Q of the crystal
unloaded Q of the crystal
equivalent input resistance of oscillator
transistor
Rc equivalent output resistance of oscillator
transistor
equivalent base and end load
equivalent r circuit resistance
equivalent collector end load
voltages at particular points
impedance of C_.
impedance of Cr.
load impedance
current gain of transistor
noise bandwidth
_, frequency of oscillator
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obtain the same bandwidth in an oscillator at a frequency
four times higher, the loaded Q of the circuit must also
be four times greater. The previously noted limitation of
the crystals now becomes an important factor. Several
aspects of this 100-MHz VCXO that merit consideration
are as follows:
(1) Capacitor tuning was used in the oscillator instead
of inductive tuning because of the microphonic
effects of the coil.
(2) The input was injected into a low impedance point
(base of the transistor) for better oscillator stability.
(3) A field-effect transistor was used as a buffer ampli-
fier to minimize power drain on the oscillator and
to give good isolation from the load. The source-
follower configuration was chosen to minimize vari-
ations of its input capacity due to the Miller effect,
i.e., since input capacity is no longer a function of
voltage gain, it remains constant, thereby causing
no detuning in the oscillator circuit. The input
capacity can be shown to be
Ci, = Ca_ + (1 - A) C_8 --_ Cag
Fig. 28. RF circuitry of the VCXO
d. Circuit analysis. The RF circuitry of the oscillator is
shown in Figs. 28-31. (See Table 4 for definitions of the
terms used in these figures.) Stray capacities must be
taken into account because of the high frequency in-
volved. The following analysis, although detailed, is nec-
essary for a complete understanding of the problems
involved.
The quantities shown in Fig. 30 are as follows:
1
cc = \ --cS, ) _R_c_ (1)
ct = c_ + c, + c, (2)
Finally, in Fig. 31, the equivalent end-loading circuits
are shown by computing an equivalent series network for
both ends.
c_ = _-_Rgc; _ c; (4)
1 + (,_R_c')-_ 1
c_ = (_R;)_c'_ = (_R;)_ c" (5)
RT z
R" a"
¢
1 + (_R;c;)'- 1 + __(R')_= nc (6)
RF --_X;",_ (7)
Rb
The equivalent circuit in Fig. 31 can now be used to cal-
culate the loaded Q of the oscillator.
O
-9"Vz _ R c
0
Czz L8 R# Cv Rv Lx Cx Rx
L _C¢ T'"-=--C2 CI
Fig. 29. Equivalent RF circuitry of the VCXO
T _
IIC 4 :C 4
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V I
L, Ce R e
R£ IT C¢ C'
I I
Fig. 30. Simplified equivalent RF circuitry of the VCXO
Hence,
QI, = Rr + Rr _ R._ + R,, + R,
The loop gain of the oscillator is the product of gain in
the external circuit times the gain of tile transistor.
The gain of tile transistor is
T
L, Ce R e
I( --,
&
Fig. 31. Basic RF circuitry of the VCXO
In order to simplify the expressions for capacitances,
some typical values must be known. For tile 2N918 tran-
sistor, C_ = 9 pF, C, - 2 pF, R_, = 200 .% R,. -- 2 k.q, and
g,,,- 30 millimhos. For tile field-effect transistor used,
C, - 5 pF. To minimize tile variations of tile transistor's
capacities on tile tuning of tile circuit, the shunting capac-
ities were chosen to be much greater than the transistor
capacities. However, at this high frequency, the circuit
will not oscillate if the external capacities are too high
because of the low/3. Thus, let
C, 5Cb
Hence,
C_ .'/C_= _ IOC,.
The loaded Q of the crystal can now be calculated
and is
o)I_ e
QL= R_.+Rr 4 Re
However, since
then
L,,_L_.
Q_'= R_.+Rr +R_
The circuit transformations used to obtain Zz are shown
in Fig. 32.
At resonance, Zr is
where
R, (output resistance of transistor)//R,
The gain of tile transistor is
Gr ,.,,,,Z_
_,,,R,,Rp
K. + Rp
2"/
C22
I[!iRc LI
LE %
-
Fig. 32. Circuit transformations used to obtain Z_
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The gain of the external circuit is
Hence, the loop gain is
( /( )c,÷c,, n,-iR,,c,, \ o,C'U c.:.,
For the values shown in the circuit in Fig. 27,
Cb ÷ C, = 55pF
R_ --- 2.9 f2
R,. = 3.2 f2
Re - 22.1 f2
O_ = 86,5oo
(29) _
Rr - - 4.2 ,q
2O0
R', 900 _ 18.5
R_, _ 18.5
g,,, = 30 millimhos
The loaded Q of the crystal is, then,
(22.1) (86,500)
Q_" = 4.2 + 18.5 + 2.9 + 3.2 + 22.1 TM 38,000
The circuit loop gain (GL) is
GL = (0.03)(29)(7) 900 -_]750 _ 2.1
The phase relationship for the oscillator is not included
in the analysis because the long and tedious equations
involved would only serve to obscure the important results
obtained. It is sufficient to say that the tuned tank circuit
on the output of the transistor accounts for a small part
of the phase shift needed, while the rr network in the
feedback circuit gives the remainder.
e. Conclusion. There are two new oscillator circuits
now in the design stage that might improve the phase
noise in VCXOs. One of these circuits, which utilizes a
field-effect transistor with its high input and output im-
pedance as the active device, will increase the loaded Q
of the crystal and thereby produce a smaller bandwidth.
The other circuit uses several transistors in the oscillator
with a moderate amount of negative feedback.
2. Information Systems: Digitally Controlled Oscillator,
W. A. Lushbaugh
a. Introduction. The digitally controlled oscillator,
another in the J-card series of computer compatible units,
is designed to extend the capability of the Scientific Data
Systems (SDS) 900 series computers. The card is capable
of being commanded by the computer to generate an
accurately spaced series of interrupts that can be used to
provide real-time information to a program via the inter-
rupt lines.
b. Functional description. Figure 33 shows the block
diagram of the digitally controlled oscillator. The basic
oscillator loop consists of a 20-bit primary counter and
a hold register of equal length. The primary counter
counts at a 2- or 1-MHz rate depending upon the input
frequency standard available. If a 10-MHz reference is
available, it is divided by 5 in the clock divider and dis-
tributed to the system; other_vise, a 1-MHz frequency is
selected by the jumper on the board and distributed.
When the primary counter reaches the value of all ones,
a word detector sets the interrupt flip-flop, which also
transfers the number held in the hold register into the
primary counter. Thus, the primary counter will provide
an interrupt to the compnter at a rate dependent upon
the value held in the hold register.
The value in the hold register can be changed by com-
mand of the computer. Upon receipt of EOM 37677,4
the EOM control unit sets a flip-flop and during the next
parallel output (POT) 1 signal from the computer, it will
transfer a new value from the computer C-register into
the hold register.
Since an extra unit of time is used to transfer the hold
register to the primary counter, the computer loads the
two's complement of the desired period into the hold
register.
The digitally controlled oscillator also has the capa-
bility of shifting the phase of interrupt output. The
auxiliary counter is used for this purpose. After receipt
of EOM 37577,4 the EOM unit loads the contents of the
C-register into the auxiliary counter during the next POT 1
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I COMPUTERREGI STER
EOM 37577,
COUNTDOWN
NUMBER ._
COUNTDOWN
NUMBER
HOLD
REGISTER
SELECT
'AUXILIARY
REGI STER
SELECT
I Icon%H
UNIT I [
,--/I
I SYSTEM Rt POT I
20-BIT
HOLD
REGISTER
I0 MHz
I MHz
20-BIT
AUXILIARY
COUNTER
WCLOCK
BUSY i
FLIP-FLOP
TRANSFER COMMAND
!
ALL I's WORD
MAIN
20 - BIT COUNTER
TRANSFER
ALL I's
CLOCK WORD
CLOCK
CONTROL
FLIP-FLOP
CLOCK
DIVIDER
y JUMPER
DET_ _"_ INTERRUPT I _""
I I FLIP-FLOPI
_lit-°,
FOUR
Fig. 33. Digitally controlled oscillator block diagram
INTERRUPTS
TO
COMPUTER
signal and sets the busy flip-flop. This value is then held
until the next time at which the primary counter develops
an output. This output is used to turn over the clock con-
trol flip-flop and direct the counting pulses to the auxiliary
counter. When the counter reaches the all one's state, it
will generate the interrupt in the same manner as the
primary counter and also reset the busy flip-flop and
return the clock control flip-flop to its normal state.
The busy flip-flop also serves to provide an SKS 7 signal
to the computer to allow it to check if the auxiliary regis-
ter is free to be used.
Four quadrature interrupts are developed from the
primary interrupt. These four interrupts occur in fixed
sequence, once each for every four primary interrupts.
This particular sequence permits the number-controlled
oscillator to be used as the timing control device of a bit
synchronization and tracking loop.
c. Hardware. The digitally controlled oscillator was
entirely constructed from microcircuits. The Amelco 361
was used to convert the 8-V computer signals at the input
to microcircuit levels and Raytheon 210G was used at
the interrupt outputs to restore the signal to 8 V. The
remainder of the microcircuits was Signetics 8000 series,
including a new 4-bit binary counter/hold register pack-
age type $8281. In all, there are sixty-two fiat packs,
packaged in eight stick modules, one TO-5 package, two
discrete component gates and power supplies packaged
on one standard SDS 6-× 41,'_-in. card. The completed
system is shown in Fig. 34.
7SKS = skip if external signal not set.
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Fig. 34. Digitally controlled oscillator card
3. Information Systems: Improved Magnetic Tape
Capability for the SDS Symbol Assembler, D.c. Rice
a. Introduction. The Scientific Data Systems (SDS) sym-
bol assembler, SYMBOL, operating under the Monarch
control system has been modified to provide a greater
flexibility for magnetic tape input/output (I/O) opera-
tions. With the improvements described in this article,
it is possible to make the assignment of magnetic tape
unit numbers for symbolic input, symbolic intermediate
scratch, binary output, and list output from the Monarch
system at the time the SYMBOL system is called. In
addition, requests can be made by means of Monarch
parameters for an input intermediate scratch tape with
typewriter, paper tape, or card symbolic input and for a
diagnostic list output with only those output lines listed
that begin with a non-blank diagnostic character. These
modifications result in a system more consistent with the
capabilities inherent in the Monarch control system.
b. Present SYMBOL system. The magnetic tape I/O
subroutines used with the existing SYMBOL assembler
were written so that particular unit numbers are assumed
for each magnetic tape I/O function (i.e., if magnetic
tape is specified as the symbolic input medium, the input
data is assumed to be on tape unit 1; if a scratch tape is
requested, the symbolic input is copied on unit 1 during
pass 1; if binary output on magnetic tape is requested,
it is written on unit 2; and, likewise, magnetic tape list
output is written on unit 7). This system has the dis-
advantage that when the SYMBOL system is used in con-
junction with other programs for manipulating data on
magnetic tape it is often necessary to change the unit
selector switch on several of the physical tape units. This
results in delays in processing due to the pause for opera-
tor intervention as well as possible confusion in remem-
bering which physical tape unit contains a particular
segment of data. One possible result of the latter difficulty
is that of accidentally erasing magnetic tape 1 by request-
ing a scratch tape.
Requests for an intermediate scratch tape and for an
output listing containing only diagnostic lines are made
in the existing system by means of console switch settings,
which also require operator intervention if these are to
be changed during batch processing jobs.
c. Modi]ications. The Monarch control message proces-
sor has been modified so that two more parameters may
be specified in the SYMBOL system call. This control
message now has the form:
ASYMBOL P,, P_, P_, P4, P._
Parameter P1 specifies which mnemonic table is to be
used during the assembly:
Parameter Mnemonic table
910 910
920 920
9300 9300
Parameter P_ is optional and specifies whether an inter-
mediate scratch tape is written when the symbolic input
is read from TY, PR, or CR:
Parameter Function
SI
$2
Scratch tape written on X1 if input
is from TY, PR, or CR
No scratch tape written. Two passes
read from $1 device
If Pz is not present, the value SI is assumed. Parameters
P3, P,, and P_ are also optional and specify the output data
from the assembly:
Parameter Type of output
BO Binary output
LO List output
D Diagnostic listing
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If both LO and D are present, a diagnostic listing is
output. Magnetic tape unit assignments, including X1,
are taken from unit assignment table (UAT) values estab-
lished by the most recent ASSIGN control message.
d. Technical considerations. The contents of location
02 are used to communicate the presence of the various
parameters to the SYMBOL loader according to the fol-
lowing format:
Old system New system Function
Bit 3 set
Bit 9 set
Bit 15 set
Bits 22, 23
Bit 3 set
Bit 7 set
Bit 11 set
Bit 15 set
Bit 19 set
Bits 22, 23
Read input from SI device
Binary output on BO device
List output on LO device
Read pass 2 from X1 device
List diagnostic listing only
0 -- 920
1 = 910
2 = 9300
The 4 UAT entries for SI, BO, LO and X1 are accessed
via addresses stored in locations 03 through 06. The unit
assignment codes are used as in the old system to deter-
mine which I/0 subroutines should be loaded. These
codes are then merged with a table of I/O instructions
(EOMs and SKSs) for each device and stored in the sub-
routines as they are loaded. All I/O instructions in the
various subroutines have been changed to execute (EXU)
instructions referring to the stored I/O instruction table.
The parameters for scratch tape request and diagnostic
output request (location 02, bits 15 and 19) are used to
set flags X1FLAG and DFLAG in thc loader. The loader
in turn stores X1FLAG in the input subroutine TSI-PSI
or CSI, and DFLAG in any list output subroutine loaded
(TLO, MLO, or LLO).
The I/O subroutines have been increased in length
somewhat to accommodate the I/O instruction table and
a short routine to modify the buffer instructions MIW and
WIM to MIY and YIM, respectively, when Y buffer
assignment is specified. This increase ranges from 15
locations in the subroutine PBO to 48 locations in the sub-
routine CSI. The total increase in system storage require-
ments is less than 130 locations for any I/O configuration.
4. Information Systems: Spacecraft Demonstration of
Sequential Decoding Using Lunar Orbiter V, w. Hurd
a. Introduction. The performance of sequential decod-
ing in deep space communications has previously been
predicted analytically and experimentally. A series of
experiments utilizing Lunar Orbiter V and the Echo DSS
has recently demonstrated that the performance of a
sequential decoder using data transmitted on a space-
craft link is comparable to that predicted and signifi-
cantly superior to that of practical block codes. For
example, an erasure probability of 10 4 can be attained
using sequential decoding with 2 dB less signal-to-noise
ratio than required for an error probability of 10 -_ using
a k = 6 biorthogonal code and maximum likelihood
decoding.
b. Background on sequential decoding. Sequential de-
coding is useful for deep space communications because
it enables communication at lower signal-to-noise ratios
and with lower error probabilities than block codes of
reasonable size. Practical sequential decoders can be
mechanized to operate with negligible error probability
at signal-to-noise ratios within 4 to 5 dB of channel ca-
pacity, i.e., with ratios of information bit energy to noise
spectral density, En/N,, of 2.4 to 3.4 dB. Jacobs (Ref. 1)
presents a clear comparison of the theoretical perform-
ante of sequential decoding systems and block-coded
systems, and an introduction to sequential decoding.
Theoretical and laboratory experimental results for the
decoder used in this experiment are given by Stanek?
In a system using sequential decoding, the encoder is
particularly simple, consisting of a binary shift register
of about 24-36 stages, and several exclusive or gates. The
data is encoded into long blocks, called trees, of length
500 to several thousand bits. For a rate R code, 1/R sym-
bols are generated for each information bit, and, if one
of the 1/R symbols is always equal to the information
bit, the code is said to be a systematic code. The length
of the shift register is known as the constraint length,
because the encoded symbols for a data bit depend on
this number of previous information bits.
The number of computations required to decode a tree
of data is random, with statistics depending on the signal-
to-noise ratio. For each system, there is a signal-to-noise
ratio, (E,/N,,),o,,,,, such that for this and all higher signal-
to-noise ratios, the average number of computations per
information bit is finite for all tree sizes.
The probability of having an undetected error using
a sequential decoder can be made arbitrarily small at all
"Stanek. P., "'A Digital Demonstration of Sequential Decoding and
Comparison With Block-Coded Systems, SPS 37-51, Vol. III (to be
published ).
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signal-to-noise ratios corresponding to rates below chan-
nel capacity. In particular, the bit error probability at
(Es/No)_omp varies as 2 -K for nonsystematic codes (Ref. 2)
and 2 -K(1-R) for systematic codes (SPS 37-50, Vol. III,
pp. 241-248), where K is the constraint length. Thus, the
error probability is reduced simply by increasing the
constraint length.
Even though undetected errors can be made arbitrarily
rare, erasures do occur more frequently. Erasures occur
because of the random number of computations required
to decode a tree. When the number of computations
required to decode a particular tree exceeds the capa-
bility of the decoder, the tree cannot be decoded in real
time and is "erased." The probability of erasure is small
when the decoder speed advantage is high, i.e., when
the decoder can make a large number of computations
per bit time. It is important to note that data which is
not decoded in real time is not irrevocably lost; it can
be stored on tape and decoded off line. In fact, the proba-
bility of not decoding correctly can be reduced to the
arbitrarily small undetected error probability, because a
tree of finite length can always be decoded in a finite
length of time.
After obtaining tree synchronization, the computer
decodes the data, printing the decoded data on the line
printer. When an erasure occurs, special symbols are
printed to indicate this event. When five successive trees
contain erasures, the program assumes that tree synchro-
nization has been lost, and returns to the synchronization
mode. The reason for re-synchronization is that cycle
slipping in the subcarrier phase-locked loop or in the
symbol tracking loop could cause loss of tree synchroniza-
tion, and five successive overflows are otherwise unlikely
to occur at signal-to-noise ratios of interest.
Laboratory tests (see Footnote 8) were performed using
pseudo-random noise to determine the erasure rates for
the decoder as a function of signal-to-noise ratio and data
rate. The results are shown in Fig. 35 for rates of 1000,
500, and 100 bits/s. As anticipated, the erasure rate in-
creases with the data rate, because the computer can
make fewer computations per bit time at higher data
rates. The data rates of 1000, 500, and 100 bits/s cor-
respond to speeds of approximately 5, 15 and 100 node
examinations per information bit. The relationship is non-
linear because of computer "overhead" for input/output.
Finally, even if one does not chose to decode "hard" io°
trees off line, practical sequential decoders can be built
which have lower erasure probabilities than the error
probabilities of practical block codes for E_/No exceed- io-I
ing about 3 to 4 dB.
n.
o
c. Description and performance of decoder used in the _"
ua 10- _
experiment. The code used in this experiment is a system- n-
o
atic rate one-third code with constraint length 25 and ua
tree length 2048 bits, of which 32 are used for tree ter- o_-'
mination and synchronization. Eight-level quantization hl 10-3
is used at the decoder input. With these parameters, -
O
(E_/N,,)_o_p = 2.2 dB, and the probability of an unde- >-
i...
tected bit error is small for all signal-to-noise ratios ex- __5
a_ 10-4
ceeding 2.2 dB. This error probability could have been
made smaller by increasing the constraint length.
a.
The decoding algorithm was implemented on an SDS
930 computer. Data symbols are entered into the com-
puter through an interrupt routine. The decoder's first
function is to obtain tree synchronization by performing
a matched filtering operation on the known symbols in-
cluded in every tree for this purpose. The program was
written to achieve positive synchronization at informa-
tion rates in excess of 1000 bits/sec, and requires typi-
cally three to six trees of data before synchronization is
attained.
io-S
i0-6
I I
OBSERVED ERASURE RATE
FOR SEQUENTIAL DECODING
AT DATA RATES OF:
_IOOO bits/s
r 500
I00
\
i _11_ -THEORETICAL WORD
ERROR PROBABILITY,
BIORTHOGONAL CODE
: 6, MARINER
Ill[ill ii \! ! MARS 1969
4 6 8 I0
EB/N o, dB
Fig. 35. Observed erasure probability for sequential
decoding compared with error probability far
biorthagonal code
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At low data rates, erasures probably occurred more often
due to the short buffer size (512 bits) than due to com-
putation time. Decoders with larger buffers would thus
make fewer erasures than this decoder at speed advan-
tages of about 20-50 and higher. At 100 bits/s, the erasure
probability is 10 :_ at a signal-to-noise ratio of about
3.2 dB, or 1 dB above (E_/N_,) ..... p, and drops to 10 -_ at
about 3.4 dB. Throughout these experiments, no unde-
tected errors occurred at any signal-to-noise ratios of
(Es/N,,)_om, or higher.
Also shown in Fig. 35 is the theoretical word error
probability for the Mariner Mars 1969 biorthogonal
(k = 6) block code. For data rates of 100 bits/s, the era-
sure rate for the sequential decoder is lower than the
error rate for the block code at all signal-to-noise ratios
exceeding 3 dB, and the comparison is quite startling at
higher signal-to-noise ratios. For example, to obtain an
error probability of 10 -4 with the block code, EB/No of
about 5.5 dB is required, whereas the sequential decoder
can obtain an erasure of 10 -4 with about 2 dB less signal-
to-noise ratio. This same energy-saving performance can
be obtained at data rates as high or higher than the
16,200-bit/s Mariner Mars 1969 rate by using fairly inex-
pensive special-purpose sequential decoders.
d. Description and results of the Lunar Orbiter V
experiment. The Lunar Orbiter V sequential decoding
experiment used the decoder described above, together
with the communication system shown in Fig. 36. Fifteen
trees of data were encoded in advance and stored in an
SDS 910 computer, and then read out repetitively during
LUNAR ORB/TER ._IZ"
SDS SUBCARRIER TRANSMITTER RECEIVER
910 GENERATOR
DATA SOURCE ]
VIDEO
COAXIAL CABLE
,I
H "'""1IAND SYMBOL DIGITAL 950 PRINTER
L SYNC (3 BITS)
Fig. 36. Communication system block diagram for
Lunar Orbiter V sequential decoding experiment
the experiments. The data was modulated onto a sub-
carrier by a specially designed symbol and subcarrier
generator, and then onto the ranging channel of the Echo
DSS transmitter. The data was transmitted to Lunar
Orbiter V, and transponded back to the Echo DSS, where
it appeared at baseband on the receiver video output.
Subcarrier and symbol synchronization and symbol de-
tection were accomplished by a modified Elpac model
1020 signal conditioner, and the symbols were read into
the SDS 930 computer through a 3-bit analog-to-digital
converter. The computer acquired tree synchronization
and decoded the data as described in the previous section.
After decoding, the binary data bits were converted to
the SDS 6-bit alphanumeric code, and the corresponding
characters were printed by the line printer. Each tree of
data corresponded to 3 lines on the line printer output,
and the 15 trees comprised a pattern corresponding to
the JPL letterhead. Figure 37 shows this pattern as re-
ceived over the spacecraft link. When erasures occurred,
a special symbol was inserted at one or more places within
J_JJJJ,JJJ:: ...... _LL
J,JJJJJJ_:: ...... _LLL
Fig. 37. Message received from Lunar Orbiter V
with no erasures or errors
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;i;;;!jiiiil iiiix_:::::
Fig. 38. Message received with erasures on
first four trees of data
the three lines corresponding to the tree erased. Figure 38
shows an example of erasures. In this particular case, the
first line shown was the first line received after tree syn-
chronization was attained. Four successive trees con-
tained erasures, but then decoding proceeded erasure-free.
If a fifth tree had been erased, the decoder would have
returned to the synchronization mode.
In 3 days of testing, the system was operated at various
data rates and signal-to-noise ratios. The signal-to-noise
ratio at the decoder varied even at fixed data rates, mainly
because the system noise temperature depended on the
position of the tracking antenna relative to the moon.
The maximum rate at which decoding was accomplished
was 625 bits/s, but the signal-to-noise ratio was below
(E_/N,) ..... _, so that about half of the trees were erased.
Fairly good performance was attained at 416% bits/s.
During the demonstration held on February 26, 1968,
the system was operated at one data rate, 312.5 bits/s.
By measuring the symbol error probability at the detector
output, En/N,, was estimated to be about 5 to 5.5 dB.
Data was decoded for about an hour, or for about one
million bits, without having any erasures or errors. To
demonstrate the synchronization capability of the de-
coder, the data was momentarily disconnected from the
computer, causing erasures and loss of tree synchroniza-
tion. Each time this was done, the decoder promptly
reacquired tree synchronization.
To demonstrate performance at lower signal-to-noise
ratios, the tracking antenna boresight was turned away
from the spacecraft so that less signal power was received.
Initially, En/No was reduced to about 3.5 to 4 dB, at
which level no errors or erasures were observed. When
further reduced to about 2 to 2.5 dB, erasures became
frequent and, after a few minutes, five successive erasures
occurred, returning the decoder to the synchronization
mode. Synchronization was successfully acquired, but
only after several minutes. This type of performance is
to be expected at such low signal-to-noise ratios, near
(E,/N,,) .... ,,.
Overall, the performance of the decoder with the space-
craft communication link was about the same as the lab-
oratory performance shown in Fig. 35. Exact comparisons
could not be made because of the varying signal-to-noise
ratio and the difficulty in accurately measuring the signal-
to-noise ratio. The error-free performance at 312.5 bits/s
was attained with about 17 dB less energy per bit than
the uncoded Lunar Orbiter V command channel, which
operates at 50 bits/s with about 12 dB more signal power
than the ranging channel used in this experiment.
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5. Digital Communications: Digitization and Recording of
Analog Tape Recorded Data, G. A Mo_ri,,_,.
a. Introduction. A program has been written in the
SDS symbol language to convert data recorded on analog
magnetic tape to digital data recorded on computer digi-
tal magnetic tape. The program runs on the SDS 930 com-
puter located at the Venus DSS. The program will run on
any SDS 930 with 800-bit/'in. tape units and interlace.
b. System. The block diagram of the system is shown
in Fig. 39. One or more tracks of the analog magnetic
tape is recorded with a signal plus a reference frequency
which is used to control sampling of the signal. The refer-
ence frequency must be chosen to exceed the Nyquist
sampling rate. The reference signal is recorded on the
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Fig. 39. System block diagram
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same track as the data to reduce phase modulation
caused by tape skew. The reference is removed from the
signal before the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter by
passing the signal through a low-pass filter.
This particular system was developed to digitize data
taken during the Mariner Venus 67 occultation experi-
ment. The bandwidth of the signal was 100 kHz and a
reference frequency of 320 kHz was chosen. This refer-
ence frequency represents the fastest rate that can be
processed onto magnetic tape by the computer when the
analog tape playback is reduced in speed by a factor of 16.
The limiting element in the system is the rate at which
digital data can be written on magnetic tape. The reason
for the entire system is that the signals of these band-
widths cannot be digitized and recorded on magnetic tape
in real time, but by recording analog and playing back
with a large speed reduction, it is possible to accomplish
the same objective.
The reference frequency is removed from the signal by
a bandpass filter. A standard oscilloscope is used as a zero-
crossing detector and has proved to be quite acceptable
in performance and is readily available. The output of
the Tektronix oscilloscope +A gate output triggers the
A/D converter sample and hold circuit, which in turn
interrupts the computer when the signal has been con-
verted and is ready to be accepted by the computer. The
computer stores digitized samples until a block of 2048
samples (12 bits each) can be written on magnetic tape.
The block length of 2048 (12-bit) words is chosen to be as
large as possible so that the write speed on magnetic tape
will be as high as possible without requiring too much
memory in the computer which later processes the data.
With this block length at 20-kHz sampling rate, the digital
tapes are averaging almost 55 in./s, where the maximum
rate is 60 in./s.
The NASA time code is recorded on one track of the
analog tape and can be converted by a time code trans-
lator to provide a 1-s pulse to automatically start process-
ing data on the second. If the automatic start signal is not
available, the program may be started manually by the
pushbutton connected to interrupt 72.
It is desirable to put an integral number of seconds of
real-time data on one digital magnetic tape. This maxi-
mum works out to be 28 s which is made up of 4375
records of 2048 words of 12 bits each. This technique
provides for relatively easy timing of the digital informa-
tion since no time information is needed, except for tape
record counting.
c. Program. The program, when sampling at 20 kHz,
must input a number from the A/D converter and output
12 bits (2 characters) to the magnetic tape every 50/zs
and also have time available to set up the interlace out-
put, detect errors, and control the data flow into and out
of core storage.
A flow chart of the entire program is shown in Fig. 40.
The "begin" interrupt may be from the time code trans-
lator or pushbutton interrupt 72. The "data" interrupt is
from the A/D converter.
The data is read from the A/D converter into a 4096-
word array. When the first half of the array is filled, it is
written on magnetic tape while the second half of the
array is being filled. When the second half of the array
is filled, it is written on magnetic tape while the first half
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ables the interrupts and halts. This is one error-detection
feature built into the program. The other error detector
in the program records the number of any record contain-
ing a write error. The total number of write errors and the
record numbers are typed out at the end of the tape.
The subroutine used to collect data and store it in
the table is shown below. This subroutine requires 13
memory cycles for 22.75/_s. During this time the interlace
magnetic tape output requires one memory access for a
total time of 26.25/zs out of every 50 tts. The remaining
time is available for error testing and magnetic tape chan-
nel setup.
DATA PZE
EOM 030006, 4
PIN TBL + 4096, 2
BRX $ + 2
LDX = - 4096
BRU • DATA
A/D INPUT
NO
NO
YES
I WRITETAP I
I TYPE WRITEERRORS }
RECORD
RECORD
NUMBER
Fig. 40. Program flow chart
is being filled again. This technique requires the tape
write operation to be slightly faster than the input of data.
A test is made each time a magnetic tape write request
is given to see if the tape unit is ready. If it is not ready,
then the sampling rate is too high and the program dis-
6. Digital Communications: Iterative Sequential Digital
Logic Machines for Generating Orthogonal and
Biorthogonal Codes, r o Anderson
a. Introduction. In contrast to the popular cyclic codes,
the orthogonal code is a highly structured code. Although
cyclic codes are easier to generate, an orthogonal code
was selected for the Mariner Mars 1969 high-rate channel
because of the ease with which it may be decoded. The
Mariner Mars 1969 decoder is an iterative sequential digi-
tal logic machine (SPS 37-17, Vol. IV, pp. 71-73, and
SPS 37-39, Vol. IV, pp. 247-252). Because of its modu-
larity, this type of machine has many obvious advantages
over other special-purpose machines. It is the Mariner
Mars 1969 decoder design that inspired the modular en-
coder design presented here. Besides requiring less hard-
ware than other special-purpose encoders, the same
advantages are claimed for this encoder as for the Mariner
Mars 1969 decoder.
b. Structural property of the orthogonal code. The
code dictionary is a square matrix whose elements are
+ 1 and -1 and whose row vectors are mutually orthog-
onal. A matrix or dictionary H, includes 2" vectors and
is defined by
H.=H. ,@H,
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where (_ is the symbol for the Kronecker product and
which is also the dictionary for a single variable. The
dictionary for two variables is
and for
nn _-
The actual dictionaries for two and three variables are:
Two-variable dictionary
"1 1
1 -1
1
1
Three-variable dictionary
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1 1
1 -1
1 1 1
-1 1 -1
1 -1 -1
-1 -I 1
lil1-1
-1
1 1 1 i-
1 -1 1 -i
1 1 -1 -i
1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1
The partitions show the structural properties of the code.
From this structure, it can be deduced that a code word
can be generated symbol-by-symbol by a mod 2 mapping
between the original information word and a binary
sequence of the same number of variables.
One design of an encoder to generate this code is shown
in Fig. 41. Each bit of a binary counter is and-ed with a
x, x_ x3 x, x 5 x_
SYMBOL
CLOCK
Y
_ OUTPUT
iNPUT REGISTER
BINARY COUNTER
Fig. 41. Biorthogonal code encoder design concept
corresponding information bit. The mod 2 function be-
tween the output of the and gates is formed by cascading
2-term exclusive or gates.
The mod 2 function is equivalent to a parity function
which indicates whether the number of ones in a vector
is odd or even. This suggests the mechanization shown
in Fig. 42 and described in detail in SPS 37-47, Vol. III,
pp. 263--267. The information bits here are contained in a
shift-around register. As the register is shifted around,
the ones will trigger a flip-flop. The final state of the flip-
flop will indicate whether the number of ones was odd
or even. The binary mapping is accomplished by shifting
the binary count around synchronously with the informa-
tion bits and adding one binary count for each cycle. A
single and gate selects only the appropriate information
bits. In this design, the mod 2 function is then computed
serially using six time units as opposed to the previous
method computed in parallel using one time unit. A sav-
ing of hardware is then possible in the serial method as
hardware is traded against operational time units.
CYCLE COUNTER
CYCLE_ ] l _'SYMBOL CLOCKCLOCK
OUTPUT
XI-X6_XIiXzIx3Ix'[xsIx6F'_ , , sF_LL 'TOGGL.I
/ T V I IsTo A l
Fig. 42. Serial concept biorthogonal code encoder
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c. Design of iterative sequential encoder. For the
design introduced here, there are no known references.
The description and explanation will therefore be me-
ticulous.
This design is modular and each module operates in a
continuous serial or cyclic mode. While previous serial
designs use as many time units per symbol as there are
information bits in the original data word, this design uses
only one time unit per code symbol. Each module consists
of a 2-bit shift register, a mod 2 gate, and a storage bit.
The input to the register is a mod 2 function between its
output and the holding bit.
Each higher order module is shifted around at one-
fourth the rate of the lower order module. No other
switching or control is required.
The design strategy is based on the following mod 2
algebraic expressions
XOO=X
x®x=o
x®x®x=x
x®x®x®x=o
That is,
Odd number of X = X
Even number of X = 0
This suggests that if a set of variables in a shift register
is continuously shifted around and entered through a
mod 2 function between the output of the register and
another variable, each variable in the register will be
mod 2-ed every other cycle with the entry variable. This
then suggests the mod 2 mapping between the entered
variables and a binary sequence that is sought. The block
diagram shown in Fig. 43 and the truth table (Table 5)
xl xo
OUTPUT
F:g. 43. Module diagram
Table 5. Truth table
Clock CA B
X: X_
X: X_ _) X=
X: X_ 0 X:
X: X,,
X.., X_
Xo
X1
Xo0 X=
X_ (_ X=
Xo
Table 6. Truth table, where X0 = 0
Clock A B C
X2
X.,
X..,
X._,
Xl
X:
X,0 x=
0
x_
0
X_
Xz
X_ 0 X2
0
Table 7. 2-bit binary truth table
X: X1
will clarify this point. The variables X,,, X,, and X_ are
loaded into the module and a shift clock applied to the
2-bit recycling shift register. If X0 = 0, the truth table
will be as shown in Table 6. The output from C will then
be a mod 2 mapping between the entered variables XI
and X2 and a 2-bit binary truth table (Table 7). If the
output of a second identical module whose entries are
0, Xa, and X, is connected mod 2 to the output of the
first module (Fig. 44), and if the second module is clocked
once every fourth clock pulse, the combined output will
be a mod 2 mapping between the entered variables X_,
X_, X3, and X4 and a 4-bit binary truth table (Table 8).
For a larger number of variables, identical modules are
similarly added as required and each new module is
clocked at one-fourth the rate of the preceding module.
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Table8. 4-bitbinarytruthtable
X4 X= X_ XI
X I 0
OUTPUT
SHIFT CLOC_I_I__ _ CLOCK
Fig. 45. Functional design of iterative sequential
biorthogonal encoder
X I 0
OUTPUT
Fig. 44. Mod 2 output connection of two
identical modules
The operation is continuous and no other switching or
control is required.
Figure 45 is a functional block diagram of an encoder
utilizing the design concept described. This encoder is
equivalent to those shown in Figs. 41 and 42.
d. Encoder application of design for the Mariner Mars
1969 biorthogonal code. It is shown in SPS 37-47, Vol. III,
pp. 263-267, that the Mariner Mars 1969 code can be gen-
erated by a mod 2 mapping between the original six infor-
mation bits and a certain truth table (Table 2, p. 264, of
SPS 37-47). Five bits of this truth table progress in a
binary sequence and the sixth is simply the mod 2 func-
tion of the previous five bits.
A generator that maps, mod 2, a vector with a binary
truth table has been described. It will now be shown
F-
MOD-2-MAPPING GENERATOR /
BETWEEN 5 DATA BITS t_
AND A 5-BIT BINARY
SEQUENCE
F
r3 _ ,41--xq
.,qF-o
...J -%
f v_ )
F-D.-OUTPUT
_x6
MOD-2-FUNCTION [_0 [_0 V_O
GENERATOR FOR 5
BINARY BITS
Fig. 46. Mariner Mars 1969 code generator
implementation based on the iterative
digital logic concept
how the same basic type of generator can be used to gen-
erate the actual mod 2 function of the binary truth table.
This usage has application to the Mariner Mars 1969
biorthogonal code.
The output of such a generator is mapped with the
sixth information bit in a simple and gate. The output
from this and gate added mod 2 to the output of the first
described generator will then produce the desired code.
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The generator is initialized for each new data word.
Figure 46 is a block diagram of an alternate arrangement
for the Mariner Mars 1969 code generator. From the
following truth table
X_Xl M
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1
0
1
1
0
it is evident that function M can be generated by a
simple 2-bit shift register module (Fig. 47). Initially set
to 0, 1 and with its false output fed back into its true
input, this module will generate the sequence sought.
I 0
Fig. 47. Two-bit shift register module
In examining the mod 2 sequence for a 4-bit binary
truth table, one finds that it consists of four 2-bit sequences
inverted and not inverted in a pattern of the 2-bit se-
quence (Table 9).
Table 9. Mod 2 sequence for 4-bit binary truth table
Four-variable binary Mad 2 function z output
truth table from modules
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
IOO0
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0
11
I I' 0
0
0
!
°I!
i0 10
1
1 0
I
0
It then follows that a generator for this sequence can
be designed from two identical modules whose outputs
are added mod 2 and with the clock for the second
module being one-fourth of the first. From the general
structure of the binary truth table, it follows that for
a larger number of variables identical modules are
added. The strong similarities between the two genera-
tors (Fig. 48) make it possible to use identical physical
components.
I 0
Y
OUTPUT
SHIrT CLOCKI _ t r_..i t
÷ 4 + 4 CLOCK
Fig. 48. Three 2-bit shift registers connected in series
to two code generators with common shift clock
C. Tracking and Data Acquisition Elements
Research
1. Low-Noise Receivers, Microwave Maser Development,
Second Generation Maser, R. C,Clauss
a. Introduction. A balanced phase detector has been
used with a microwave sweep oscillator to measure phase
shift characteristics of the second generation maser. The
frequency range of interest is 2270 to 2300 MHz, and the
flat gain versus frequency response of the maser allows
swept-frequency phase measurements to be made with
available laboratory instrumentation. Information describ-
ing gain, bandwidth, noise temperature, and stability of
the second generation maser has been reported previously
(SPS 37-47, Vol. II, pp. 71-73, through SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
pp. 34-36).
b. Maser delay time. The traveling wave maser slow
wave circuit (comb structure) is necessary for high maser
gain. The 30.4-cm physical length is multiplied by the
slowing factor (130) in order to obtain the equivalent
free space (electrical) length. A nondispersive network of
equivalent length (39.5 m)represents a fixed delay time
of 0.13 /_s and causes an insertion phase shift which
changes with frequency at the rate of 47 deg/MHz
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between 2270 and 2300 MHz. Measurements of the maser
phase shift versus frequency are made by comparison of
a test signal through the maser to a reference signal which
passes through a 0.13 t_s delay line. Maser saturation is
avoided by using a test signal level of -85 dBmW.
c. Instrumentation. The phase shift measurement block
diagram is shown in Fig. 49. Equal path lengths for the
reference and test signals are necessary when using the
swept frequency technique. Reference and test signals of
equal amplitude are combined in the 3-dB hybrid coupler
prior to additional amplification and detection. Sensitivity
to amplitude changes limits the usable range to a region
between 2267 and 2308 MHz (fiat gain region of maser
response).
d. Results. Figures 50 and 51 are X-Y plots of phase
detector output voltage as a function of sweep oscilla-
tor frequency. In Fig. 50, Traces 1 through 5 are each
recorded after a calibrated phase change was added to
the reference path. The extreme Traces, 1 and 5, occur at
a phase angle change of ±90 deg. Traces 2 and 4 are the
result of a ±30 deg change (with respect to Trace 3).
In Fig. 51, Traces 2 and 3 are the result of a ±30 deg
change in the reference path (with respect to Trace 1).
Traces 4 and 5 were recorded after changing the maser
field-shape current (±8 mA). The peak-to-peak variation
in Trace 3 (15 deg between 2270 and 2300 MHz) repre-
sents the comparison of the maser delay time and the
delay time in the reference path. The 15 deg "ripple _ is
caused by the maser.
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OSCILLATOR v
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X-Y
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,,J[ TRAVELING-
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Fig. 49. Instrumentation for phase shift measurement
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Table10.Effectofmasertuningchangesonphaseshiftatvariousfrequencies
Maser tuning change
Function Change
Pump frequency 4 MHz
Magnet a field strength 4 mA
trim current
Magnet field shape 16 mA
current
Differential phase shift of maser for various frequencies, dog
Percentage
change
0.03%
!.2%
22.0%
2270
MHz
6
18
14
2275
MHz
7
10
2280
MHz
2285
MHz
2290 2295 2300
MHz MHz MHz
10 10 8
7 12 14
0 3 6
=A 4mA trim current change causes a 1-G change in the 2500.G magnetic field.
_" 2
-6
2250 2260 2270 2280 2290 2500 2510 2520
FREQUENCY, MHz
Fig. 51. Phase detector voltage versus frequency and magnetic field shape
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Differential phase shifts caused by variations in pump
frequency and magnetic field were measured. Figure 51
is typical of data obtained when variations in maser tun-
ing adjustments are made. Results of the measurements
are shown in Table 10.
2. Solid State and Superconducting Electronics,
R. W. Berwin
a. Introduction. Voltage output characteristics, as a
function of magnetic field, of a superconducting inter-
ference bridge junction have been recorded for a 28-day
period at a constant temperature of 4.4°K. The results of
these measurements are reported here.
b. Experimental technique and results. A supercon-
ducting bridge junction which exhibited the desired
quantum interference of the current through it was con-
structed by the solder droplet technique described in
SPS 37-50, Vol. II, pp. 36-41. The junction was mounted
in a closed-cycle refrigerator (Ref. 1) and maintained at a
constant temperature of 4.4°K and in an absolute pres-
sure of 2 X 10 -+ to 10 -7 Torr. The junction was mounted
to the 4.4°K heat station by means of four ruby washers,
the short dimensions of which were cut approximately
30 deg to the C-axis in order to provide good heat conduc-
tion with good electrical insulation. Since it is not known
how much temperature increase occurs across these four
washers, the actual temperature of the junction is uncer-
tain. Therefore, the temperatures reported here are those
o£ the heat station.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 52. The
magnetic field was produced by a 10-turn solenoid with
a coil constant o£ 1.95 G/A. The niobium wire formed a
closed loop which surrounded the solenoid. The area of
the loop was 12 cm _.
An attempt was made to line the copper cavity in which
the junction was mounted with high-purity lead in order
to have a superconducting magnetic shield; however, on
cooling, there were non-superconducting areas in the lead
which devaluated the usefulness of such a shield. There-
fore, the junction was unshielded to ambient magnetic
fields. This was not serious, because a change in ambient
field simply shifted the voltage presentation and this shift
was found to be approximately 7 × 10-+ G in the 28-day
period.
Figures 53 and 54 show the results of the measure-
ments. On March 26, an accidental shifting of instrumen-
tation near the refrigerator caused a large shift in the
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mounted on tube with solenoid inside; the niobium
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March 26 to April 15
ambient magnetic field, thereby changing the presenta-
tion. However, the presentation as a function of time is
to be noted. From March 19 to April 15 a gradual increase
in the voltage amplitude of the gross structure occurred
(excluding the change on March 26), but the period or
the amplitude of the fine structure has no noticeable
change. The increase in the voltage amplitude can be
hypothesized as an increase in the Cooper pair current
in the resistive-superconducting region of the voltage-
current characteristic curve.
c. Conclusions. The long-term stability of the voltage
output as a function of magnetic field shows promise as
a device for detecting a field and controlling it to within
10 5 or 10-" G by means of feedback control. More investi-
gation is needed in order to carefully observe the long-
term behavior of the voltage output while controlling
various parameters such as the junction current to within
0.1/_A, the magnetic field to within 10 -6 G, and the junc-
tion temperature to within 0.1°K.
1.
Reference
Higa, W. H., and Wiebe, E., "A Simplified Approach to Heat
Exchanger Construction for Cryogenic Refrigerators," Cryo-
genic Technology, Vol. 3, No. 2, p. 15, Mar.-Apr. 1967.
3. Modified S-Band Cassegrain Ultra Cone {SCU SN1
Mod 1) Calibrations and Checkout, F. McCrea,B.Seidel,
T. Otoshi, and C. Stelzried
a. Introduction. The S-band cassegrain ultracone (SCU)
has been modified at JPL for polarization diversity
(interior photograph, Fig. 55). This cone was installed at
the Mars DSS on March 5, 1968. A block diagram of the
cone receiving system with the Mars DSS instrumentation
is shown in Fig. 56.
The following configuration codes have been adopted:
Code Configuration
0
1
2
3
5
6
Maser 1, R&D receiver, 2295 MHz
Maser 1, DSIF receiver 1, 2295 MHz
Maser 1, DSIF receiver 2, 2295 MHz
Maser 1, R&D receiver, 2288 MHz
Maser 2, DSIF receiver 1, 2295 MHz
Maser 2, DSIF receiver 2, 2295 MHz
In addition to polarization changes, a standard diplexer
(SCD) has been added (Fig. 57), which allows diplexed
received signals to be amplified by a second maser located
in the 3A module. Both masers are tunable over the 2270-
2400 MHz frequency range.
A summary of possible operating modes includes:
(1) Maser 1 and 2 listen only.
(2) Diplexed operation of maser 2 with 2270--2400 MHz
listen, and 2105-2120 MHz transmit.
(3) Transmit only at 2105-2120 MHz.
All of the above modes will allow a single selection of
left-hand circular polarization (LCP), right-hand circular
polarization (RCP), or rotating linear polarization. This
contrasts with the SMF feedcone previously used at Mars
DSS which allowed simultaneous LCP/RCP capability.
Although the polarization performance of the original
SCU cone has been reported (SPS 37-46, Vol. III, p. 65),
none of the changes made should materially degrade the
original performance. The Telecommunications Building
roof check-out system was used as a reflection-free ver-
tical antenna range. Probes in the horn aperture were
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Fig. 55. Modified S-band cassegrain ultra cone interior
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Fig. 58. Aperture ambient termination
Fig. 57. Standard diplexer in modified ultra cone
ased to verify the 0.15-dB ellipticity at 2295 MHz and
the 0.30-dB ellipticity at 2388 MHz. In a rotating linear
polarization test at 2295 MHz, an observed null depth of
-50 ±5dB was observed. It appears that the modified
SCU feedcone has the potential of being a very high-
quality polarimeter; further effort would be necessary to
calibrate it.
The input of maser No. 2 in the 3A module cannot be
switched between the horn and an ambient termination
for daily system noise temperature measurements. The
aperture ambient load (Fig. 58)can be used in a hand
switched mode to provide system temperature verification
(e.g., gas tube calibrations). A temperature probe is buried
in the absorbing material.
b. Waveguide calibrations. Detailed insertion loss mea-
surements of the modified ultra cone waveguide configura-
tion were not performed. However, only two major system
changes affect the original waveguide calibrations which
are reported in SPS 37-48, Vol. II, pp. 51--54. These are:
(1) The change of components between points/_,,and
7"_ of Fig. 56.
(2) The replacement of the cryogenic load at point,,,'_3_
by the ambient reference load.
Since each individual component in the modified trans-
mission line between points/'_2N, and,_is well matched
(typically less than 1.02 VSWR), it is permissible to add
up the component losses to give the overall loss with
only a small error due to mismatches. The errors due to
mismatches are computed from equations for cascade-
connected attenuators given by Beatty (Ref. 1). Insertion
loss and voltage reflection coemcient data for individual
components such as the circular/rectangular transition,
rectangular rotary joint, and the circular rotary joints may
be found in SPS 37-48, Vol. II, and in a JPL internal
document. 9
Measurements of system voltage reflection coefficients
of the modified cone were performed at 2295 and 2388
MHz. These were made at the maser input point AN, as
seen looking into the ambient load and into the antenna
in its various polarization configurations. In addition, the
maser reflection coefficient was also remeasured. The
results of voltage reflection coefficient measurements 1° are
shown in Table 11.
"Otoshi, T., Stelzried, C., and Mullen, D., Waveguide Rotary ]oint
Calibrations, Sept. 22, 1967 (JPL internal document).
'°I). Mullen performed these nmasurements.
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Table 11. Measured voltage reflection coefficients for
modified ultra cone waveguide system
Part A. Antenna noise source at point
Operating configuration
Frequency, Description
MHz of feed
termination
2295 Free space
2388 Free space
Polarization Feed rotation
mode angle, dog.
220
RCP
340
100
Linear
260
LCP
130
RCP
310
70
Linear
250
LCP
0
RCP
280
60
Linear
350
60
RCP
320
40
Linear
280
Voltage reflection
coefficient"
0.0195 +0.0002
0.0216 ±0.0003
0.0162 ___0.0002
0.0216 ±0.0003
0.0209 ±0.0003
0.0525 ±0.0004
0.0684 ±0.0005
0.0447 ± 0.0004
0.0543 ± 0.0004
0.0556 ± 0.0004
0.0240 ± 0.0004
Aperture 0.0160 ±0.0004
2295 ambient
load 0.0367 ± 0.0004
0.0389 ± 0.0004
0.0501 ±0.0006
Aperture 0.0692 ±0.0006
2388 amblen!
load 0.0733 ±0.0006
0.0902 ± 0.0006
Part B. Ambient load noise source at point /_
2295 Point /_ terminated by WR 430 am- 0.0005 ±0.0002
bient load thermal noise standard
2388 Point ,/_ terminated by WR 430 am- 0.1161 ±0.0008
blent load thermal noise standard
Part C. Maser assembly at point/_
Maser pump power turned on.: maser is 0.1175 ±0.0008
peaked at 2295 MHz
2295
Maser pump power is turned off; O.0716 ±0.0005
maser is peaked at 2295 MHz
2388 Maser pump power is turned on; 0.1109 ±0.0007
maser is peaked at 2388 MHz
IAII Iolerances shown are probable errors which include errors due to imperfect
reflectorneter tuning, imperfect slldlng load, and imperfect reflectometer attenua-
tion standard. Measurement dispersion errors are not included.
c. Noise temperature calibrations and system check-
outs. The rectangular rotary joint with 0.013 dB dissipa-
tive loss 8 was the single largest contributor to an increase
of system temperature of approximately I°K at 2295 MHz.
However, this increase in system temperature was largely
offset by an improvement in the maser input structure of
approximately 0.5°K to a predicted 4.1°K maser tempera-
ture (SPS 37-46, Vol. II, p. 69).
Fig. 59. Modified SCU cone |SN1 Mod 1)/control
racks undergoing checkout tests on JPL
Telecommunications Building roof
A photograph of the ultra cone on the roof of the Tele-
communications Building (control racks in adjacent room),
undergoing system tests, is shown in Fig. 59. A summary
of the twelve system temperature measurements (CTS20B
program) taken between February 29 and March 1, 1968
(local time) is shown in Fig. 60. The total system tempera-
ture at zenith, on the ground with clear weather is slightly
below 13°K.
The system temperature on the antenna under similar
conditions is expected to be under 17°K. Figure 61 shows
a system linearity verification.
Receiver and gas tube noise temperature calibrations
were made with a WR 430 waveguide liquid nitrogen
bucket termination (which replaces the normal ambient
load for these tests) and the antenna aperture termination.
Although the liquid nitrogen termination will be more
accurately calibrated in the future, preliminary calibra-
tions were performed at JPL to provide system checks.
These calibrations resulted in a measured high gas tube
noise temperature of (7.4 ±0.5, 3=)°K and a maser tem-
perature of (4.7 ± 1.5, 3=)°K defined at the maser input.
Reference
1. Beatty, R. W., "Cascaded-Connected Attenuators," Proceed-
ings IRE, Vol. 38, No. 10, p. 1190, Oct. 1950.
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the modification allowed calculations of loss ratios as
follows:
Fig. 61. Verification of 2295-MHz ultra cone!
system linearity
4. Modified Ultra Cone |SCU SN1 Mod 1) Operational
Performance Evaluation at the Mars DSS, R.E.Cormack
Using the performance of the S-band multffrequency
feedcone (SMF) as a basis for comparison, predictions
were prepared prior to installation to provide early check-
out of SCU SN1 Mod 1 operational performance. Detailed
knowledge of SMF losses (SPS 37-38, Vol. IV, p. 185) and
of SCU (unmodified) losses (SPS 37-48, Vol. II, p. 53)
coupled with losses of additional components comprising
SCU SN1 Mod 1
SMF (low loss path)
SCU SN1 Mod 1
SMF (low loss path)
= 0.9746 for low loss arm
= 0.9975 for diplexer arm
Note that the additional component losses include a mea-
sured 0.013 dB for the waveguide rotary point, 11a nominal
0.078 dB for the diplexer (SPS 37-30, Vol. III, p. 29), and
0.023 dB (estimated) for the standard WR-430 transmis-
sion line.
Applying these loss ratios to 3C123 source temperature
data using the SMF at the Mars DSS, the two predicted
SCU SN1 Mod 1 performance curves of 3C123 source
temperature versus elevation angle depicted by Curves A
and B in Fig. 62 were derived. These data were collected
during scheduled DSN system development star tracks
initiated in December 1967. For comparison, Curve C of
Fig. 62 shows the same parameters as actually measured
immediately after installation. It should be noted that
only the low-loss arm performance has been confirmed
according to this scheme; the diplexer arm comparison
which is yet to be made depends upon an accurate gas
tube standard calibration currently in progress, since the
ambient load standard used in establishing Y-factors with
the low-loss arm is not accessible to the second maser of
the diplexer arm.
"Otoshi, T., Stelzried, C., and Mullen, D., Waveguide Rotary Joint
Calibrations, Sept.--,o9 1967 (JPL internal document).
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5. PIN Modulator Test Results, H G. Nishimura
A need has arisen for an electronically controlled atten-
uator with minimal phase shift to simulate operational
conditions during testing at the DSIF facilities. The PIN
Modulator, a relatively new device, is being considered
for use in this application. Tests have been conducted to
investigate the attenuation and phase shift of the PIN
Modulator at various temperature extremes.
The PIN Modulator is a current-controlled absorption
type attenuator having PIN diodes mounted as shunt
elements between the RF transmission path and ground.
Each modulator unit includes a low-pass filter, two high-
pass filters, a number of PIN diodes, and a 50-f_ strip
transmission line (Fig. 63).
BIAS CONTROL
L%
A A
PASS
ER
A A
Fig. 63. PIN modulator simplified block diagram
OUT
The PIN diode is a silicon junction diode and derives
its name due to its P and N trace regions which are sep-
arated by a layer of intrinsic (I) silicon semiconductor. At
frequencies above 100 MHz, the diode ceases to behave
as a rectifier. Due to stored charge in the intrinsic layer,
it acts like a resistance dependent upon the applied bias,
When the diodes are forward-biased, the equivalent diode
resistance is about 30 fl and most of the RF energy is
absorbed by the diodes. However, when the diodes are
reverse-biased, the equivalent resistance is on the order of
thousands of ohms and the RF energy continues through
the modulator with negligible absorption.
Two units of the Hewlett-Packard PIN Modulator,
Model 8732B, were tested to examine their attenuation
and phase shift characteristics at frequencies of 2113 and
2295 MHz. These frequencies represent the DSIF trans-
mit and receive frequencies, respectively. This report
describes the unit which exhibited the larger changes.
Testing was performed in two parts as follows:
a. Attenuation characteristics. The attenuation char-
acteristics were determined as a function of the forward
bias current and voltage. The curves in Figs. 64 and 65
show the negative bias current and voltage required to
obtain various levels of attenuation. As a function of cur-
rent, the attenuation is linear to within 4-1.5 dB between
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Fig. 64. PIN modulator attenuation as a function of
bias voltage at various ambient temperatures
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0 and 60 dB. As a function of bias voltage, it is linear from
20 to 60 dB. Below 20 dB, the linearity deviation is about
6 dB. In practice this deviation can be minimized by using
a bias supply voltage much higher than the required bias
voltage, such as 20 or 30 V, dc. With a large series volt-
age dropping resistance, R, the modulator attenuation
becomes essentially linear as a function of the supply
voltage.
Data for these curves was obtained at three different
temperatures, -25, 0, and 55°C. The device temperatures
were permitted to stabilize for 1 h prior to the start of
readings. In every case, the drift was more pronounced
between 0 and 25°C. As a function of current, Fig. 65
clearly indicates an increase in the attenuator sensitivity
at 0°C as evidenced by the steeper slopes. At lower values
of attenuation, the effects of varying the ambient tempera-
ture appear to have little effect on the diode character-
istics. However, at 60 dB, the drift was on the order
of 5 dB.
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Fig. 66. PIN modulator attenuation as a function
of phase shift at various ambient
temperatures
b. Phase shift characteristics. Data was obtained at
room temperature for phase variations between the input
and output of the attenuator at various levels of attenua-
tion. These readings were also taken at temperatures of
0 and 55°C and are shown in Fig. 66. The phase shift was
more pronounced at 2113 MHz. At any specified tempera-
ture, the total phase shift was about 27 deg.
In summary, the PIN Modulator attenuators were sensi-
tive to frequency changes. Note the data differences at
2113 and 2295 MHz. Temperature variations also affected
the attenuation and phase shift characteristics. These
were confirmed by the device manufacturer. The char-
acteristics of the two units tested were not uniform. While
the device exhibited a considerable amount of phase shift,
it is not considered detrimental to the intended purpose.
The results of these tests and the poor aging character-
istics of semiconductors seem to point out that this device
should not be considered for use as a calibrated attenua-
tor. However, these units can be used for spacecraft com-
patibility tests.
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D. SupportingResearchand Technology
1.FORTRANIVLanguageExtension: Interval Arithmetic,
H. L. Smith
a. Introduction. This article describes an extension to
the FORTRAN IV language facilitating the use of inter-
val data. (An interval is a pair of real numbers [a,b], with
a_ b [Ref. 1].) Definitions of arithmetic operations, a
more complete treatment of interval arithmetic, and a
description of a set of FORTRAN-callable subroutines
to perform interval arithmetic were given by R. J. Hanson
in an earlier article (SPS 37-50, Vol. III, pp. 66--69). The
subroutines discussed in that article provide a straight-
forward, but tedious, means of performing interval
arithmetic. With the FORTRAN language extensions de-
scribed here, the use of interval arithmetic is greatly
simplified. An example of a FORTRAN program using
the interval arithmetic language extensions is given in
Paragraph c.
The following considerations influenced the design of
the language extension:
(1) The language extension should not conflict
with existing language features. The extended
FORTRAN IV must not introduce any new re-
strictions for the user not using interval arithme-
tic. The use of any other language feature must
not be precluded by the use of interval arithmetic.
(2) The language extension should itself be logically
extendable. The interval data type was extended
to interval double precision and interval complex.
The definition of interval arithmetic was extended
to complex numbers.
(3) The style should be consistent with that of
FORTRAN IV.
(4) The initial implementation would be as an exten-
sion to FORTRAN IV for the IBM 7094 computer
(Ref.2).
b. Description
Constants. Three additional types of constants are as
follows:
(1) Interval coltstants. An interval constant consists of
an ordered pair of signed or unsigned real constants sep-
arated by a comma and enclosed in dollar signs, e.g.,
$5.,21.0E35; $0.,5.0E- 35; $- 0.203,3.141595. The first
real constant represents the left end point of the interval;
the second represents the right end point. The dollar signs
are required regardless of the context in which the inter-
val constant appears. The left end point of the interval
must be algebraically less than, or equal to, the right end
point.
(2) Interval double-precision constants. An interval
double-precision constant consists of an ordered pair
of signed or unsigned double-precision constants sepa-
rated by a comma and enclosed in dollar signs, e.g.,
$ - 5.0D0,21.0D35; $0.0D0,3.141592653589795. The fea-
tures of the interval double-precision constant are the
same as those of the interval constant.
(3) Interval complex constants. An interval complex
constant consists of an ordered pair of unsigned interval
constants separated by a comma and enclosed in paren-
theses, e.g., ($1.0,2.05,$- 2.0,- 1.05). The first interval
constant, $1.0,2.05, represents the left and right end-points
of the real part of the interval complex number; the sec-
ond interval constant, $ - 2.0, - 1.05, represents the left
and right end-points of the imaginary part of the interval
complex number. The parentheses are required regard-
less of the context in which the interval complex constant
appears.
Variables. In addition to the five types of variables pre-
viously defined for FORTRAN IV (integer, real, double-
precision, complex, and logical), three new types are
defined. They are interval, interval double-precision, and
interval complex. Hereafter "interval" will be used to
refer to these three data types. Interval variables must
have their type specified by a type statement. Type state-
ments are discussed separately later in this article.
The type of interval function name appearing in a
FUNCTION statement is specified by that FUNCTION
statement. A symbol is implicitly typed if it is used as a
function reference and is the same name as that of a built-
in or standard library function. Table 12 shows the mathe-
matical subroutines to be added to the standard library
functions. Table 13 shows the built-in functions to be
added to those available to the FORTRAN programmer.
Subscripts. Interval variables may be made to repre-
sent elements of arrays in the same manner as other
FORTRAN variable types. The rules for subscripted
interval variables are the same as for other types of sub-
scripted variables.
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Table 12. Mathematical subroutines
Function
Exponential
Natural logarithm
Common logarithm
Arcsine
Arccosine
Arctangent
Sine
Cosine
Tangent
Cotangent
Square root
Hyperbolic cosine
Error function
Gamma
Log-gamma
Entry
name
VEXP
VDEXP
VCEXP
VLOG
VDLOG
VCLOG
VLOG10
VDLOG1
VASIN
VACOS
VATAN
VDATAN
VSIN
VDSIN
VCSIN
VCOS
VDCOS
VCCOS
VTAN
VCTAN
VSQRT
VDSQRT
VCSQRT
VCOSH
VERF
VGAMMA
VALGAM
Definition
earg
earg
earg
In(arg)
In(arg)
In(arg)
Iog,o(arg)
Iog,o(arg)
arcsin (arg)
arccos (arg)
arctan (arg)
arclan (arg)
sin (arg)
sin (arg)
sin (arg)
cos (arg)
cos (arg)
cos (arg)
tan (arg]
cotan (arg)
arg I_
arg',_
arg',_
cash (arg)
2 _" e_VZdu
_ u=-s e-" du
Iog_ [' (x)
Arguments
Interval
Interval
Interval
Inlerval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Inlerval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
*2
*C
* 2
*C
* 2
*2
t2
*C
* 2
*C
*2
*C
Function
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
Interval
No. of
arguments
Interval
Interval
Type"
Interval
Interval
* 2
*C
* 2
*C
*2
*2
*2
*C
*2
*C
* 2
*C
alnterval * 2 indicates interval double precision.
Interval * C indlcatet interval complex.
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Arrays are stored in column order in increasing storage
locations with the first of their subscripts varying most
rapidly and the last varying least rapidly. The storage
location of the real part of a complex number (including
interval complex)precedes the storage location of the
imaginary part. The left end point of an interval precedes
the right end point in storage. Table 14 is an example of
storage for a one-dimensional array of various data types.
Arithmetic expressions. Interval variables may be com-
bined with other interval variables and with some other
types of variables to form arithmetic expressions. The
rules for constructing arithmetic expressions are un-
changed from those for non-interval arithmetic. Tables 15
and 16 indicate which constants, variables, and functions
may be combined by the arithmetic operators to form
arithmetic expressions. Table 10 gives the data type result-
ing from valid combinations with respect to the arithmetic
operators q_, , *, and/.
Table 16 gives the valid combinations with respect to
exponentiation. The type of the result of the arithmetic
operator denoting exponentiation (i.e., _ _) is the same
as the type of the base.
Table 13. Built-in functions
Function
Absolute value _
Truncate e
Molulor arithmetic d VMOD
Sign transfer _ VSIGN
VDSIGN
Express two scalar VAL
arguments in VALD
interval form VALC
Obtain part of an RVP1
interval (I for left RVP2
end point; 2 for DVP1
right end point) DVP2
CVP1
CVP2
Obtain midpoint of RVPM
an interval DVPM
CVPM
Entry No. of
name arguments
VABS 1
VDABS 1
VCABS 1
VINT 1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_Reol * 2 indicates double precision.
Interval * 2 indicates interval
Interval • C indicates interval
double precision.
complex.
Type"
Arguments Function
Interval Interval
Interval * 2 Interval * 2
Interval * C Interval
Interval Interval
Interval Interval
Interval Interval
Interval * 2 Interval * 2
Real Interval
Real * 2 Interval * 2
Complex Interval * C
Interval Real
Interval Real
Interval • 2 Real * 2
Interval * 2 Real * 2
Interval * C Complex
Interval * C Complex
Interval Real
Interval _ 21 Real * 2
Interval * C Complex
bGiven the interval V _ [vl, v2] the absolute value of V is defined as
for vl _v2_O IVl----[Iv=l, Iv, I]
f .... <0<v: Ivl----[0. max (Iv, I. I_ll]
for O'_v,±v= IVL-- iv1. v=]
When V is an interval complex consisting of real interval V._ and imaginary interval
Vi, then the absolute value of V is defined as the interval [(VR) 2 _ IV_ )_] ½.
_The truncation of an interval V z [vl. v_]. is com_outed as
[vl], {v:} when O_va_v_
- (1_1), [_z] when v,_v:_O
-- {Ivll}, {v:} when vl<O<v'.,
where [x] is defined as the largest integer not exceeding x and {x} is defined as
x when x is an integer and as [x]-_- I when x is not an integer.
'lGiven two intervals, VI and V_, then VMOD (V_, V2) is computed as
Vz- VINT X [V1/V2) * V_.
Function Entry No. of
name argumenh
Obtaining most VSNGL 1
significant part
of an Interval * 2
argument correctly
rounded
Express an Interval VDBLE 1
argument in
Interval * 2 form
Obtain real part of a VREAL 1
complex interval
Obtain imaginary VI/V_.G 1
part of complex
interval
Express two intervals VCMPLX 2
in interval complex
form r
Obtain conjugate of VCONJG 1
complex interval
argument _
Status of an interval ISGNV 1
relative to zero h ISGNVD I
Type a
Arguments Function
Interval t 2 ! Interval
Interval Interval * 2
Interval * C Interval
Interval * C Interval
Interval Interval * C
Interval * C Interval * C
Interval Integer
Interval * 2 Integer
_Given two real intervals A z [aJ, a_] and B _ [bl, b:], the transfer of sign
function, VSIGN (A, B), is computed as follows:
0_al_a2
al<0<a2
al_a2_0
O__bl_b:
A
IAI
mA
bl<0<b2
undefined
undefined
undefined
I_b_0
--A
-IAl
A
fV _ argl _- ; argz.
_V _ X -- iY for arg -_. X -_- iY.
hThe status value (M] of on interval V _ [v_, v:] is defined as
M _ I if t,_v_0
M_2 if v_0_v:
M_3 if v_O_v:
M_-4 if 0 _ va_v._
M_5 if O_v_v_
M_6 if O_v_v_
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Table 14. Storage arrangement for one-dimensional arrays
Interval double
Word Real Double Complex b Interval e Interval complex _
precision H precision '_
A(1)
A{2)
A{3)
A(4)
A(S)
A(6)
A(7)
A(8)
D(1)M
D(|)L
D(2)M
D(2)L
D(3)M
D(3)L
D(4)M
D(4)L
C(1)R
C(1)1
C(2)R
C(2)_
C(3)R
C(3)1
C(4)R
C(4)1
V(I)LV
V(1)RV
V(2)LV
V(2)RV
V(3)LV
V(3)RV
V(4)LV
VI4)RV
VD(I)LVM
VD(1)LVL
VD(1)RVM
VD(1)RVL
VD(2)LVM
VD(2)LVL
VD(2)RVM
VD(2)RVL
VC(1)RtV
VC(1)RRV
VC(I)ILV
VC(1)IRV
VC(2)RLV
VC(2)RRV
VC(2)ILV
VC(2)IRV
aM _- most significant
L _- least significant
bR z real part
I z imaginary part
rl. V z left half of interval
RV _ right half of interval
4LVM _ left half of interval -- most significant
LVL _ left half of interval -- least significant
RVM z right half of interval -- most significant
RVL _ right half of interval- least signlf;cant
"RLV _ real part of interval -- left half
RRV _ real part of interval- right half
ILV _ imaginary part of interval- left half
IRV _- imaginary part of interval -- right half
Table 15. Type of the result of ÷, --, *, / operations
_, --, *, / Integer Complex Real Real • 2 Interval Inlerval _ 2 Interval _ C
Integer
Complex
Real
Real * 2
Interval
Interval * 2
Interval * C
Integer
Complex
Complex
Interval * C
Complex
Real
Real * 2
Interval
Interval _, 2
Interval * C
m
m
Real * 2
Real • 2
Interval * 2
Interval * 2
Interval
Interval * 2
Interval
Interval • 2
Interval * C
Interval * 2
Interval • 2
Interval * 2
Interval * 2
Note: Real • 2 indicates double precision.
Interval * 2 indicates interval double precision.
Interval * C indicates interval complex.
-- indicates an invalid combination.
D
Interval * C
Interval * C
Interval • C
interval _ C
Table 16. Valid combinations with the
arithmetic operator _
Bose J Exponent
Complex 4(- _ Integer
Interval complex
Real } { IntegerDouble precision _ "E' Real
Interval double precision Double precision
Logical expressions. The relational operators may not
be used with interval arithmetic expressions. This rule is
similar to the rule that complex quantities may never
appear in logical expressions.
Arithmetic statement. A FORTRAN arithmetic state-
ment is of the form a = b where a is a subscripted or non-
subscripted variable, and b is an expression. Table 17
indicates which type expressions may be equated to which
type of variable in an arithmetic statement.
Arithmetic IF statement. The type of the arithmetic
expression tested in the arithmetic IF statement may not
be interval, interval double precision or interval complex.
Input output of interval quantities. Since an interval
quantity consists of at least two separate and independent
numbers (four in the case of interval complex), the format
statement that transmits the interval data must be speci-
fied accordingly. The following three formats could be
used to transmit one data quantity of each of the types
indicated:
(1) FORMAT (2E20.7), interval.
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Table 17. Valid forms of the arithmetic statement
Expression (right side of equal sign)
Interval
Double Interval double Interval
Variable Integer Complex Real precision complex
(left side of equal sign) precision
Integer
Complex
Real
Double precision
Interval
Interval double precision
Interval complex
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Note: The symbol Y indicates a valid statement; the symbol N indicates an invalid statement.
(2) FORMAT (2D25.15), interval double precision.
(3) FORMAT (4F15.6), interval complex.
This requirement is similar to, and consistent with, for-
matted input/output of complex quantities.
Interval FUNCTION subprograms. Interval FUNC-
TION subprograms are defined by a special FORTRAN
source language program. Additional forms of the FUNC-
TION statement are as follows:
(1) INTERVAL FUNCTION name (a,,a=,, ' ,a,).
(2) INTERVAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION
name (al, az, • " • ,a,).
(3) INTERVAL COMPLEX FUNCTION name
(al, a2, • " • ,an).
where the name is the symbolic name of a single-valued
function, the arguments al,a2, "" " ,an (of which there
must be at least one) are nonsubscripted variable names
or the dummy name of a SUBROUTINE or FUNCTION
subprogram, and the function type is explicitly stated pre-
ceding the word "'FUNCTION." The additional forms
follow the same usage rules as other types of FUNCTION
subprogram statements.
Type statements. The type of an interval variable must
be specified by one of the following three new type
statements:
(I) INTERVAL a(il), b(i:), c(i3), " • • .
(2) INTERVAL DOUBLE PRECISION a(il), b(i.,),
c(i3), •...
(3) INTERVAL COMPLEX a (il), b (i2), c(i3), • • " .
where a, b, c, • - • are variable, array, or function names
appearing within the program and (il), (/_), (i3), • • • are
optional and give dimension information for arrays. Each
in is composed of from one to seven unsigned integer con-
stants, separated by commas, representing the maximum
value of each subscript in the array. Each in may be an
unsigned integer variable only when the type statement
in which it appears is in a subprogram. The other rules
concerning the usage of type statements in FORTRAN IV
also apply to the interval type statements.
Other specification statements. Interval type variable
names may appear in dimension, common, equivalence,
and namelist statements. Interval type variables, array ele-
ment names, or array names may appear in data state-
ments. The data value may only be of the corresponding
interval constant type.
c. Example. The following is part of a program to com-
pute the real roots of the quadratic equation X "_+ bX
+ c = 0 where the numbers b and c are interval numbers.
Using the tedious subroutine calls (SPS 37-50, Vol. III,
pp. 66-69) to perform interval arithmetic results in:
B(2),C(2),T(2),SI2),Xl(2),X2(2)
C
REAL
CALL ISQR (B,S)
CALL ISMITC (C,4.0,T)
CALL ISUB (S,T,S)
CALL INMAG (S,T)
CALL IINTST (S,T,T,I)
IF (I .EQ. 0) GO TO 1
CALL INSSRT (T,T)
CALL ISUB (T,B,X2)
CALL IADD (T,B,X1)
CALL ISSCH (Xl,Xl)
CALL ISDIOC (X1,2.0,X1)
CALL ISDIOC (Xg.,2.0,Xg)
BOOTS ARE IN Xl AND xg.
,i
NO REAL BOOTS
CONTINUE
C
1
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More simply, using the extended FORTRAN IV language
to perform interval arithmetic:
INTERVAL B,C,S,T,X1,X2
S = (B** 9) - (4.0-C)
CALL IINTST (S,VABS(S),T,I)
IF (I .EQ. 0) GO TO 1
Xl = (VSQRT(T) - B)/2.0
X2 = -(VSQRT(T) + B)/2.0
C ROOTS ARE IN Xl AND X2
C NO REAL ROOTS
1 CONTINUE
d. Status. This extension of the FORTRAN IV language
to simplify the use of interval arithmetic is in the process
of being implemented on the IBM 7094. The mecha-
nism for making the extension is a program called the
JPL FORTRAN Language with Intervals Preprocessor
(JFLIP) which is written as a preprocessor to the IBM
7094 FORTRAN IV compiler.
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IV. Development and Implementation
A. SFOF Development
1. The Mission-Independent Software of the SFOF Data
Processing System, c. A. Seafeldt
a. Introduction. This article reports on the data proc-
essing system that is used in the Space Flight Operations
Facility (SFOF) at JPL to support all missions.
The basic data processing unit (Fig. 1) is termed a
"string" and consists of an IBM 7044 computer connected
to an IBM 7094-II computer by a shared disk and a direct
data connection. There are currently two such strings in
the SFOF. The IBM 7044 is termed the input/output
processor. It is a 65K machine with tape, drum, disk, and
data communication input/output channels. The data
communication channel (IBM 7288) provides the inter-
face with the external world. This includes the commu-
nication net to the deep space stations (teletype and
high-speed lines) and the SFOF user areas (remote termi-
nals containing printers, plotters, card readers, message
composers, etc.). The IBM 7094-1I with tape and disk
input/output channels is termed the central processor.
The IBM 7094-11 communicates with the external world
through the IBM 7044 by use of the shared disk and the
direct data connection and produces bulk output for off-
line processing on IBM 7040s and an S/C 4020.
The mission-independent software system resides in
both the IBM 7044 and 7094-11 computers. It includes
the real-time multiprogramming system to support two
missions simultaneously in one string and the programs
that handle all input/output (peripheral storage, remote
terminals, and the communication net). In addition, it
provides a clean interface for any of the mission-
dependent program modules which are required for a
particular project. In the IBM 7044, these mission-
dependent modules typically consist of programs neces-
sary to decommutate and alarm telemetry data. In the
IBM 7094-11, they consist of commonly termed "user
programs" used for orbit determination, detailed telem-
etry analysis, etc.
The mission-independent software system has under-
gone continuous modification and development since its
inception. This has been necessary because of new hard-
ware development and new functional requirements. The
purpose of this article is to report on the major new
developments being implemented during the first half of
1968.
b. ADSS compatibility. In May 1967, the DSN office
approved a new configuration of the ground communica-
tions facility for Mariner Mars 1969 operations support.
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Fig. 1. SFOF data processing system
This configuration would use the NASCOM automatic
data switching system (ADSS) for high-speed data trans-
mission from the deep space stations to the data process-
ing system in the SFOF. It would include the multiplexing
of several data streams onto one high-speed data circuit.
The mission-independent software for the data process-
ing system will be completed on May 1, 1968 to cor-
respond with the delivery of the ADSS hardware
(encoder/decoder and synchronizer) that will interface
the high-speed data with the IBM 7044 data communi-
cation channel.
The implementation requires a new program to accept
and process ADSS data and modifications to existing
message input and trap processing programs.
c. IBM 7094-II Fortran IV and IPTRAI compatibility.
In October 1967, a proposal was made that Fortran IV
compatibilities be provided in the data processing system.
It was proposed that this compatibility be implemented
by modifying JPTRAJ (the JPL trajectory monitor). The
justification was the desire to write new Mariner Mars
1969 user programs in Fortran IV because of its extended
capabilities over Fortran II and its easier conversion to
a third-generation computer facility.
The software is scheduled to be complete on May 1,
1968 in order to provide a system for Mariner Mars 1969
user program testing.
The implementation requires a major rewrite of por-
tions of the IBM system and of the SFOF library routines.
d. DSN monitoring. The first automated display of
DSN monitoring data is being implemented and is sched-
uled for completion on July 1, 1968. Monitoring data from
the deep space stations and the ground communication
facility are being transmitted to the IBM 7044. A subset
of this data will be displayed by the IBM 7044, and the
entire stream, along with IBM 7044 generated monitor
data, will be routed to a CDC 5100 computer for display
throughout the SFOF facility.
e. Psuedo-residual modifications. In addition to the
new functional capabilities discussed above, several exist-
ing features have been expanded. One major effort is a
modification to the psuedo-residual program. This is a
real-time IBM 7044 program which calculates and dis-
plays statistics concerning the differences between pre-
dicted values of observables and the actual tracking data.
The current modifications being implemented provide a
multi-mission capability, increased accuracy, and auto-
matic processing that requires manual intervention only
in case of nonstandard conditions.
2. Use of the Simulation System as a Data Source for
Software Development, Integration, and Verification,
E. L. Dunbar
a. Introduction. Integration and validation of the DSN
data system is accomplished by individual subsystem
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checkout followed by an end-to-end (antenna to final dis-
play device) flow of data of known format and content.
The tool which provides this checkout data for the telem-
etry data system is a software package residing in the
simulation data conversion center (SDCC) in the Space
Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) at JPL. For the
Mariner Mars 1969 project, this package provides: (1)
teletype outputs to test the JPL communications processor,
(2) two spacecraft data streams for recording of data to
be utilized for on-site testing, and (8) either serial or
parallel high-speed data outputs to test the communica-
tions system and the SFOF data processing system.
For the past reporting period, SDCC activity has con-
sisted of code check, integration, and validation of this
software package. Since this program has essentially four
operating modes directed towards different system users,
acceptance has proceeded in stages based on which user
would first be ready to utilize the test data output for
code checks. Accordingly, the parallel high-speed data
output mode was validated first to support the SFOF
software redesign and is now in use for mission-
independent and mission-dependent code checking and
integration. Validation and integration of the serial space-
craft and high-speed test data output is still in progress.
Validation of all modes of the test data software package
is projected for completion in late April 1968.
The program provides spacecraft commutators for
engineering and science data with the exception of the
16.2-kbit science stream. All data channels may be dis-
played and varied under operator control with the excep-
tion of the two science playback streams. Spacecraft
mode and bit rate are also under operator control.
b. High-speed data output. The program outputs blocks
of data conforming to the automatic data switching sys-
tem (ADSS) format.
All the data in the overhead (headers and trailers)
may be varied or masked under operator control. Five
types of high-speed data blocks may be selected for
output to include both spacecraft data and the data
relative to the ground-station operation and receiver
status. Ground-station data blocks are output as a func-
tion of time selected by operator input. Spacecraft blocks
are output when 168 bits of engineering data or 240 bits
of science data have been commutated and are thus out-
put as a function of the bit rate. Blocks may be output
containing either 564 or 600 bits. If the error detector
encoder decoder (EDED) is utilized, 564 bit blocks are
output. The EDED adds a 86-bit error detection code to
be decoded by the receiving EDED. If errors are de-
tected by the receiving EDED, it flags the data as failing
the error test. Because the simulation software package
preceded the installation of the EDEDs, a 6O0-bit output
was provided in the simulation software package to
allow SFOF telemetry program development to proceed
in parallel with the EDED development.
c. Teletype output. The teletype output consists of five
separate formats which are automatically selected by the
program depending upon the type or condition of the data
output from the spacecraft commutator. Header input
which designates transmitting station, routing indicators,
and data type can be input by the operator.
d. Program checkout and validation
Parallel high-sT_eed data mode. Validation of the parallel
output high-speed data mode has been simplified by the
existence of an established interface to the SFOF data
system and a standard SFOF computer data logging
program. Data was transferred through this interface to
the SFOF computers and logged on magnetic tape, then
dumped on a line printer. While the data was being
transferred, the simulation computer logged its own out-
put buffer transmissions on a line printer. Successful
comparison of the two printouts with the known pro-
gram inputs constituted the validation of data transmis-
sion in this mode. Data control and display and teletype
outputs were then exercised and verified.
Serial high-speed data mode. The serial high-speed
data mode is utilized when a representative output of a
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) is desired
to test the communications and data processing hard-
ware. In this mode, the SDCC outputs data serially into
a 205 modem which is received by another 205 modem,
passes through an EDED, then into an ADSS synchonizer
which converts the serial data to 86-bit parallel data for
transfer to the SFOF data system. Because the EDED
and ADSS synchronizers were not scheduled to be avail-
able to meet the date that the simulation program would
be ready for checkout, it was not possible to use the
SFOF computer system delog capability. Therefore, a
software package to accept and log this serial data was
generated for the telemetry processing station (TPS) com-
puters so that the SDCC verification could proceed.
Since a never-ending series of software packages to check
out software packages can result from this approach, the
logging program was kept as simple as possible. A hard-
ware decommutator is used as the interface to the TPS
computer to generate an interrupt when it recognizes a
sync word. The program files all data following the sync
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interrupt in 24-bit blocks on magnetic tape until it re-
ceives another sync interrupt. Time of sync word recep-
tion is also recorded. Breakout of the data is somewhat
tedious, but the program simplicity facilitated its check-
out. The TPS program is now utilized in the final checks
of the SDCC program to verify SDCC output.
Spacecraft operating mode. In this mode, two serial
data streams are produced and output non-return-to-zero
from two separate pulse-code-modulated transmitters.
The validation of this data output is again a process of
logging the data in the same program in the TPS com-
puter which is used to verify the serial high-speed data
output. One stream at a time is fed into the TPS com-
puter, then delogged, and the delog is compared with the
known program input and the SDCC line printer record.
e. Conclusions. Implementation of a communications
package which will permit transfer of the SDCC data to
the DSIF is underway. This will provide a powerful tool
for system integration by routing controlled data patterns
through the complete system with the system data input
and output controlled and compared at a single location.
3. Communications Processor/IBM 7044 Redesign
System Test Series, R.G. Polansky
a. Introduction. This is the second in a series of articles
(see SPS 87-50, Vol. II, pp. 150-151) describing tests being
conducted to determine the functional characteristics of
the communications processor (CP)/IBM 7044 redesign
system under various conditions. The second test has
been completed at this time. The objectives of this test
and the results obtained are presented in this article.
b. Description of second test. The second test was run
using a mode 2 SFOF hardware system (IBM 7044-disk-
IBM 7094 combination) and the Surveyor G programming
system. As in the first test, the CP used the mode 2 version
of the communications processor program. High-speed
data at all Surveyor bit rates from 17 to 4400 bits/s were
input to the 7044 from the telemetry processing station.
During another portion of the test, Surveyor TTY data
was input to the 7044 from a deep space station via the
JPL CP. The objectives of the test were:
(1) To determine and document the effects of increas-
ing the number of TTY readout display devices
being driven by the CP/7044 system. (This deter-
mination included the effects of the "data sleeving"
function in the mission-independent 7044 program-
ming.)
(z)
(3)
To determine the effects of 7094 program activities
on the CP and 7044 delay characteristics.
To determine the effects of mode 2 and mode 8
predict transmission on the CP and 7044 delay
characteristics.
(4) To determine the delays attributable to the JPL
CP, of TTY telemetry data being routed through
the CP, to the 7044 and to a readout display device.
The satisfying of these objectives gave us baseline in-
formation on the performance of the Surveyor system as
opposed to the information obtained for the Mariner
system in the first test.
c. Results of second test. The results of the second test
consist of delays experienced in selected portions of the
7044 system and in the CP under controlled loading con-
ditions. They also include statistics gathered in the CP
during the test. As in the first test, the characteristics
determined agree well with the functional characteristics
of the CP/7044 system as originally specified.
Delays experienced. As in the first test, no measurable
delays in 100-word/min teleprinter responses were noted
as a result of running 7094 programs.
The delay between the time the CP took the data
from the 7044 to the time it displayed it on a 100-word/
min teleprinter averaged 9.1 s. High values of 19 and low
values of 3 s were noted. There appeared to be no corre-
lation in these delays to the incoming data source (TTY
or high-speed) or to the number of teleprinters being
used; however, Table 1 shows that the delay did build up
from a 7.5-s average at the lower data rates to a 9.5-s
average at the higher rates. This may be a result of the
sleeving function in the 7044 and the increased CP load-
ing. Tabular information on all system delays is shown in
Table 1.
The delay between the time the data was available
to the CP and the time it was accepted was a function of
the order in which the format requests were originally
entered. The first three machines for which output was
requested experienced delays averaging 10 ms. The fourth
machine experienced delays averaging 45 ms; the fifth,
sixth, and seventh machines experienced delays averag-
ing 90, 140, and 190 ms, respectively. [The explanation
for this is that formats are generated sequentially by the
7044 irt the order requested. Each Surveyor format takes
about 80 ms to generate (Mariner formats take about
160 ms to generate). Message segments to the CP from
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Table 1. Tabular information on system delay times averaged for all TTY outputs
Data source
TTY CP
17-blt/s high-speed
| 37-bit/s hlgh-speed
550-bit/s high-speed
1100-bit/s high-speed
4400-blt/s hlgh-speed
Time-tag-to-7044-output delay, sec
Av
136
135
16.6
5.3
4.5
4.9
High
187
144
21
7
7
6
Low
100
123
11
4
3
4
CP-in-to-CP-ou! delay, sec
Law
Tirne-tag-to-CP-out
AvAv High
7.5 13
8.3 10
9.8 18
9.1 13
9.3 17
9.5 19
9.1 Av
143
146
25.9
14.2
14.0
14.8
High
196
154
35
20
22
25
delay, $ec
Law
105
134
15
7
7
9
the 7044 are not allowed to be transmitted any closer
than 100 ms apart due to the action of a built-in hard-
ware delay. This delay causes formats requested later to
be back-buffered in the 7044 until the CP/7044 interface
will accept them. The only deviation from this occurred
at the 4400-bit/s data rate. Here, the formats took an
average of 95 ms to compute, and the last TTY output
device only backed up about 80 ms.]
Transmission of NASCOM headers to the CP caused
up to 1.5-s delay, while transmission of predicts to two
TTYs again caused up to 7.9 s of delay. It appears now
that the 7.9-s figure is a worst-case condition that occurs
when predicts completely saturate the CP output buffers
in the 7044.
Inbound TTY data was played through the CP to a
TTY machine and to the 7044. The CP delayed this
semi-continuous data by an average of 18 s to the TTY
machine and 14 s to the 7044. NASCOM headers were
delayed by an average of 26 s to the TTY machine.
The normal processing time in the 7044 for quick-look
data for TTY output is 4 s, once the input data buffer has
been trapped (filled). The worst-case 7044 throughput
time occurs when a telemetry frame just overlaps from
one input buffer to its alternate. The best throughput
time occurs when the last word of the frame occupies the
last word of the input buffer. These are intuitive state-
ments and are borne out by the tests.
The worst and best times just discussed can be cal-
culated for the 7044s as follows:
seconds'_Best throughput time = 4 + _ ,]
Worst throughput time = 4 ÷
words 19,9,8)frame -F
words
Seconds/frame, words/frame, and words/second all ref-
erence data at the 7044 input interface.
For the mode 2 computer configuration, it was possible
to transmit predicts to the CP at all Surveyor bit rates.
The time for transmission to the CP varied in an almost
linear manner with the incoming data rate, as can be
seen in Fig. 2.
For the mode 3 computer configuration, it was possible
to reliably transmit predicts to the CP at input data rates
up to about 750 bits/s (70 words/s). Predict tape search
became erratic at higher data rates. Below 300 bits/s
(27 words/s) the predict tape searched at its maximum
rate, indicating that the tape search routine could run
whenever it desired at these incoming data rates.
Statistics gathered in the CP. Pack areas stay dedicated
to output TTY devices until the output message (or data)
is complete (figure shift, H, letter shift sequence received
by the CP). The maximum number of pack areas used is
equal to the number of output machines being exercised
plus the number of possible simultaneous input messages
to these machines received by the CP. The maximum of
20 pack areas was used.
A minimum of three timer list entries are needed for
the CP in its idle condition. An additional entry is re-
quired for each input and each output requiring a pack
area. The maximum of 20 timer list entries was used.
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Fig, 2. Transmission time of predicts to
communication processor
The maximum of 15 simultaneous drum input/output
requests and 6 simultaneous validation queue entries was
made.
The average "busy rate" of the CP during idle time
was 11.6%. During high activity periods, the busy rate
averaged 50%. The maximum busy rate of 81% was
observed when predicts were going to two TTY machines
and 4400-bit/s data were being output to all seven 100-
word/min data printers. Busy rates as defined here are
averaged over 1-s periods as opposed to the 5-min period
normally used.
When the incoming data rate to the 7044 was suffi-
ciently high, data were output to the teleprinters at
approximately 10-s intervals. When the data rate was
slower than 1 frame each 10 s, it was output once per
frame. This indicates that sleeving in the 7044 mission-
independent program is functioning as designed.
d. Test 3. Test ,3 using a dual-mission Mariner Surveyor
system in the 7044 has recently been completed. The CP
program for test 3 was modified so insight could be gained
into where the CP time delays were occurring. One of
the major objectives of test 3 was to exercise recovery
actions in all systems (CP and 7044). The results of test 8
will be presented in a future SPS, Vol. II.
B. GCF Development
1. Circuit Configuration Status, F.e.Bond,Jr.
Figure 3 illustrates the configuration and capabilities
of the GCF as of April 1, 1968. The interconnecting cir-
cuits reflect the circuit reduction that resulted from the
full implementation of the JPL communications processor
as well as the circuit reduction that was realized by the
removal of those circuits previously required for the sup-
port of the Lunar Orbiter, Surveyor, and Mariner Venus 67
Projects. Prior to the scheduled Pioneer 9 launch and
continuing through the Mariner Mars 1969 launches,
additional circuits will be required in order that the total
ground communications requirement of these projects
as well as those of the Mariner extended mission opera-
tions may be met. After the Mariner Mars 1969 launches,
these additional circuits will be removed.
2. SFOF/GCF Implementation, F.e. Bond,Jr.
As a direct result of the full implementation of the
JPL communications processor at the SFOF, the manual
switching equipment previously used for teletype switch-
ing at the SFOF was removed from service on April 1,
1968. All switching of teletype traflqc at the SFOF will
hereafter be automatically accomplished by the commu-
nications processor except in those cases where the back-
up facilities are used.
Installation of an automatic voice/data switching center
at the SFOF terminal of the GCF is proceeding according
to schedule and should be operational prior to the Pioneer
launch. Upon completion and acceptance of this new
facility, all switching of voice and data circuits to and
from, as well as within, the SFOF can be done rapidly
and efficiently.
The proposed concept of designating the GCF com-
munications center at the SFOF as a NASCOM switching
center for those NASCOM communications terminals geo-
graphically located closer to JPL than to NASCOM at
Greenbelt, Maryland has progressed to the point where
the necessary installation of teletype switching equip-
ment at JPL is scheduled for mid-1968. Approximately
18 NASCOM teletype circuits connected from NASCOM
to various terminations, ranging from Guaymas, Mexico
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to Vandenberg, California, are planned to be retermi-
nated at the SFOF and multiplexed to NASCOM over
two audio circuits installed for that purpose between
NASCOM and the SFOF.
3. DSIF/GCF Implementation, e. L Yinger
a. Communications Center at Goldstone DSCC. All
Goldstone DSCC communications terminal equipment
has been relocated to the new addition to building G-33
at Goldstone. This was done to provide for more effi-
cient operation and maintenance of equipment. The new
Goldstone DSCC communications center now houses the
following equipment:
(1) Dial telephone central office (SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
p. 196).
(2) Western Union microwave terminal. This terminal,
except for wideband equipment, was moved during
the month of April. The wideband equipment used
during the Ranger, Surveyor, and Lunar Orbiter
Projects was removed. The five California Inter-
state Telephone circuits normally used to provide
a backup for Western Union equipment were used
for all operations while the microwave terminal was
being moved.
(:3)Intersite microwave terminal. This terminal con-
sists of the DSCC communications center end of
the following mierowaw_ links: DSCC-Pioneer DSS,
consisting of six wideband channels; DSCC-Venus
DSS, consisting of six wideband channels; and
DSCC-Mars DSS, consisting of five wideband
channels and twelve voice frequency channels. The
Echo DSS, due to its close proximity to the DSCC
communications center, is served by coaxial cable
only.
(4) Communications control group (CCG) teletype ter-
minal. This equipment, which has been operating
for several months, was moved from another area
of building G-33.
(5) The CCG voice data terminal. This terminal is a
new unit and replaced existing voice data terminal
equipment.
(6) Teletype machines. These machines will continue
to provide the patch and monitor function for each
of the Goldstone DSSs until each DSS has its own
communications center established and ready for
use.
b. Communications junction module. The communica-
tions junction module (CJM) was developed to provide a
flexible but standard interface point between the GCF
and the DSIF within each DSS. The total capabilities of
all GCF and DSIF equipment enter the CJM on connec-
tors. Interconnections are made in the CJM as required.
The actual GCF/DSIF interface is at the connectors
where the GCF equipment cables are plugged into the
CJM. The CJMs will be installed at each DSS at the
same time the new GCF equipment (CCG, high-speed
data, DSIF/GCF interface computer) is installed. The
CJMs are currently being fabricated, and orders are being
placed for the interconnecting cables.
c. Standardized TTY configuration. A standard con-
figuration is presently being developed to provide tele-
type equipment to each DSS in accordance with the
functions that station performs in order to standardize
the function and number of machines and their assign-
ment to TTY circuits. Efforts are also being made to
standardize the equipment arrangement in the communi-
cations rooms at each station to improve operator effi-
ciency. Each machine will be cabled into the CCG/TTY
terminal via a TTY junction box and the CJM.
4. DSIF/GCF Interface Assembly, E.a. Garcia
a. Introduction. A previous SPS article (SPS 37-50,
Vol. II, pp. 1168-172) presented, in general, the functional
requirements, implementation plans, and theory of oper-
ation of the DSIF/GCF interface (DGI) assembly. This
article will present additional information on the hard-
ware.
The DGI assembly consists of one Scientific Data Sys-
tems (SDS) 910 computer and a communications buffer
assembly.
Previous SPS articles on the digital instrumentation
subsystem (DIS), telemetry and command processor
(TCP), and antenna pointing subsystem (APS) have pre-
sented descriptions of the SDS 910/920 computers, their
capabilities, and peripheral hardware. Thus, this article
will not provide a description of the SDS 910 computer,
but rather will present a description of the communica-
tions buffer assembly.
b. DGI communications buffer assembly. The DGI
communications buffer assembly will consist of the fol-
lowing subassemblies, housed in a standard DSIF cabinet
(Fig. 4):
(1) Power supply drawer (Phases I and II).
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FRONT
POWER SUPPLY
POWER SUPPLY .w-
ADSS RECEIVE/SEND I
ADSS RECEIVE/SEND 2 "_
DECODER/CONTROL
DSS RECEIVE/SEND (DIS)
DSS RECEIVE/SEND (TCP- a)*
DSS RECEIVE/SEND {TCP-_)_
DSS RECEIVE/SEND (TDH)*
SIMULATION A
SIMULATION B
PATCH PANEL _
POWER PANEL
REAR
-t
DGI BYPASS (PHASE I ONLY)
INTERFACE JUNCTION PANEL
_r
"_PHASE "ZI. IMPLEMENTATION ADDITIONS
Fig. 4. DGI ¢ommunicafions
buffer assembly
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(2) Power supply drawer (Phase II).
(3) ADSS' receive/send drawer (Modem 1, Phases I
and II).
(4) ADSS receive/send drawer (Modem 2, Phase II).
(5) Decoder/control drawer (Phases I and II).
(6) DSS receive/send drawer (DIS, Phases I and II).
(7) DSS receive/send drawer (TCP-(_, Phase II).
(8) DSS receive/send drawer (TCP-/3, Phase II).
(9) DSS receive/send drawer (TDH-II, Phase II). _
(10) Simulation A drawer (Phases I and II).
(i1) Simulation B drawer (Phases I and II).
(12) Interface junction panel (Phases I and I1).
(13) DGI interface patch panel (Phase II only).
(14) DGI by-pass panel (Phase I only).
(15) Cabinet power panel (Phases I and I1).
c. Power supply drawer. The two powcr supply draw-
ers are identical and contain three Lambda Electronics
modular power supplies (LM-D12). The supplies are
connected to distribute _ 12 and -12 Vdc bias voltages
required to power the logic circuits housed in the other
drawer assemblies.
d. ADSS receive send drawer. The two ADSS receive/
send drawers are identical and contain the logic and
signal conditioning elements required to interface the
GCF's ADSS to the DGI computer, and vice versa. The
basic functions performed within this drawer are:
(1) Conversion of serial input data to the 24-bit par-
allel output required by the computer (receive
channel register).
(2) Conversion of the computer's 24-bit parallel out-
put to a serial bit stream required by the ADSS
(send channel register).
(3) Sync detection for the DGI computer of the start
of an incoming ADSS data block. (The sync de-
tector circuitry provides the capability of allowing
up to three random errors in a sync word by a
manual switch located in the decoder/control
drawer.)
'ADSS _ automatic data switching system.
'TDH _ tracking data handling.
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The logic elements required to perform the above
basic functions are assembled into three plug-in sub-
assemblies: two are 24-bit shift registers (parallel in-
serial out and serial in-parallel out) and the third is the
receive/send control logic, which operates on both reg-
isters and interface.
e. Decoder/control drawer. The decoder/control
drawer contains all the logic and signal conditioning
circuits required to interface the DGI computer to the
various DGI buffer receive/send and sinmlation drawers.
The circuitry in this drawer provides the following
functions:
(1) '9-4Line drivers to interface the clocked outputs of
all ADSS and DSS receive shift registers (receive
channel registers) to the computers.
(2) Power amplification to distribute the computer's
24-bit parallel output to all clocked inputs of the
ADSS, DSS, and simulation send shift registers
(send channel registers) and to the decoder portion
of this drawer.
(3) Decoding of the computer's 2A-bit output lines
and generation of discrete codes (under computer
control) as shown in Table 2.
(4) Generation of visual and audible alarms resulting
from mutual DGI buffer/computer alarm monitors
and tests (see Table 3 for buffer status word to
the computer).
(5) Time sequencing for the input/output operations
of all DSS receive/send circuits to prevent simul-
taneous interrupts to the computer.
(6) Manual control switching for setting of the allow-
able ADSS sync word error magnitude, DGI-buffer
master reset, and audible alarm disable.
The above functions are contained in three plug-in
subassemblies, two of which are identical decoder/buffer
subassemblies, except for external wiring. The third sub-
assembly is the decoder/sequencer subassembly.
The decoder/buffer subassemblies provide the 24-bit
parallel input/output signal conditioning and first-level
decoding. The decoder/sequencer subassembly provides
the second-level decoding, sequencing, and alarm moni-
toring. The decoder/control drawer front panel houses
all manual operator controls and indicators.
Table 2. EOM address assignments a
Function
EOM
address
[octal]
Comments
Input
Energize input of hardware status word 33701
Energize input from HSD 1 (RCV) b 33702
Energize input from HSD 2 (RCV) b " 33703
Energize input from DIS c 33704
Energize input from TCP-tz c_ 33705
Energize input from TCP-,_ _ 33706
Energize input from TDH-II c 33707
Return HSD-1 input logic to search mode
Return HSD-2 input logic to search mode c
Output
33772
33773
Followed by pin
instruction
Set or reset
hardware logic
Energize output to simulation A
Energize output to simulation B
Energize output to HSD 1 (trans) c
Energize output to HSD 2 (trans)"' ,t
Energize output to DIS
Energize output to TCP-a c
Energize output to TCP-fl"
Energize output to TDH-II _
Energize last output to HSD 1 _
Energize last output to HSD 2 _
Energize last output to DIS
Energize last output to TCP-= _
Energize last output to TCP-fl e
Energize last output to TDH-II c
Set internal clock A to 81/_ bits/s
Set internal clock A to 33t/] bits/s
Set internal clack A to 66 _/-j bits/s
Set internal clock A to 270 bits/s
Select internal clock for simulation A
Select external clock for simulation A
Start simulation data stream A
Set internal clock B to 8t/3 bits/s
Set internal clock B to 33t/3 bits/s
Set internal clock B to 66_t_ bits/s
Set internal clock B to 270 bits/s
Select internal clock for simulation B
Select external clock for simulation B
Start simulation data stream B
Enable multiplexer inputs"
Inhibit multiplexer inputs _"
Reset hardware timer
33710
33711
33712
33713
33714
33715
33716
33717
33752
33753
33754
33755
33756
33757
33720
33721
33722
33723
33724
33725
33726
33730
33731
33732
33733
33734
33735
33736
33775
33776
33777
"EOM = energize computer output/input instruction.
t'RCV = receive,
"Indicates Phase II implementation.
dTRANS = transmit.
Followed by pot
instruction
Set or reset
hardware logic
f. DSS receive send drawers. The DSS receive/send
drawers are mechanized in the same manner as the
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Table 3. Status word format
Bit Source Indication _
0 ) O0 .-_ no error 10 ._. 2-bit error
1 I Allowed error set for sync detection 01 ._> 1-bit error 1 I --_ 3-bit error
2 HSD-1 CF line"
3 HSD-2 CF line _' h 0 --_ block with perfect sync is being sent to the DGI
4 HSD-1 input register
5 HSD-2 input register _ 1 _ sync has been recognized and a block is being received
6 DIS input reglster b
7 TCP-a input register b
8 TCP-fl input register h 1 -_> register is currently receiving a block of data
9 TDH-II input register b
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
HSD-1 output register b
HSD-2 output register b
DIS output register
TCP-c_ output register b
TCP-fl output register b
TDH-II output register h
Simulation clock A
Simulation clock B
Simulation output A
Simulation output B
Selected internal
I Clock rate A
I Selected internal
I Clock rate B
0 ---> register is available for the start of a new block of data
0 ---> internal, 1 ---_external
1 --_ output enabled
00 _ 8V:, bits/s
01 _ 66% bits/s
10_ 331/3 bits/s
I1 _ 270 bits/s
ICF = a DSS block sync detection tine.
hlndlcate$ Phase II implementation.
COnes and zeros refer to computer memory content.
ADSS receive/send drawers, except that the wiring is
modified to accept the DSS's HSD 3 interface rather than
the GCF's ADSS. In addition, the input/output of these
drawers are under computer control via the decoder/
control drawer sequencer. The plug-in chassis contained
in these drawers is the same as for the ADSS drawers.
g. Simulation AIB drawers. The simulation A and
simulation B drawers provide the required circuitry to
produce two independent serial bit streams, at any one of
four, computer programmed, basic clock rates (81/3, 331/_,
66_._, and 270 bits/s) or external clocks. The serial bit
streams are derived from the DGI computer processing
of incoming simulation ADSS data blocks.
3HSD----high-speed data.
The first three clock frequencies are derived from a
countdown chain using the station's frequency and tim-
ing subsystem 10-kHz signal. The 270-Hz clock is gen-
erated by a crystal oscillator within the drawer.
Each drawer contains two plug-in subassemblies: one
is a 24-bit parallel-in/serial-out shift register (the same
assembly used in the receive/send drawers) and the other
contains the shift register control circuitry, clock selec-
tion control, and clock generator countdown chains.
h. Interface junction panel. The interface junction
panel is the point where all drawers interface with each
other, the computer, and the external subsystems. The
panel consists of interface connectors and terminal boards
and accommodates all DGI interface requirements for
Phase I and II implementation plans.
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i. DGI-by-pass panel. This panel is temporary in na-
ture and is used for Phase I implementation only. Its pur-
pose is to by-pass the DGI in case of failure and connect
the GCF's ADSS directly to the DSS-DIS subsystem.
i. DGI interface patch panel. This panel will take the
place of the DGI-by-pass panel as part of the Phase II
implementation plan and will provide for the following
functions:
(1) Patch any of the two ADSS HSD modems to any
one of the DGI ADSS receive/send drawers, or
directly to any one of the DSS subsystems (DIS,
TCP-u, TCP-#, and TDH-II).
(2) Patch any of the DSS subsystems to any of the
DGI DSS receive/send drawers.
k. Cabinet power panel. The cabinet power panel is
a standard DSIF panel containing primary power circuit
breakers and monitors.
C. DSIF Development
1. Instrument Tower Position Control for 210-ft
Antenna, w. M.Peterschmidt
a. Introduction. The angular reference of the 210-ft
antenna at the Mars DSS is provided by the Master
Equatorial, which is mounted on the top of the instru-
ment tower as shown in Fig. 5. In order to fully utilize
the accuracy of the Master Equatorial, it is desirable
to limit the angular movement of the instrument tower
top to a value approximately equal to the error of the
Master Equatorial. As described in SPS 37-50, Vol. II,
pp. 151-158, the angular movement of the instrument
tower could be approximated at 12.7 arc sec. The
above-referenced article suggests as one solution a servo
system using heating of the tower to hold the tower in
the proper position. The design and testing of such a
servo system is the subject of this article.
The configuration of this servo system is shown in
Fig. 5. The levels are located inside the Master Equato-
rial base and provide the error signals to the amplifiers
in the floor below. These amplifiers provide the driving
signals to the power stage which provides power to the
heater strips. The heat deflects the tower until signals
from the levels turn off the heater strips.
b. Selection of type of power stage. Two types of
power stages were considered for this servo system. They
are proportional power amplifiers and discontinuous or
relay-switching power stages.
I
850in.
POWER
STAGE_
\
\
ALIDADE
ROOF-,
r J
NOT EXPOSED
TO SUN
)ME
EQUATORIAL
in. DIAM
0.375in.
STEEL SHELL
;TEEL PORTION OF
INSTRUMENT TOWER,
0.375 in. STEEL SHELL
--T
HEATING STRIPS
IN THIS AREA
IRETHANE FOAM, 2in.
THICK,ON OUTSIDE OF
i.-] STEEL TOWER FROMHERE UPWARD
I/CONCRETE PORTION
J._ OF INSTRUMENT
r/7777;I I E_J TOWER
Fig. 5. Instrument tower configuration
The proportional power amplifiers have the advantages
of less static error, which is inversely proportional to
gain, and reliability in that they are completely solid
state. However, for this power level, it would require a
silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) type amplifier which
implies possible radio frequency interference problems.
A discontinuous power stage has the advantages of
low cost and short lead time. Its error is also inversely
proportional to gain, but the gain is proportional to
switching rate. The switching rate is important because
its affects the lifetime of the relays.
Because of its advantages, the error versus switching
rate trade-off was studied for the discontinuous control.
Since the differential equations describing the tower
tilt are also discontinuous, it was decided to construct
an analog computer simulation of this control system.
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c. Analog simulation. The relation between the rate
of change of temperature of the tower and the electrical
power input is derived in the following equations, assum-
ing that all the heat loss is due to radiation:
where
CpW CpW x [ T-' + T_ ]
X IT 4 T,,] [T(t) - T,,]
r(t) =
To =
#=
Cp =
W=
P=
Fo=
F, =
the tower temperature in the heated area
the ambient temperature
0.057 Btu/min
the specific heat = 0.11.38
the weight of steel heated = 460 lb
the electrical power input in watts
the area heated = 52.5 ft 2
a geometrical factor = 1.0
an emissivity factor = 0.818
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 0.288
X 10 '' Btu/min ft=' °R4
(1)
The relationship between tower tilt angle and tempera-
ture is assumed to be
(2)O(t) -0,, = a[T(t) T.]
where t_(t) is the instantaneous tower position, 0,, is the
original tower position due to ambient temperature T,,,
and a is a constant of proportionality, experimentally
determined to be 0.365°/°R.
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) gives
aFaF, flZ
k(t) - C,W xv[O(t)- 0,,] + _ e (3)
where
? = (T 2 + T_), (T + T,,) is assumed to be constant
= 0.067 X 10 -1° °R'_
Substituting values for the constants gives
0(t) = -0.0159[e(t) - 0,,1 + 3.98 X 10-' P (4)
Selecting scale factors for the computer, time scaling by
100 and converting to seconds of time gives:
t_(r)- 0.0159 100K_ 6O KI[0(_) - 0o]
100
+ 3.98 × 10 -_ X _K2P
= --0.0264 [0(r) -- 0,,] + 0.00-,21 X 0.03P
(5)
where
100_
- - 1 v/sK1 100 s
- 0.0347 v/_, _ 0.03 i,/,,,
Due to the vibrations present in the tower, an averag-
ing filter was added to the control system to reduce the
possibility of noise turning on the power stage. The com-
puter scaled equations for the 10-see filter are:
1 [K o(t) - o,b-)]o,(,) = T
= 100o(r)- 10o,(r) (6)
The completed computer diagram is shown in Fig. 6.
The gain of Amplifier 55 was adjusted to switch power
on when the tower tilt was greater than 1 arc sec.
Figure 7 shows the response of the control system to an
initial error of 10 arc sec for two values of power input.
The limit cycle characteristic has a cycle time of
4 s/cycle × 100/60 s/min = 6.67 min/cycle for 1728 W
input. At this switching rate, a relay with a life expect-
ancy of 10 _ operations would last more than a year. This
life expectancy seemed to be long enough to justify a
field test of the control system.
d. Field tests. Two Ideal Aerosmith precision levels
were placed in the base of the Master Equatorial so that
one of them measured rotation about a north-south axis
and the other an east-west axis.
Four sets of Electrofilm strip heaters were glued to
the inside of the tower wall in the region shown in Fig. 5.
The four sets were spaced 90 deg apart, and each set
formed a rectangular pattern approximately 72 in. high
by 48 in. wide.
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Fig. 6. Analog computer simulation of power control system
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Fig. 7. Power control system response, analog simulation
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When the control system was turned on, the north-
south axis had an initial error of over 20 arc see and the
east-west axis had an initial error of 3.72 arc sec. Figure 8
201
15
I
NORTH-SOUTH
J
i
5 IO 15 20 25 _30
TIME, rain
Fig. 8. Response of tower to control system
4O
shows the response of the tower to the control system.
The detail of the north-south limit cycle is shown in
Fig. 9. Its cycling time is approximately 6.5 min/cycle.
During the field testing when a 10 to 15 mph wind
started, it was noticed that the control system changed
its characteristic limit-cycling and turned on one set
of heaters for a long time period. As the tower had been
stable at a position for hours before this wind started,
it was suspected that the levels were affected by the
wind-induced vibration. Two ± 0.1-g accelerometers
were placed at the top of the tower to determine vibra-
tion levels and frequency so that the levels could be
tested under controlled conditions. The accelerometers
detected a maximum acceleration of less than 1 mg at
frequencies from 2 to 4 Hz. The predominant frequencies
were at 8.5 to 8.8 Hz and 2.5 to 8.0 Hz.
A platform, as shown in Fig. 10, was constructed that
allowed the levels to be vibrated horizontally without
inducing angular tilt. The platform was excited at various
frequencies by a linear solenoid, and the average level
signal was recorded. This data, shown in Table 4, demon-
strated that these levels were unsuitable for the vibration
environment experienced as the tilt angle changed with
vibration frequency.
1.50
1.25
100
_o
o
_J" 075
I.-
r'r
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0
_- 050
025
2O 25 3O 35
TIME, rain
Fig. 9. Detail of north-south cycling
4O 45 5O
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SYSTRON-DONNER
±O. Ig ACCELEROMETER
7.75 in.
IDEAL AEROSMITH LEVEL
5/32 in. THICK
0.6 in. THICK " 5 in. WIDE
15 in.
Fig. 10. Vibration test platform
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Table 4. Level vibration tests
Vibration frequency,
Hz
0
2.0
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.8
3.2
3.6
0
4.0
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.6
0
6.0
6.4
6.48
6.6
6.8
7.2
0
7.6
8.0
9.2
9.26
9.3
9.32
9.34
9.58
9.60
9.64
9.7
9.72
9.74
9.78
9.8
9.86
9.98
10.4
0
11.44"
12.0 n
0
Level output,
arc sec
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
-'I-1.5
--6.0
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--0.8
-1"-3.0
--10.0
--2.5
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
--1.7
-- 1.0
0
--1.3
--1.7
--7.5
--5.0
--9.0
--15.0
--13.0
--11.0
--9.0
--8.0
--6.0
--4.0
--2.5
-- 2.0"
+6.0 h
+0.5 _
-- 2.0"
Accelerometer,
Milli-g
0
0.54
0.59
0.48
0.59
0.54
0.59
0.54
0
1.08
1.24
1.67
1.89
1.83
0
2.21
2.27
2.05
2.16
2.27
2.32
0
2.70
2.97
3.24
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.78
3.51
3.51
3.78
3.78
3.78
3.78
3.78
3.78
3.78
4.32
0
"Resonance of platform accelerometer soturaled.
hZero shift of --0.3 arc sec.
e. Conclusion. The basic result of this test is that a
servo-controlled tower is a practical means of achieving
the desired accuracy for the instrument tower if a suit-
able tilt sensor can be found.
2. Arc Detector for 450-kW Transmitter System, R._.Arnold
a. Introduction. In parallel with the development of
the 450-kW S-Band Transmitter System (SPS 37-49,
Vol. II, pp. 84---88), a new arc detector was designed and
built for use in that system. The arc detector (AD) was
designed at JPL, and a prototype was built at a con-
tractor's facility. This report discusses waveguide arcs,
functions of an AD, and specific design features and tests
performed on the prototype unit.
b. Waveguide arcs. A high-power radio-frequency
(RF) arc in the output waveguide can cause catastrophic
failure of a klystron's output RF window. An arc in a
waveguide produces a sonic shock wave that can easily
break a klystron waveguide window; high power klystron
windows are generally made of beryllium oxide or
ceramic, substances known for their mechanical brittle-
ness as well as for their excellent dielectric characteristics
at RF frequencies. Assuming a waveguide arc occurs,
damage to the klystron can be prevented if the output
RF power can be turned off before the resulting sonic
shock wave obtains enough energy to damage the
klystron window.
c. Functions of an AD. An AD's function is to detect
a waveguide arc and to turn off the output RF power
before damage can occur. The output RF power is
turned off by actuating a switch in the RF drive line
(input to the klystron). Figure 11 is a block diagram show-
ing an AD. Although the figure shows many functions
having dual-channel operation, single-channel operation
should be assumed for a basic AD in this discussion.
Waveguide arcs are detected in two ways; (1) light
sensors, and (2) reflected power sensors, as follows:
Light sensor. A light sensor is attached to the wave-
guide near the klystron. The light sensor "looks" at the
klystron window through a small hole in the waveguide.
An arc in the dark waveguide causes a bright flash, and
the light sensor is actuated. This, in turn, sends a signal
to the crystal switch driver which turns off the crystal
switch in the drive line. The klystron output RF is also
turned off, and the arc is extinguished.
Reflected power sensor. Arcs occurring far from the
klystron window may not be sensed by the light sensor
because of light attenuation caused by waveguide bends.
These arcs can be detected by the resulting waveguide
mismatch occurring at the arc and the resultant very
high voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR). The reflected
power of the VSWR is monitored by a directional coupler
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Fig. 11. Arc-detector block diagram, 450-kW transmitter
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installed near the klystron. The directional coupler's out-
put is rectified by a crystal detector, and the output dc
voltage is sensed by a reflected power amplifier (a volt-
age comparator). If the reflected power exceeds a pre-
determined value, the reflected power amplifier sends a
signal to the switch driver that turns off the crystal
switch. The output RF power is turned off, and the arc
is extinguished.
Power supply interlocks. As an added safety device, a
slower-acting relay interlock circuit in the crystal switch
driver is used to remove the klystron beam power
through the associated klystron power supply equipment.
Test and reset logic. In addition to the sensing and
control functions of an AD, it is desirable to have a
self-testing circuit to ensure that the AD is operative
before dc power is applied to the klystron. Malfunction
of the AD could mean a loss of an expensive klystron.
Response times. The time duration between the
initiation of an arc and the turn-off of the RF drive is
referred to as "response time." The maximum allowable
response time of an AD is specified by the klystron manu-
facturer; in general, response times diminish as power
levels increase and as waveguide sizes get smaller. The S-
and L-band 10-kW klystrons may require response times
in the order of a millisecond, while some 100-kW to 250-
kW X-band klystrons may have requirements of a few
microseconds. Response times, as specified by the manu-
facturers, can be considered conservative since the
manufacturers are reluctant to perform destructive test-
ing to determine the absolute maximum allowable
response time. The 450-kW klystron has a maximum
response time requirement of i ms, unusual for a klystron
of such high power rating.
d. Design features. In order to provide fail-safe opera-
tion, the 450-kW transmitter AD provides redundant
operation through dual-channel operations where failure
of a single channel could otherwise jeopardize the safety
of the klystron. The AD provides two independent
channels of reflective power monitoring, two channels
of light sensing, and two crystal switch outputs for
driving two cascaded crystal switches.
The portion of the AD mounted in the instrumentation
cabinet of the transmitter cabinet consists of two separ-
ate chassis, described as follows:
Power supply chassis (PSC). The PSC (see Fig. 12)
contains two regulated 50 V dc, 0.6 A power supplies.
Fig. 12. Arc detector control and power supply chassis
These supply ±50 V to all control circuits, amplifiers, and
indicator lights in the PSC and the control chassis.
Control chassis (CC). The CC (see Fig. 12) houses the
following components:
(1) RF power divider.
(2) Two RF level set attenuators.
(3) 55°C oven housing two HP 420A RF crystal detec-
tors.
(4) Dual-channel reflective power amplifier.
(5) Dual crystal switch driver.
(6) Test and reset logic circuit.
Reflective power components. Items (1) through (4),
listed above, are part of the reflective power-sensing
circuit (see Fig. 13). The RF attenuators, adjustable from
the front of the CC, determine at which reflected power
level the unit will be actuated. The RF crystal detectors,
mounted inside a constant temperature oven, provide
a dc output level for the reflected power amplifier; the
detectors are mounted in a 55°C oven to improve tem-
perature stability of the detector outputs.
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Reflective power amplifier module. Each channel of
the dual-channel reflective power amplifier (RPA) mod-
ule utilizes a I_A702A operational amplifier microcircuit,
a/_A710 voltage comparator and a 2N2012 SCR. Circuit
operation is as follows: The negative output of the crystal
detector is amplified by a non-inverting amplifier formed
by the pA702A and R1 through R5. When the #A710's
inverting input goes more negative than the -2.75 V
reference at the non-inverting input (equivalent to 0.100
V out of the RF crystal detector), the output of the
_tA710 changes from a saturated -0.5 V to a saturated
+2.5 V. The silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) is thus
triggered into conduction, the switch driver is actuated,
and the RF drive to the klystron is turned off. The RPA
circuit uses two 5 ttA meters on the CC to monitor both
RPA channel crystal detector voltages.
RPA temperature tests. The prototype RPA module
was temperature-cycled from 130 to 0°F and from 160
to 0°F in an environmental chamber. A variable voltage
source was used at the input of each channel to "fire"
the SCR. The relative firing voltage versus temperature
is shown in Fig. 14. The specific cause of the non-
tracking of the curves is not known--probably a per-
manent change in a component at 160°F. Firing voltages
did not vary more than -+-3% over the entire 160°F
range.
RPA response time. The response time of the RPA is
defined as the time interval between a step voltage at
>l---
_Z o
II:w
104
"_ CHANNEL 2, 130-O°F
---A--- CHANNEL 2,160-O*F
---O--- CHANNEL 1,130-O°F
i03 -_--"Z_-_I_K_ "O_- CHANNEL I, 160-O'F"
/
f02
IOI \\ _
\\
_oo _O_
99 "_
b\
9e _X
97
-30 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, °F
Fig. 14. RPA firing voltage versus temperature
the input and the 10% point of the decay of the SCR
cathode-anode voltage. The listing below shows the
response time of the prototype RPA as a function of
overdrive. A pulse generator with a 10K-f_ output
impedance was used for the test. Response time has
arbitrarily been defined at 110% of the dc threshold
voltage since response time is a function of overdrive
for any voltage comparator device. The response times
are listed below:
RPA Firing voltages,
% of threshold (0.100 V)
105
110
120
Response time, t_s
Channel 1
4.0
3.5
3.3
Channel 2
2.4
1.8
1.7
Crystal switch driver (see Fig. 13): The AD contains
two crystal switch drivers, one for each RF crystal
switch. Each driver is actuated by a diode or circuit,
either from an RPA channel SCR or a light amplifier
channel SCR. During normal transmitter operation, all
the SCR's are nonconductive, and the RF crystal switch
is biased on at about + 50 mA by constant current source
formed by the 250-_ resistor and 31.5-V zener chain.
When an arc occurs, one or both of the SCR's are fired,
the positive (+) end of the zener chain is grounded,
and the RF crystal switch is biased off at -31.5 V. The
on and off biases can be altered by changing the values
of the 250-f_ resistor and zener voltages.
In addition to supplying bias voltages to the RF crystal
switch, the device also senses when a particular SCR
has been fired by the dc energization of a relay (e.g., K3).
The relay provides outputs for the klystron power supply
interlocks and outputs for the test and reset logic, dis-
cussed later.
Test and reset logic. The test and reset logic (TRL)
ensures that the AD is functioning normally. Before the
start of every transmitter run, and after any channel
fires during a transmitter run, the TRL must be activated
before dc power can be applied to the klystron. The TRL
(see Fig. 15) performs the following sequential operations
to ensure proper operation and safety of the klystrons:
(1) Reset (momentarily remove all voltages from all
channels' SCRs) all SCRs that may have been fired.
(2) Send test voltages (-50 V) to both channels of the
reflected power amplifier and to a test lamp in
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Fig. 15. Test and reset logic simplified
the light amplifier. The test voltages will fire all
channels of a properly functioning AD.
(3) Perform a logic and operation to ensure that all
channels have fired.
(4) Reset all SCRs and restore the AD to a ready
state if, and only if, Step (3) was successfully per-
formed. Otherwise, the test cycle will stop and the
AD will not reset.
Light sensor. The light sensor presently being used on
the 450-kW transmitter is a unit that was formerly used
on a 100-kW S-band klystron transmitter; the light sensor
was modified to make it compatible with the subject AD.
Although it has protected the klystron, it is subject to
false firing due to thermal drift and electrical transients.
A new dual-channel light sensor using microcircuits is
under development and will be discussed in a later
report.
Over-all response time. The over-all response time of
the RPA monitor circuit is defined as the time interval
between an RF step input into the RF power divider
and the point at which 90% of the negative voltage
(-31.5 V) is reached at the output of the crystal switch
driver. The over-all response times are listed below:
Amplitude of RF step
impulse relative to threshold
firing amplitude, %
105
110
120
Response time,
Channel 1
11.0
10.5
10.0
Channel 2
10.0
9.5
9.0
Thermal drift. The entire AD unit (excluding light
sensor amplifier) was cycled through a 0 ° to 130°F
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temperature range with constant temperature oven
operating. The RF power level required to actuate the
unit versus temperature is shown in Fig. 16. The RF
attenuators were so adjusted that a nominal 10 mW of
RF power was required at the power divider input
to fire the RPA channels.
Fail-sale power supply operation. The AD provides
fail-safe operation in case of power supply failure. Loss
of the + 50 V dc power supply de-energizes K1 and K3
(see Fig. 13), which actuate the interlock that turns off
the klystron beam power supply. Failure of the -50
V dc power supply de-energizes K5 (see Figs. 13 and 15)
which, in turn, de-energizes K1 and K3.
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Fig. 16. Thermal drift of arc detector
reflective power circuit
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3. Characteristics of 20-kW Klystron, R.c. chernocf
The bandwidth and saturated gain of the 5K70SG
klystron have been measured for both 10 kW and 20 kW
RF output. This klystron is used in the dual 20-kW
transmitter subsystem in which it serves as the final
amplifier for both DSN and MSFN missions. The klystron
power output required for MSFN missions is 20 kW
(a 10-kW carrier is radiated and another 10 kW is lost
in the hybrid load), while the maximum output power
presently specified for DSN missions is 10 kW. The
specified bandwidth is 2100 to 2110 MHz for MSFN
operation and 2110 to 2118 MHz for DSN. It was known
from previous measurements that the saturated 1.0-dB
bandpass of the 5K70SG is greater than 18.0 MHz at
18.0 kV (corresponding to 20-kW output at band center),
but there was some question, due to the different power
levels required, whether the 5K70SG could adequately
cover the MSFN band plus the DSN band, i.e., 2100 to
2118 MHz, without retuning. While frequency agility is
not a specified requirement of the transmitter subsystem
at present, it is obviously desirable to elminate the
necessity for retuning the klystron whenever the system
is switched from DSN to MSFN status and vice versa.
The measurements described in this article show that
retuning is unnecessary when the 5K70SG klystron is
correctly tuned, provided that certain assumptions as to
UHF buffer amplifier characteristics and klystron input
circuit losses are fulfilled.
The klystron was tuned according to the standard
procedureJ In order, however, to emphasize the upper
(DSN) part of the 2100- to 2118-MHz band, the band
center was set at 2112.5 MHz instead of the normal
2110 MHz; i.e., the cavity settings prescribed in the
standard procedure were each raised 2.5 MHz to give
the following set of cavity resonant frequencies:
Cavity No. Resonant frequency, MHz
2108.0
2108.0
2121.0
2137.5
2112.5
The output and saturation drive power were then mea-
sured at each point bandpass, again using the standard
procedure. The measurement was made, without any
change in klystron tuning, at both 20- and 10-kW levels.
This point-by-point method, while more laborious than
the swept-frequency bandpass measurement, is necessary
in order to measure the variation of saturated gain over
the bandpass. The resulting bandwidth, which is always
larger than the swept-frequency bandwidth, is more
realistic from the point of view of most DSIF operations
since the transmitter drive power can be adjusted for
saturation at the particular DSN or MSFN transmit
frequency of interest.
The 10- and 20-kW bandpasses are shown in Fig. 17.
These curves show: (1) that the 1.0-dB 20-kW bandpass
covers both the MSFN and DSN bands (2100 to 2118
MHz) with 1.0 W maximum drive power, and (2) that
the 1.0-dB 10-kW bandpass covers the DSN band (2110
to 2118 MHz) with 0.70 W maximum drive power.
'Transmitter Subsystem Technical Manual, TM-00204, Para. 5-9
(JPL internal document).
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The curves also show that the average saturation drive
for the 10-kW output is considerably higher than that
for the 2,0-kW output. It appears that the Block IIIC
version of the UHF buffer amplifier should be capable
of saturating the klystron at either power level. This
conclusion should, however, be checked by measure-
ments at all stations at which the Block IIIC has been
installed, since the drive power actually delivered to the
klystron varies widely due to non-uniformity in trans-
mission line and other losses between the UHF buffer
amplifier and the klystron input.
The bandpass in Fig. 17 is adequate for transmission
of at least the upper (2106.4 MHz) MSFN carrier• How-
ever, the lower MSFN carrier (2101.8 MHz) falls in a
region where the saturated gain is changing rapidly.
Whether this would adversely affect system performance
is not clear at this time. If so, the bandpass could be
translated approximately 2.0 MHz lower to place the
2101.8 MHz carrier in a "fiat" part of the drive curve.
Since the upper edge of the 10-kW bandpass curve in
Fig. 17 is at 2120.8 MHz, the downward-shifted band-
pass should still cover the DSN band up to 2118 MHz.
4. A IO-MHz IF Distribution Amplifier, j, Wiicher
a. Introduction. A new 10-MHz IF distribution ampli-
fier was developed to provide the receiver/exciter sub-
system with the capability of operating with up to four
multiple mission telemetry subcarrier demodulator assem-
blies. The new distribution amplifier design incorporates
the additional required outputs. It also has a greater
dynamic operating range and lower noise figure than
the existing distribution amplifier design.
b. Performance requirements. Performance specifica-
tions established for the 10-MHz IF signal distribution
amplifier are:
Center frequency:
Noise figure:
Gain:
3-dB bandwidth:
10MHz (nominal)
< 6dB
15.0 ±0.5 dB
±5.5 MHz (minimum)
Gain linearity: ±0.5 dB for output levels
between - 15 and + 10 dBmW
Input and
output impedance: 50 ±20 + j,, -+20 f_
c. Circuit description. The 10-MHz IF signal distribu-
tion amplifier consists of four transistor stages, as shown
in Fig. 18. A 10-MHz input signal, applied to connector
Jl, is coupled to linear amplifier QI through transformer
T1. The amplifier provides a signal gain of approximately
28 dB. Transformer T1 provides an impedance trans-
formation from the required 50-f2 input to the Q1 input
impedance. The amplified signal is applied through
emitter-follower Q2 to the output driver stage consisting
of Q3 and Q4. The output driver is coupled through
transformer T2 and the 3-dB attenuator section to the
eight-way power divider to the output connectors J2
through Jg. Transformer T2 and the 3-dB attenuator
section are to transform the output impedance of the
driver section to 50 f_ and maintain a relatively fiat resis-
tive output impedance over the 3-dB bandwidth. The
eight-way power divider (a magnetic hybrid unit) pro-
vides a minimum of 30-dB isolation between outputs
with a loss of 7 dB and phase difference between outputs
of less than :3 deg over a temperature range of 0 to 49°C.
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d. Test results. The results of tests conducted on the
engineering prototype are compiled in Tables 5 and 6
and Fig. 19.
Fig. 19. Test results of 10-MHz IF signal
distribution amplifier
Table 5. Performance as a function of
temperature, J 1-J2
-3o -20 -io o io 20
SIGNAL INPUT Jl, dBmW
Performance factor
Gain, dB
Phase shift, deg
Noise figure, dB
OoC 250C 490C
15.0 15.0 15.0
10 ! .0 99.8 100.0
4.3 4.0 4.1
Table 6. Phase shift and isolation between indicated outputs
Performance factor J2-J3 J3-J4 J4--J5 J5-J6 J6-J7
Phase shift, deg --0.5 0 +0.1 --0.2 0
Isolation, dB 35.0 36.0 35.0 35.5 36.0
J7-J8 J8-J9
-{-0.3 +0.2
37.0 36.5
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5. SignalLevelTrackingFunctionandReceivingSystem
NoiseTemperature Calibration at Compatibility Test
Area, N. c. Ham and R. W. Burt
a. Introduction. Two basic DSIF system configurations
exist within the DSN that support a flight project. One
configuration is used for tracking, data acquisition, and
command purposes; the other is used for verifying com-
patibility of the flight telecommunication systems with
the DSIF systems prior to the actual flight. Compatibility
Test Area 21 (CTA 21) located at JPL is typical of the
latter configuration.
Both configurations must necessarily have similar DSIF
system functions characteristics, e.g., the telemetry, com-
mand, doppler, ranging, and signal level tracking func-
tions. A series of engineering test descriptions has been
devised to verify that each system function performs
within specified limits as dictated by theoretical model
studies. The method used for the DSIF system high-rate
telemetry function test is presented in SPS 37-49, Vol.
II, pp. 123--126. This article presents another system test
by describing the method and results of the tests per-
formed on the signal level tracking function and system
noise temperature calibration at CTA 21.
b. Technique for testing signal level tracking function
and receiving system noise temperature. The signal level
tracking function and receiving system noise temperature
calibration at CTA 21 was performed using a prototype
signal level/system noise temperature measurement
assembly. The theory, development, and use of this
equipment have been reported in SPS 37-35, Vol. III,
pp. 58-62, SPS 37-48, Vol. II, pp. 54-57, and Ref. 1.
The test technique for accurate signal level calibration
consists of three steps. First, the system noise tempera-
ture is measured using the Y-factor technique in the
usual manner employed in the DSIF. Next, the DSIF
receiver automatic gain control (AGC) curve (signal
level versus AGC voltage) is obtained using a calibrated
test signal source, again in the usual manner. Finally,
three or four signal levels are accurately measured using
the Y-factor technique; the average of these is used to
determine a correction factor for the AGC curve.
The Y-factor technique basically consists of accurate
measurements of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at three
or four signal levels. The accurately known value for the
system noise temperature is used to determine noise
power in a known bandwidth from the relationship
P_v = kT,_B and to compute the signal power from the
SNR. A discussion of the errors involved is included at
the end of this article.
c. Methods of measurement. Using the equipment
configuration shown in Fig. 20, system noise temperature
and signal level are measured as follows:
System noise temperature T._ is the sum of the ambient
load temperature, RF component noise temperature, and
receiver noise temperature, referenced to the receiver
input. The receiver noise temperature contribution TR
referenced to the receiver input may be determined by
(1) alternately connecting two well-matched temperature
sources T_ (nitrogen RF load) and To (ambient RF load)
to the preamplifier input, and (2) measuring the addi-
tional attenuation (Y-factor) that must be introduced
with the precision attenuator A2 to obtain the same
power indication with the hotter source as with the
colder source. Since the system noise temperature is also
referenced to the receiver input,
T,_ = To + T_t (1)
where
T_ = T,, - Tv Yo.
Yo. - 1
with Y,,, representing the measured system noise temper-
ature Y-factor.
This technique for determining the system noise tem-
perature is the standard procedure used within the DSIF,
where the preamplifier utilizes a traveling-wave maser
(TWM) and the known temperature sources are greater
than the TWM temperature. The situation is different at
CTA 21, where a transistor preamplifier is used and the
known temperature sources are lower than the preampli-
fier's temperature, resulting in a low Y-factor value as
can be seen by examining the above equation. Specula-
tion arose as to whether this technique would produce
valid and repeatable determination of the system noise
temperature. The results have borne out that this tech-
nique is valid and has application within the DSIF for
accurately determining the system noise temperature for
operational purposes.
Various received power levels P,_ (referenced to the
receiver input) are first injected into the receiving sub-
system and the resultant AGC voltage is tabulated using
a calibrated test signal source, from strong signal levels
to a level approaching threshold. The accuracy of this
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calibration method is dependent upon the accuracy of
the insertion loss between the RF attenuator A1 and the
receiver input reference point, the accuracy of the atten-
uator A1, and the accuracy of the power level measure-
ment of the test signal source. However, to improve the
overall accuracy, the absolute value of the received power
is calibrated directly at the reference plane by the Y-factor
method, which does not depend on the insertion loss
and power level measurement or on the RF attenuator
calibration. The measured quantity is, instead, the addi-
tional attenuation that must be removed with the pre-
cision attenuator when the test signal is injected to obtain
the same power indication as when the measured receiver
power is from the ambient load only. This Y-factor mea-
surement may be expressed by
P* = (Yo_ - 1) kT_F
si (2)
where
P* : mean calibrated signal level (calibrated RF
si
signal power referenced to the receiver input)
Yoc = Y-factor measured for signal level calibration
F = filter bandwidth within which the Y-factor is
measured
The range of received signal level for which this measure-
ment may be performed is limited by receiver linearity
at strong signals, loss of signal in the noise at low signal
levels, the system noise temperature, and noise band-
width of the filter F2. Thus, P* is measured at three or8t
four signal levels (or SNR), and the results are used to
correct the curve of Ps_ versus AGC voltage.
d. Obtained results. System noise temperature and
corrected AGC curves, measured at CTA 21 on 16 differ-
ent days during January and February 1968, provided the
measurement from which the data contained in Table 7
were derived. The average system noise temperature is
T,_ = 1128.3°K.
The Y-factors given were measured for three nominal
signal levels. Table 8 gives the mean calibrated signal
levels computed for each nominal signal level. Calibrated
signal levels were found for each Y-factor from Eq. (2)
and the mean and probable error ("_ 0.67 ,r) found at each
nominal signal level. The average correction factor from
Table 8 is -1.18 dB.
Table 7. System noise temperatures and AGC Y-factors
determined for the Compatibility Test Area
Date, 1968
Feb 27
Feb 23
Feb 2 I
Feb 16
Feb 15
Feb 13
Feb 8
Feb 6
Feb 1
Jan 31
Jan 30
Jan 29
Jan 26
Jan 25
Jan 24
Jan 22
Tsr °K
1162
1083
1094
1078
1088
1113
1118
1113
1162
1130
1123
1176
1176
1162
1162
1113
--114.68
AGC Y-factors, dB
P,,, dBmW
--124.19--119.44
12.32
13.02
12.55
12.55
12.56
12.18
12.69
11.92
11.79
12.80
12.43
12.95
12.67
12.95
12.95
12.26
8.06
8.71
8.28
8.30
7.95
8.31
7.54
8.45
7.50
8.45
8.06
8.52
8.33
8.80
8.49
7.94
4.45
4.92
4.58
4.61
4.41
4.64
4.13
4.76
3.99
4.80
4.52
4.87
4.49
4.91
4.83
4.47
Table 8. Nominal and calibrated signal levels
Nominal
signal level
P, i, dBmW
--114.68
--119.44
--124.19
Mean calibrated
signal level
P,**, dBmW
--115.84
--120.61
--125.41
Correction
factor, dB
--1.16
--1.17
--1.22
Probable
error, dB
0.28
0.30
0.28
e. Error analysis. The accuracy of the mean calibrated
signal levels given in Table 8 are estimated from an
investigation of Eq. (2). Random and systematic errors
involved are considered separately.
Random errors. The random errors consist of the sta-
bility of P_*_and T._, and the resettability of the power
detector. The probable errors given in Table 8 will be
assumed to adequately estimate these random errors,
giving a worst-case random error of 1.5 dB (peak error
is --- 5 times probable error).
Systematic errors. Systematic errors are introduced by
the calibration of the attenuator A2 and filter bandwidth,
and by the measurement of the system noise temperature.
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The value of F, which is the average of four band-
width measurements taken at CTA 21 using the method
given in Ref. 1, was 9.867 kHz. Using this method, the
peak error in F is __ 0.045 dB.
Attenuator A1 has an accuracy as given by the manu-
facturer of ±0.05 dB per 10 dB. Since only a 10-dB range
was used for the measurements, the worst-case error due
to A1 will be taken as ±0.05 dB.
System noise temperature is given by Eq. (1). Nitrogen
temperature is given by
(3)
where
T(v = manufacturer's specified value for the nitrogen
load temperature
a = insertion loss from the jack into which the
nitrogen termination is connected to the out-
put jack of the 30-dB directional coupler just
preceding the preamplifier (Fig. 20)
This insertion loss was measured at 0.25 ___0.05 dB. The
manufacturer's temperature of the nitrogen termination
is listed as 80 -+-2°K. Thus, for an ambient temperature
of 290°K, T.v = 91.8 -+-4.2°K; while for an ambient tem-
perature of 300°K, T_. = 92.3 ±4.3°K.
The systematic error in T._ may now be found from
T._(±/3) = T,,(±7) + To(±],) -- Tn(-+-8)Yo,(±a)
Yon(-----a) - 1
(4)
using $ = ±4.30K, _ = ±1.015, and assuming the value
of T,, used may have been in error by as much as 5°K.
The systematic error in T._ could be as large as _ ±0.5 dB.
Adding the, random and systematic errors gives a total
probable error of 0.42 dB. This value appears to be some-
what pessimistic in view of the results obtained.
Reference
1. Stelzried, C. T., and Reid, M. S., Precision Power Measurements
of Spacecra[t CW Signal Lerel With Microwave Noise Stand-
ards, Technical Report 32-1070. Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, Calif. (Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas.,
Vol. IM-15, No. 4, pp. 318-324, Dec. 1966.)
6. Venus DSS Activities, E. 8. Jackson,J. D, Campbell,
M. A. Gregg, and A. L. Price
a. Experimentation. During the period February 16
through April 15, 1968, the 30-ft antenna at the Venus
DSS continued to be used for transmission of time syn-
chronization signals at 8.45 GHz and for radiometric
observations of the planet Venus and other objects at
23 GHz. The 85-ft antenna, still undergoing modifications,
was not in tracking status during this period.
The time synchronization transmissions are again being
received by all three stations: the National Bureau of
Standards (Boulder, Colo.), the Pioneer DSS, and the
Tidbinbilla DSS. The system is working well, and the
network is being extended to other DSN stations.
The monostatic planetary radar experiment (SPS 37-49,
Vol. II, pp. 182--133) operating on the Mars 210-ft antenna
was terminated on March 5 with the installation of the
ultra cone on the 210-ft antenna. This cone does not have
a 2388-MHz transmitting capability, although reception
at this frequency can be accomplished. Prior to termi-
nation, the one-way range to Venus had increased to
216 X 10 _'km on March 5.
The 23-GHz observations of Venus, made with a dual-
horn radiometer (SPS 37-48, Vol. II, pp. 150-154), are
being made in an effort to detect and measure the water
vapor content in the Venusian atmosphere.
b. System performance
Receiving systems. During this period the 8448- to
30-MHz converter was used intermittently as an output
and modulation monitor for the time synchronization
transmitter.
R&D transmitter (450 kW) system. This system has
been used for testing the modified feed (SPS 37-50,
Vol. II, pp. 165-166). Evaluation and modification for
installation in the new antenna-mounted electronics room
has continued.
X-band transmitter system. This system has operated
for 26 time synchronization experiments.
c. System improvements
Receiving systems. The receiver module testing pro-
gram is proceeding as time allows. Performance of one
of the X-band receiver 455-kHz IF amplifiers was found
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to be out of the specification limits. Upon visual exam-
ination of the internal components, a fungus-like sub-
stance was found on and around several electrical parts.
Also, the module gold plating in the area of these com-
ponents was found to be pitted and lifting from the base
metal (Fig. 21). Tests are underway to determine the
cause of this corrosion and its effect on module operation.
The Venus DSS 2388- to 30-MHz converter has been
removed from the feed cone for performance measurement
prior to the cone being installed on the 85-ft antenna.
A control panel for the X-band transmitter antenna/
water load waveguide switch has been completed. This
control panel enables this waveguide switch to be oper-
ated independently from the station waveguide switch
controller with appropriate drive power interlocking
being provided by the new control panel.
Transmitting systems. The following hardware installa-
tions and modifications were performed:
(1) A new pump controller was installed at the 1.2-MW
heat exchanger to mate with the new transmitter
control system.
(2) The new crowbar cabinet, with new cabinet inter-
face junction box and high-voltage ignitron, was
installed.
(3) The new cables to the control room, required by
the new transmitter control system, were installed.
Replacement and additional cables, including the
new, very flexible, high-voltage (75-kV) cable, were
installed in the antenna cable wrap-up. A re-
designed, high-voltage junction box was installed
in the antenna pedestal "teepee."
(t))
D O •
Fig. 21. Fungus growth and plating damage
in IF amplifier
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
A new waveguide feedthrough for the transmitter
cabinet was installed to mate with the new wave-
guide switch to be mounted in the antenna-
mounted electronics room. This feedthrough will
permit easier removal of the high-power waveguide
coupler.
The new series-resistor and modulating-anode cab-
inet was installed in the antenna-mounted elec-
tronics room.
A new water load mounting panel and associated
water plumbing has been installed in the electronics
room.
The transmitter's water plumbing was modified to
permit easier access to the water fittings at the
bottom of the 450-kW transmitter cabinet.
L
Fig. 22. 450-kW transmitter cabinet in place in
electronics room, 85-ft antenna
(8) A new 500-kW motor-generator and associated con-
trois were installed at the 30-ft antenna. This addi-
tional power system will enable higher (250-kW)
X-band transmitter power.
Tests were run on the 450-kW transmitter to ensure
that no harmful X-radiation was present at the klystron
cabinet. Maximum X-ray levels measured were 5 mR/h.
The transmitter was installed in the antenna room, and
measurements were made of the deflection of the window
of the klystron as the antenna moved in elevation. (Figure
22 illustrates the technique used for installation.)
Servo systems. The final surface panel alignment on
the 85-ft az--el antenna is currently being done at night.
Painting of the new electronics room and antenna struc-
ture is being done during the day. The modified azimuth
"torque tube" has been replaced, and the azimuth angle
indicating system is ready for alignment. Two new plat-
forms have been added to the alidade structure athwart
the elevation bearings. These platforms will support
portions of the water-cooling system and permit easier
maintenance on the elevation angle system. All antenna
modifications, alignment, and equipment installation are
expected to be completed in late April 1968. Approxi-
mately 1 wk will be required for servo response tests
before scheduled operation can resume.
7. DSIF Station Control and Data Equipment, _. Boo.,
R. Flander$, A. Burke, J. Woo, D. Hersey, and P. Harrison
a. Antenna pointing subsystem, Phase I. The antenna
pointing subsystem, phase I (APS I), equipment is being
installed in the DSSs to provide the capability of posi-
tioning the station antenna by computer control. Current
activity includes the installation of APS I equipment at
the Echo DSS concurrent with the station upgrade now
under way. Installation of APS I involves (1) a retrofit of
the SDS 910 computer previously used for the interim
APS, (2) integration of the SDS 910 computer to the new
APS interface rack, (3) performance of acceptance tests
to ensure that equipment is operating correctly, (4) inte-
gration of the APS I into the station subsystem configu-
ration, and (5) performance of the APS I system tests to
ensure that APS I is functioning correctly with other
subsystems.
Steps 1, 2, and 3 have been essentially completed, and
installation is expected to be completed in early May 1968.
b. Digital instrumentation subsystem, Phase II. The
digital instrumentation subsystem, Phase II (DIS II),
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performs the function of system performance and status
monitoring for each deep space station within the DSIF.
The DIS II provides for the recording, display, and com-
munication of configuration, status, and performance
parameters, and the detection of nonstandard operating
conditions for alarm generation.
The DIS II retrofit implementation progress is as
follows:
(1) The first of six DIS II retrofit kits has been received
at the Echo DSS and installation is currently in
progress. Completion of this effort is expected in
late April 1968. Receipt of subsequent retrofit kits
is scheduled at approximately 3-wk intervals.
(2) The prototype DIS II has been assembled and is
being used for checkout of the individual retrofit
kits by the supplier.
(3) A preliminary acceptance test plan has been pre-
pared and will be verified during final acceptance
of the first retrofit kit installation.
Station line printers for all DIS II installations have
been received; units required at overseas stations have
been checked out and shipped. Delivery of system and
subsystem cables is planned to coincide with the installa-
tion of the DIS II retrofit kit at each respective site.
The DSIF monitor system, Phase I, computer program
is being prepared (SPS 87-50, Vol. II, pp. 181-185), with
checkout scheduled to follow completion of the subsystem
installation activities.
c. Telemetry and command processor, Phase II. The
telemetry and command processor, Phase II (TCP II),
provides the DSIF with a mission-independent telemetry
and command processing capability for real-time opera-
tion. The TCP II is in the process of expansion (TCP II-C)
to increase the telemetry data processing capability to
support the DSIF multiple-mission telemetry system.
The installation of the TCP II-C equipment is proceed-
ing at the various DSSs and at JPL Compatibility Test
Area 21. The TCP II at the Pioneer DSS has been re-
moved and the computers and magnetic tape units are
being transferred to the Johannesburg DSS. Memory units
on these computers have been expanded from an 8000- to
a 16,000-word capacity. The TCP II-C provides the DSIF
with the required capability to meet Mariner Mars 1969
requirements.
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d. Station monitor and control console, Phase II. The
Phase II station monitor and control console (SMCC) is
an essential part of the DSIF Phase I monitor function.
The Phase II SMCC has a countdown clock, an X-Y
recorder, and the program alarm and control panel in
addition to the existing displays in the Phase I SMCC.
These additions in conjunction with DIS II greatly
enhance the monitoring capability of the SMCC. This
article presents a description of the Phase II SMCC pro-
gram alarm and control panel with its associated logic.
The purpose of the program alarm and control panel
is to notify the console operator of DSN and DSIF alarms,
and to display the subsystem that created the alarm. In
addition, the program alarm and control panel has pro-
visions for allowing the console operator to request print-
outs of parameters (monitored by the DIS) on the line
printer and to indicate his concurrence or nonconcurrence
with the panel indications.
To perform these functions, the program alarm system
uses the standard DSIF digital logic modules, indicator
lights, an audible alarm, and switches as shown in Fig. 0_,3.
The DIS supplies to this logic two negative (true) sig-
nals when an out-of-tolerance condition is detected in
one of the DSS subsystems. One of these, titled ALARM
SET, causes the SYSTEM FAIL light to flash and the
horn to sound repeatedly (1 s on, 1 s off). This alarm state
is maintained until flip-flop A is reset by the operator using
the ALARM RESET pushbutton on the control panel.
The other signal generated at the time of the DIS
alarm signal causes one of the ten subsystem condition
indicators to change from green to red. These indicators
are illuminated green (good) with a zero-level signal
supplied by the DIS and red (bad) with a negative (true)
signal supplied by the DIS. These indicators are inde-
pendent of the system fail logic and will at all times
indicate whether the subsystem parameters are in or out
of tolerance.
The program alarm and control panel contains a three-
position toggle switch (CONCUR/NONCONCUR) with
which the operator may cause a NONCONCUR signal
to be sent to the DIS. The NONCONCUR signal is sus-
tained if the switch is left in the up position and is present
for 1 s if the switch is momentarily depressed. The pres-
ence of a positive (true) level at the output of nand gate
G3C indictttes to the DIS that the operator does not
concur with one or more of the indications on the control
panel. CONCUR and NONCONCUR lights are provided
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on the control panel to prevent the operator from inadvert-
ently leaving the CONCUR/NONCONCUR switch in
an unintended position and to allow verification that the
NONCONCUR signals were generated by the logic
circuits.
The console operator notifies the DIS that he wishes
all parameters of one or more subsystems to be displayed
on the line printer by closing one or more of the ten
sense switches on the control panel. The DIS samples
the position of these switches once each second and
services the request on a priority basis.
e. Frequency and timing subsystem. The frequency
and timing subsystem prototype construction has been
completed. The evaluation is approximately 90% com-
plete with results indicating the subsystem will fulfill all
the requirements.
Contract negotiations are under way for the production
of the five units required for Mariner Mars 1969. These
will be prepared as modification kits, which are scheduled
to be installed and be operational not later than Sep-
tember 1, 1968.
Frequency and timing subsystem, Phase II, is slated
for design review during April 1968.
8. DSIF Monitor System Doppler Data, R.M. Thomas
a. Introduction. This article provides an expansion of
the doppler-data discussion contained in SPS 37-50,
Vol. II, p. 184, which states that proper analysis of doppler
data requires detrending, blunder point detection, gen-
eration of a least-squares approximation, and mean and
standard deviation computations.
A constant 1-min time interval between each sampling
of doppler data is assumed. This sampling interval lends
itself to the development of a sequence, namely, a dop-
pler data sequence that is developed chronologically and
can be put into one-to-one correspondence with time
(ti, where i = 1, 2,..., N). This actual doppler sequence
in question would be written as
X_ ==-X(t_), i = 1, 2, ..., N
One must now develop a model for Xi. This model can
then be compared to the sampled doppler sequence. The
doppler model chosen to approximate Xi is defined as
follows:
Xi = Pi + Ri, i= 1,2,-",N
where Pi -- P(ti) is the mean value function evaluated
at t = t_ (in this case, the value of a least-squares poly-
nomial fit to the data); Pi is sometimes called the trend
of X_ and Rg is the fluctuation or residual series about
the trend.
b. Detrending. Detrending refers to subtracting an
estimated mean value sequence Pi from the actual (ob-
served) doppler sequence X_. It is necessary to estimate
the trend and then eliminate the trend in a way so that
the noise or residual series Ri can be estimated. The pro-
cedure for trend estimation and obtaining estimates of
doppler noise consists of the following steps:
(1) Testing for blunder points and removal (or replace-
ment) of same. (Bad data as indicated by the data
condition code is handled the same as a blunder
point.)
(el Least-squares polynomial approximation of the dop-
pler residuals R_ to estimate the trend. The ap-
proximating polynomial Q(t) is the trend or mean
value function of R(t).
(3) Obtaining each noise estimate R'i by subtracting
the value of the polynomial Q(i) (that approximates
R_) from Ri, i.e., R'_ = R_ - Q(i).
It becomes clear that blunder points are removed and
then the predicted doppler values are subtracted from
the corresponding actual doppler values. This yields what
is termed the residual R_. It should be noted that Ri still
contains some noise along with the error made in esti-
mating the doppler value(s). Development of a blunder
point detection table using I consecutive doppler residuals
(usually ] := 5) and consisting of the first ] points of a
noise estimate table is outlined in Paragraphs d and e. A
least-squares polynomial approximation P(t) is generated
for the ] doppler residuals. The first ] points of the noise
estimate table have been generated as noted above. How-
ever, there will be M points in the noise estimate table
(M is normally 21).
Using the process outlined in Paragraph e (blunder
point test and construction of noise estimate and blunder
point tables), M points will be generated. A least-squares
polynomial approximation Q(t) is generated for these M
points. Then the noise estimates R', +j are defined as
R'_,_ := R,_j Q,+j, j = O, 1, ..., M - 1 (1)
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The mean t_, detrended mean _', and the standard devia-
tion of the noise estimates _' are computed as
1 _'-_
= -_- _ R,+s (2)
}-0"=
= j_0 R_+j (8)/L # -_- ':
.' = _o (B;+j__,) 2 (4)
The total process is continuously repeated until the track
(mission in question) is terminated.
c. Choice of parameters. Examination of Paragraph d
(blunder point detection and noise estimation) reveals
that six parameters govern the process of obtaining noise
estimates and statistical data. These are:
] = number of points in the blunder point detec-
tion table
= input reJection sigma (what you estimate the
noise superimposed on the doppler should be)
K --- input (nominally set to 8)
M --- number of points in the noise estimate table
(maximum number)
N1 = degree of the polynomial P(t)
N2 = degree of the polynomial Q(t)
In practice, the choice of ] = 5, M = 21, N1 z 1, and
N2 -_ 2 yields optimum results.
d. Blunder point detection and noise estimations.
Blunder point detection is defined as detecting an invalid
doppler data sample and replacing it with an estimated
value. For blunder point detection, use is made of ] con-
secutive doppler residuals,
Ri, Ri+,, -..,Ri+j_, (5)
corresponding to the times t_, t_+1, '", ti +s-_. The Set of
Points (5) is designated as a "blunder point detection
table" and also consists of the first J' points of a "noise
estimate table." The definitions of these tables will be
made clear in what follows.
e. Blunder point test and construction of noise estimate
and blunder point tables
Step 1. A least-squares polynomial approximation is
formed P(t) to the set of ] observed doppler residuals
given by Set of Points (1), which are currently in the
blunder point table. The value of P(t) at t -- ti +s is termed
the predicted value of R at t = ti +s.
Step 2. For given parameters K and ,_ if
[Ri+i-Pi+jl_< K_
Ri is replaced by R_+j in the blunder point table and
R_+j is added to the noise estimate table. Otherwise,
[R_+j - Pi+j ] > K_r
so R_ is replaced by Pi+j in the blunder point table and
Pc+j is added to the noise estimate table. (Detection of
blunder points is indicated.)
Step 3. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until the noise esti-
mate table consists of M points, where M is a given
integer assumed to be > ]. The noise estimate table now
consists of the M points (denoted by Ri).
Ri, Ri+l, "", Ri+_-l, M > J (6)
Step 4. A least-squares polynomial approximation Q(t)
is formed to the set of M residuals given by Set of
Points (6) that are currently in the noise estimate table.
Noise estimates R'i+ j are obtained from Eq. (1). The
"detrended" residuals R' i are to be used for doppler noise
estimates. The mean _, detrended mean _', and the stand-
ard deviation of the estimates R_ are computed from
Eqs. (2), (8), and (4), respectively. Steps 1 through 4 are
then repeated.
D. DSN Project and System Development:
High-Rate Telemetry Project
1. Introduction, R.C.Tausworthe
This article presents a report on the program of the
high-rate telemetry (HRT) project for processing the
Mariner Mars 1969 pictures. Tests made on Lab Set A in
the demonstration verification laboratory, and subsequent
tests and procedures in the compatibility test area (where
interfacing with the spacecraft breadboard, proof-test
model, and flight systems taken place) are described. Also
presented are analyses of the effects of coherent subcar-
rier and symbol waveforms on the lock-in characteristic
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Fig. 24. High-rate telemetry project schedule
of the subcarrier demodulator assembly (SDA) and two
different types of analyses of the symbol-tracking loop:
one as the true sampled-data system that it is, and the
other based on a continuous-time-parameter system which
it closely approximates. Reports on the software develop-
ment, cross-correlator, and test-code generator are also
included.
This article shows that (1) the Lab Set and breadboard
SDA perform as prescribed in their design within 0.1 dB,
(2) schedules are being met for the cross-correlator field
sets and GSDS SDAs, and (8) the software development
is progressing accordingly. The schedule (Fig. 24) shows
the deployment of the two field sets and Lab Set A to
support spacecraft interfacing, launch, and encounter.
The Compatibility Test Area has continuous support
capability through encounter.
2. Demonstration System Verification Tests,
J. C. Springett and F. t. Larson
a. Introduction. As reported in SPS 37-48, Vo]. II,
p. 114, the primary object of this effort is to perform
continuous tests on the high data rate (HDR) system, or
portions of the system, as it evolves, in order to establish
system performance relative to the parameters to be used
in design control tables.
The prototype high-rate detector (Lab Set A) was
available for testing by mid-October 1967. Somewhat
prior to this time, the major portions of the demonstration
system software had been delivered and were modified
with respect to the SDS 930 computer 2 system. In addi-
tion, subroutines necessary to perform the experimental
_The system verification tests use the SDS 930 computer rather than
the SDS 920 computer planned for operational use.
evaluation were written and incorporated into the dem-
onstration software. By early November the detector and
software were working sufficiently well so that preliminary
testing could be started. These tests were conducted with
all syncs and RF references hard-wired and noise-free.
The results of initial testing showed that some minor
problems existed in the software, as well as in the experi-
mental signal and noise setup procedure. The greater
portions of November and December were devoted to
solving these problems.
The experimental data herein presented were gathered
during the first three weeks of January 1968. Although
the data should be considered preliminary, it is indicative
of the performances of each of the major system elements
prior to transfer of the equipment to the Compatibility
Test Area. In particular, the results have shown that the
detector itself, with all syncs hard-wired, performed as
expected, while the performance of the symbol-tracking
loop and subcarrier demodulation assembly (SDA) was
Table 9. Subsystem performance loss
Component
Lob Set A, hard-wired
Subcarrier demodulation assembly
(phase DATA)
Symbol tracking loop
(Lab Set A and SDS 93D)
Sum of I, 2, and 3
Measured degradation,
total system
Loss (measured as departure
from ideal), dB
STB/No
0.5 1.5 3.0 3.5 4.5
0.1 0.15 0.1 0.O 0.1
O.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.7 0.55 0.5 0.5 0.2
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.5
0.8 0.85 0.8 0.6 0.3
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below nominal expectations. The latter initiated a few
changes in these components during installation at the
Compatibility Test Area.
b. Test summary. Preliminary testing of components
of the HDR telemetry system was performed in four
steps: (1) detector only, symbol sync hard-wired, (2) de-
tector, symbol sync hard-wired, plus SDA, medium band-
width, (8) detector plus symbol tracking loop, no SDA,
and (4) the complete system. The performance loss
attributed to each subsystem is summarized in Table 9, as
well as the measured loss for the entire system. >-
I---
J
The actual test data values are listed in Table 10. Plots of m<
o
the data in Table 10 appear in Figs. 25, 26, and 27. The Q:Q.
only major discrepancy in the measured data appears in Q:O
lines 4 and 5 of Table 9, for high STJNo, wherein the _
hi
number of data words per run was not high enough ,-,Q:
(due to available test time) to yield accurate results at _
STJN,, = 4.5 dB.
c. Test procedure.
Test calibration. Prior to performing the tests on the
HDR components the signal-to-noise ratio produced by
the radio-frequency test console (RFTC) was calibrated
using a SNORE '_ computer program (SPS 37-27, Vol. IV,
pp. 169--184). Also, a supplementary program was used
_Signal-to-noise-ratio estimator.
to remove the effect of ambient system noise, which was
about 24 dB lower than the signal power actually reg-
istered by Lab Set A. The results of the calibration are
4
2
t0-I
6
4
2
6
4
6
4
2
t0-4
6
4
2
10"-5
-I.0
\
0 I0 20 30 40 50
8 TB//No, d B
Fig. 25. Detector, symbol sync hard-wired
60
Table 10. Word error probability measurements
Nominal
ST./No, dB
--0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
Detector only
2.10
1.60
1.18
8.13
5.23
3.28
1.88
1.02
4.74
1.99
8.41
2.62
6.6
Detector plus SDA,
phase DATA
3.79
2.31
1.29
6.48
3.05
12.28
5.13
10.0
Detector plus SDA,
phase DATA
2.04 2.45
1.60 1.95
1.22 1.52
8.79 I I. 14
5.89 7.92
5.34
3.43
2.06
11.1
5.69
24.0
11.2
24.7
Detector plus
symbol loop
! .88
9.32
3.59
9.90
19.2
16.4
Complete system
3.20
2.57
1.94
14.6
I0.I
6.93
4.61
2.61
11.4
4.63
17.2
7.3
16.2
Word-error probability
X 10 -l
X 10 -l
X 10 -1
X 10 -2
X 10 -2
X 10 -=
X 10 -=
X 10 -=
X 10 -3
X 10 -3
X 10 -4
X 10 -4
X 10 -s
i
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Fig. 26. Detector, symbol sync hard-wired, plus SDA
at medium-loop bandwidth
listed in Table 11. The corrected SNORE reading is within
0.2 dB of the nominal STB/N,, set by the RFTC signal
and noise attenuators.
Detector performance. Using the calibration discussed
above, a series of word-error runs was made using the
test setup of Fig. 28. The RFTC used the incoming sym-
bol stream to phase-modulate a 50-MHz subearrier, sup-
pressing the carrier 3.0 dB. Gaussian noise was added,
and the resulting waveform was demodulated, yielding
a noisy baseband symbol stream which was filtered and
input to Lab Set A. The symbol sync for Lab Set A was
derived directly from the coder. The decoder packed
data word was input to the computer and was compared
to the true packed data word from the coder. The result-
ing number of word errors for a given run was then
displayed for recording.
A series of runs at 0.5-dB steps was performed using
the configuration of Fig. 28. The resulting measured per-
formance is plotted in Fig. 25. The average 0.1-dB degra-
dation from the ideal performance is attributed to Lab
Set A.
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t---
_1
0
tY
0_
0
u.I
Q
n,-
0
4
2
10-I ___
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2
iO-E
6 ----
4
2
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4
_ D
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\
[] DETECTOR AND SYMBOL
TRACKING LOOP
0 TOTAL SYSTEM
SDA, DETECTOR
AND SYMBOL
TRACKING LOOP
0 hO Z.O 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
S To/N o , dB
Fig. 27. Detector plus symbol tracking loop
Noise
attenuation
40.3
39.8
39.3
38.8
38.3
37.8
37.3
36.8
36.3
35.8
35.3
34.8
34.3
Table 11. High-rate baseband SNORE tests
Nominal set-up ST,q/No _ 3.0 dB
Signal attenuation _-- 29.8 dB
Noise attenuation -- 37.8 dB
Noiseless SNORE _ 24.33 dB
Nominal SNORE
st./No ST./No
5.5 5.51
5.0 5.08
4.5 4.60
4.0 4.00
3.5 3.53
3.0 3.03
2.5 2.64
2.0 2.16
1.5 1.63
1.0 1.08
0.5 0.55
0.0 0.05
--0.5 --0.46
Corrected
SNORE
5.57
5.13
4.65
4.04
3.57
3.06
2.67
2.19
1.65
1.10
0.57
0.07
--0.45
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WORD
SOURCE
SS
I
J._ RF TESTCODER CONSOLE
CONTROLANDDISPLAY
I
1
SDS 930
D DATA 16.2 kHz N GAUSSIAN NOISE
DECODED DATA S SYMBOLS, 86.4 kHz
ESTIMATE, 16.2 kHz
SS SYMBOL SYNC, 86.4 kHz
Fig. 28. Test setup for measuring word-error
performance of the detector, Lab Set A,
with symbol sync hard-wired
LAB SET A
B
This basic word-error performance curve was used as
a calibration check for the subsequent tests.
Subcarrier demodulation assembly. The next series of
tests measured the performance of the subcarrier demod-
ulation assembly. The test setup is indicated in Fig. 29.
The results of these tests are illustrated in Fig. 26. Three
sets of points are plotted. The first (indicated by zeros) is
the baseband calibration check, using the setup of Fig. 28,
run prior to the other tests. These points agree with the
points plotted on Fig. 25.
C+SC+
WORD SDA
SOURCE
I CONTROL
AND
DISPLAY
CODIE R L._ RF TIEST
-[ CONSOLE
SDS93O 'AOSE,AI=
FILTERED
S+N
C CARRIER, IOMHz R REFERENCE, I0 MHz
D DATA, 16.2 kHz S SYMBOLS, 86.4 kHz
DECODED DATA SC SUBCARRIER,259.2 kHz
ESTIMATE, 16.2 kHz
SS SYMBOL SYNC, 86.4 kHz
N GAUSSIAN NOISE
Fig. 29. Test setup for measuring word error
performance of the SDA
Also plotted on Fig. 26 are two other sets of data, one
indicated by triangles, and the other by squares. These
two sets represent the performance of the system of
Fig. 29 for the two possible subcarrier phases acquired
by the SDA, arbitrarily termed "phase DATA" and "phase
DATA." As indicated in Fig. 26, the performance for the
two phases differed by approximately 0.5 dB. Time did
not permit a complete evaluation of this anomaly.
Both tests on the SDA were made at the SDA medium-
loop bandwidth.
Symbol tracking loop. A series of runs was made to
measure any degradation introduced by the noisy symbol
reference in Lab Set A. The test setup of Fig. 28 was
used, with the exception that the symbol tracking was
done in closed loop between Lab Set A and the computer.
The latest version of computer software as of January 20,
1968 was used for these tests. Also, the wideband filter
constants rather than the nominal narrowband filter con-
stants were used. (The symbol loop at that time was
observed not to retain lock in the presence of noise when
the narrow-band filter constants were used. Also, the loop
exhibited very poor symbol acquisition, often requiring
many program restarts before lock was acquired, for
STJNo below 3 dB).
The results of the symbol loop test at baseband (no
subcarrier used) are plotted as squares on Fig. 27.
The points fall approximately 0.5 dB from theory at
ST,/No = 3.0 dB, and approximately 0.8 dB for lower
SNR. Compared to the hard-wired case of Fig. 25 this
represents a loss of from 0.5 to 0.7 dB due to the noisy
symbol reference alone for ST, N,, lower than 3.5 dB.
Above 3.5 dB the points converge toward the ideal curve.
Total system. A total system test was conducted using
a setup as shown in Fig. 29 except that the symbol loop
was closed as in the symbol tracking loop tests above.
Also, SDA phase DATA was used. The results of these
tests are plotted as circles on Fig. 27. There was a close
correspondence between the total system performance
and that of the symbol tracking loop. Based on our tests,
we concluded that the symbol loop at that time was the
weak component in the system both with respect to
acquisition and to tracking, and should be improved.
Also, steps should be taken to understand and correct
the performance of the SDA for phase DATA.
d. Laboratory breadboard. As previously reported (SPS
37-48, Vol. II, p. 12_), a problem seemed to exist in the
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laboratory breadboard when random data words were
used. For the one SNR tested (STB/No = 5.0 dB) the
breadboard performed 0.87 dB better for a fixed data
word than for random data words.
We have, in fact, discovered a marginal logic com-
ponent which would tend to degrade the breadboard
performance for random data. Since the data of Fig. 31 of
SPS 37-48, Vol. II, p. 19-,3 were obtained using random
words, the curve can be considered pessimistic by an
estimated 0.3 dB. However, the breadboard still per-
formed worse than Lab Set A (Fig. 25, this article). No
further effort is being made on the breadboard perform-
ance evaluation.
3. DSIF System Verification Tests, R w Bu_t
a. Introduction. The goal of this test was to demon-
strate the performance characteristics of the DSIF high-
rate telemetry function. The word error rate of the
demodulated telemetry as a function of the RF input
signal-to-noise ratio is used as the measure of perform-
ance. The measurement technique has been discussed
previously (SPS 37-49, Vol. II, pp. 123-126). This report
further details the test method and gives results obtained
during installation and checkout of the prototype at the
Compatibility Test Area. These results show that
the design goal of less than 0.44-dB degradation at
STJN., = 3 dB was met during the tests. Also, it is
shown that ST_/N,, may be set up with a worst-case
error of 0.17 dB.
To exercise the entire high-rate telemetry function, the
test signal is introduced at the S-band carrier frequency.
The carrier is then converted to an intermediate fre-
quency of 10 MHz by the receiver and is further pro-
cessed by the telemetry demodulator assembly. The side-
band modulation index of the S-band test signal is first
adjusted for a specific sideband-to-carrier ratio. Then a
signal-to-noise energy per bit is determined which will
produce a desired word error rate in the demodulated
data. Next, the carrier-to-noise ratio is set to give the
required sideband-to-noise energy ratio when modulation
is applied. Finally, modulation is applied, and the per-
formance of the high-rate telemetry function is judged
by the word error rate of the output bit stream. The
importance of accurately establishing signal-to-noise ra-
tio and modulation index is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
b. Bit error degradation. The output demodulated
data error rate depends on four fundamental parameters
which become evident when the simplified block diagram
of the receiving system (Fig. 30) is examined. The general
equation for effective sideband signal-to-noise ratio is
where
STB
R = _ (l) (m) (n) (V) (1)
ST_
NO
effective sideband signal-to-noise energy ra-
tio per bit.
-input sideband signal-to-noise energy ratio
per bit required for the test.
= degradation caused by inaccuracy in setting
the carrier-to-noise energy ratio.
m -- degradation caused by inaccuracy in setting
the subcarrier modulation index.
n =--degradation caused by the IF reference
error.
p degradation caused by phase errors in the
telemetry demodulation assembly, including
subcarrier reference error, bit synchroniza-
tion error, and bit detection errors.
RECEIVERMODULATED WITH
S-BAND _ CARRIER
SIGNAL / TRACKINGLooP
TELEMETRY
DEMODULATOR
ASSEMBLY
.im,.I DEMODU- I--_CORRELATOR
/ LA'ORI I
---t
IF CARRIER REFERENCE
]
I
IOETECTEDI
!DATA._1
I -
)
Fig. 30. DSIF high data rate telemetry system
MAGNETIC
TAPE
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The parameter p is determined during subsystem testing
and has a design goal of 0.2 dB; n, a function of signal
level and modulation index, is the result of signal pro-
cessing between S-band and the telemetry demodulator
assembly and has a design goal of 0.1 dB. A test accu-
racy goal has been established for each of the other two
parameters. This goal is 0.1-dB maximum degradation
when the probability of word error for the output bit
stream is 0.01.
c. Test setup. Figure 81 is a block diagram of the test
setup used at the Compatibility Test Area. The high-rate
telemetry test set provides the telemetry subcarrier modu-
lated with data. This is used to modulate a test translator.
Attenuator A1 controls the subcarrier modulation index,
and attenuator A2 controls the signal-to-noise ratio. The
resulting S-band test signal is applied to the receiver and
detector in the high-rate telemetry demodulator where
the data error rate is measured. The S-band input signal-
to-noise ratio is established at the receiver input by
monitoring the heterodyne signal at 50 MHz using the
system temperature/signal level measurement assembly.
The use of this equipment in CW power calibration is
described in Ref. 1. For the high-rate telemetry project,
this equipment has been further developed to provide
the means for precision signal-to-noise calibration at the
Mars and Cape Kennedy DSSs and the Compatibility
Test Area. The modulation index is set by observing the
carrier suppression by using the HP 302 wave analyzer
and the HP 355C attenuator, lint the conventional method
has been improved by substituting the attenuator accu-
racy for the wave analyzer dial calibration.
d. SNR measurement method. The technique used
consists of accurately measuring the ratio of carrier-plus-
noise power to noise power. First, the carrier-to-noise
ratio necessary to give the required sideband-to-noise
energy, when the carrier is modulated, is determined.
Next, power indicator M1 is adjusted for full-scale de-
flection with the RF signal source off. Then, the desired
ratio, or Y factor, less the dB bandwidth F is inserted in
the precision attenuator A3, and, with the unmodulated
signal source turned on, A2 is adjusted until the power
level at M1 is returned to the same value. The measure-
ment is expressed by
PrC(fo) + k To FG(fo) = y
k To c(t,,) (2)
Or
PT
kToff = Y - 1
where
Pr = total RF power
kToF = noise power at the receiver input in the
bandwidth F
and
where
oo
F = g(f) da (a)
c(?)
g(/) = G([o)
= normalized gain response
The accuracy of this measurement established the param-
eter _ in Eq. (1) and is determined by the calibration
accuracy of A3 and F, the stability of Pr and T,,, and the
resettability of meter M1, assuming that response from
S-band to the receiver 50-MHz output is fiat across F so
that g(f) is only a function of the filter F.
e. Modulation index. Modulation index is adjusted by
carrier suppression. With the receiver in manual gain
control (MGC) and phase-locked to the incoming carrier
at strong signal, a convenient level is set on the HP 302
wave analyzer. Attenuation equal to the desired carrier
suppression is inserted in attenuator A4, and a reference
level measured on the meter. A4 is then returned to its
original setting, and modulation is applied until the ref-
erence level is again measured.
Figure 32 illustrates the manner in which the HP 302
wave analyzer records only the carrier. The 3-Hz band-
pass filter excludes the modulated sidebands and all but
a negligible amount of noise. Noise contribution to the
error is negligible, however, since the carrier-to-noise
power in this bandwidth is purposely set high during
this measurement. The accuracy of this measurement
established m in Eq. (1) and is determined by the cali-
bration accuracy of A4, the resettability of the HP 302
and receiver linearity over the 8-dB measurement range.
f. Error investigation. The error in the measurement
method can be established from an examination of Eq. (2).
Modifying this equation slightly to account for modula-
tion index gives
M Pr(t) _ (y _ l) F (4)
No
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MODULATION
SIDEBANDS
i rl I J Lj jjj 
CARRIER
AND
HP 302
BANDPASS
FILTER
NOISE
Fig. 32. Wave analyzer observation of carrier
where
M = modulation correction factor
Pr(t) = time variations in the RF power level
and
N,, = k T,,
The errors in Eq. (4) are now considered individually:
Y Errors. The attenuator accuracy is ±0.05 dB per
10 dB. The meter resettability error is estimated as
±0.02 dB. This is based on repeatability observed in
practice. Thus, the worst case error in Y is ±0.07 dB.
F Errors. The average of four bandwidth measure-
ments taken at the Compatibility Test Area, using the
method given in Ref. 1, was 9.867 kHz. Using this method,
the peak error in F is _0.05 dB.
M Errors. The error introduced due to receiver linearity
over measurement range was measured and found to be
negligible. Meter resettability is here assumed to intro-
duce negligible error, since the measurement is performed
at strong signal. Thus, the maximum error is due solely
to the accuracy of attenuator A4, which is ±0.1 dB. The
resulting worst-case error in sideband power is ±0.02 dB.
Pr(t) Errors. To measure this, the equipment was set
up as shown in Fig. 81 and, for a typical Y, the signal
level at the output of meter M1 was monitored for 12 h
with a chart recorder. The measured drift was no more
than 0.08 dB in an hour, the approximate time required
to run a bit error rate curve. Note that this includes
exciter and receiver gain instabilities as well as instru-
mentation and temperature drifts.
The deviation due to I plus m in Eq. (1) is, therefore,
0.17 dB when the above errors are summed. Measured
data indicates that this is a very pessimistic estimate.
Example: as an example of the method, consider the
following: Suppose the test requirement is to set up a
signal-to-noise ratio yielding a 1% word error rate. For
this case
ST_
-2
No
so that for
1/T, = 16.2 kilobits
S
- 45.105 dB
No
Also, assume square wave modulation with carrier sup-
pression, given by
PC
- 8 dB
P_
where
Pc = carrier power at the receiver input
Pr = total signal power at the receiver input
and with modulation index specified by
S
- 0.75 dB
e_,
Note that the numbers closely approximate Mariner Mars
1969 requirements. Then, since
er S/P.
P. S/P,r
- 45.855 dB
the ratio required in the noise bandwidth F, for F =
9.867 kHz is 5.915 dB. Thus, the difference between
signal-plus-noise and noise only to be set up with attenu-
ator A5 is 6.89 dB. In practice, it is extremely difficult to
set up STR/No to some exact value. Instead, Y is set up
to nearly the required value and measured several times to
reduce resettability error. Then STIr/N,, is determined for
the average Y measured. A computer program was writ-
ten, giving STJN. to the nearest 0.01 dB, and the results
are used during the testing. A portion of the print-out is
shown in Table 12.
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$T8
No,
dB
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
Table 12. Y as a function of --
STB
No
Rate: 16,200 bits/s
Frequency: 9.867 kHz
O.OO
4.69
4.76
4.83
4.90
4.96
5.03
5.10
5.17
5.24
5.31
5.38
Y, dB
0,01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
4.70 4.71 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.73
4.77 4.77 4.78 4.79 4.79 4.80
4.83 4.84 4.85 4.85 4.86 4.87
4.90 4.91 4.92 4.92 4.93 4.94
4.97 4.98 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00
5.04 5.05 5.05 5.06 5.07 5.07
5.11 5.11 5.12 5.13 5.14 5.14
5.18 5.18 5.19 5.20 5.20 5.21
5.25 5.25 5.26 5.27 5.27 5.28
5.32 5.32 5.33 5.34 5.35 5.35
5.39 5.40 5.40 5.41 5.42 5.42
0.07
4.74
4.81
4.87
4.94
5.01
i5.o8
5.15
5.22
5.29
5.36
5.43
O.OII
4.75
4.81
4.88
4.95
5.02
5.09
5.16
5.23
5.30
5.37
5.44
0.09
4.75
4.82
4.89
4.96
5.02
5.09
5.16
:5.23
5.30
5.37
5.45
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Fig. 33. HRT system test results, SDA time
constant nonoptimum
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Fig. 34. HRT system lest results, SDA time
constant optimum
6.0
g. Results. High-rate telemetry system tests were run
at the Compatibility Test Area on February 17, 19, and
20, 1968. Typical results are shown in Figs. 33 and 34.
Test results for Fig. 33 were obtained using a nonopti-
mum time constant in the subcarrier demodulator, while
the optimum (T -- T_r,J6) was used for the test reported
in Fig. 34. For the optimum filter, the system design goal
of less than 0.44-dB degradation at STJNo -- 3 dB was
met (Fig. 34). Also notable is smoothness of the measured
data curves. This is due in part to the excellent repeat-
ability obtainable in setting up STB/N,,.
Reference
1. Stelzried, C. T., and Reid, M. S., Precision Power Measurements
of Spacecraft CW Signal Level With Microwave Noise Standard,
Technical Report 32-1070, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif., (reprinted from IEEE Trans. on Instrum. Meas., Vol.
1M-15, No. 4, pp. 318--_324, December 1966).
4. Analysis of Coherent Subcarrier Demodulation,
R. W. Butt
a. Introduction. An analysis of the high-rate telemetry
(HRT) coherent subcarrier demodulation was motivated
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by the need to determine the loop filter time constant
required to give zero static phase error. An exact expres-
sion for the expected value of the error voltage as a
function of loop phase delay is developed and solved by
computer for various loop filter time constants and signal-
to-noise ratios. It is shown that the desired time constant
yields zero phase offset at strong signal and minimum
phase offset at minimum operating conditions. The signal
suppression factors for the exact expression and the ap-
proximate model developed by Brockman (SPS 37-46,
Vol. III, p. 197, Fig. 16) are then compared.
b. Analysis. A block diagram of the HRT subcarrier
demodulation function is shown in Fig. 35. The input
signal e,(t) is a square wave subcarrier at frequency _o,c,
biphase-modulated with data (D(t):
el(t) = A D(t) Cos _,,ct + n(t) (1)
where
D(t) = ±1
n(t) = demodulator input noise waveform which is
assumed gaussian with 0 mean, and a one-
sided spectral density of No.
_____ ((t)
Fig. 35. HRT subcarrier demodulator functional
block diagram
The input signal is multiplied by an in-phase subcarrier
e2(t):
e2(t) = Cns [_ot + ¢(t)] (2)
where @(t) = phase difference between the input signal
and the loop estimate.
Multiplying the input signal by the subcarrier estimate
gives e.a(t).
e:,(t) -= A D(t) Cns _,,ct Cns [o,._t + 4,(t)] + ,(t) Cos [_,,ct + ¢(t)] (3)
After filtering and limiting, e:_(t) becomes the data estimate e4(t).
e,(t) -- D(t) = sgn {F(p)[A D(t) Cos ,_,ct Ros [,,,ct + ¢(t)] + n(t) Cos [o,_,t + 4,(t)]]} (4)
where sgn { • } designates the algebraic sign of the limiter output. The data estimate edt ) is multiplied by the subcar-
rier shifted 90 deg, and subsequently by the input signal to yield the error voltage c(t).
{ [ n(t) ]}_(t) = A sgn F(p) D(t) Cos,o,¢t Cos[,o.,,t + ¢(t) ] + _ Cos [,,,_t + 4,(t)]
I .,,/ t× D(t) Cos ,.J SiN + 4,(01+ -X- [ o.3 + 4'(0] (5)
Greenhall (SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 303--813) has shown for a stationary signal process S(t), plus a stationary gaussian
process n(t), that the conditional expectation of the hard limiter output is
s(t)
E {sgn [S(t) + n(t)] [ S(t)} = _r----ffj°
/' s(t)
exp _tz dt = elf \ (2cr)v, ] M)
where E(n z) = az.
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The expected value of E(t) using the result of Eq. (6) is given by
× {D(t) I-2.ns ,_,ct SiN [,o, ot + ¢(t)]}
where
= (No BI) v_
No = the one-sided noise spectral density of n(t)
BI = the noise bandwidth of the filter represented by F(p)
Note that the expected value of n(t) _IN o,_ct is zero, since n(t) and -_IN ,,_t are independent.
(7)
c. Strong signal considerations. The loop filter time
delay To which gives zero static phase offset for the
•strong signal case, is determined in this paragraph.
Figure 36 shows the waveforms at several points in the
subcarrier demodulator for a data bit of length Tsrm
beginning with a transition. The incoming signal (Fig. 86a)
is mixed with a perfect subcarrier reference, filtered and
hard-limited to give the data estimate, D(t) (Fig. 86b).
^ 8The solid line in Fig. 36b shows D(t) for Tc = T_ym/ ,
while the dashed line shows _(t) for T,. = T_ym/6. For
the ideal case shown, _(t) is a perfect estimate of D(t)
except for the delay To. Then D(t) is mixed with the sub-
carrier at 90 deg (Fig. 86c), and the result is shown in
Fig. 96d. This is then mixed with the incoming signal to
provide the error signal E(t), shown in Fig. 36e. To main-
(a) DATA x SUBCARRIER
I_ ONE DATATsym BIT _'_
[-- Y-L_F--L_
-L<:::
(d) A F-L --l_DATAL90 XdegSUBCARRIER --[,_
(e)
,I (t) = DATA x A '--'-I I"I f-_ _ _ _Ft F1 I I I I I I I
xSUBCARRIER Z9Odeg I I__ _ _ L_/
Fig. 36. Strong signal considerations
tain in-phase and quadrature subcarrier estimates, @(t)
should be zero to make E(t) zero. To achieve this, Fig. 86e
indicates that
Tsym
To- 6
I + pr
Y_
v
1
x=y
I + pr
y + ry =x
Yn÷l "4" "_ Yn+l - = x
A
I 7"
A _'. + _
r+l 'r+1
Fig. 37. Loop filter model
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Note that a bias is introduced for Tc = T,rJ8. Tc is
definable in terms of the filter time constant (r) of the low
pass filter F(p). That is
or
1 - e-rc/_ : 0.5
d. E(t) Computer solution
Method. _(t) as given in Eq. (7) was programmed
numerically on a computer as a function of the phase
0.04
0.03
002
sr8/%:2
0.01
_ym/3
-0,02
-004
0 0.0_
4,
Fig. 38. E (t'--_versus _bat--STn --
_-o -- 2 for various Tc
delay for various filter time constants and signal-to-noise
ratios. A pseudorandom gaussian number sequence was
used to simulate gaussian noise. Fifty data words were
averaged to establish value of ¢(t) for each value of @. The
model of the loop filter simulated is shown in Fig. 87.
Results. Plots of e(t) versus ¢ for various T_ at
STJNo = 2 (the minimum operating condition) and at
STJNo : 0.817 (the design point) are shown in Figs. 38
and 39, respectively. The time constants and signal-to-
noise ratios involved are listed in Table 13, and the rela-
tionship used in defining signal-to-noise ratio is
_ 3t, sr ' ,,
No BI 4 \--_-o ] TT, m
Note that the loop phase error @ is a minimum for TRym/6.
0,04
0.03
001
-0.01
Tsym
Tsym/8
0 0.05
@
Fig. 39. e-_versus _bat _ToB = 0.817 for various Tc
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Table13.TimeconstantsandSNR'sfor Figs.38and39 i o
Filter
bandwidth
1
BI =m Hz
4"i''
0.520
0.693
1.040
i .385
Filter
time constant
"re SO¢
0.481 T,xm
0.361 T,_m
0.241 T,_
0.1805 T, yrn
Filter strong-
signal time-
delay To, sec
1
Tsyrn
3
1
-- T.y.,
4
--_] Ttym
6
_] Tsym
8
A I
Filter input SNR No B'_"_
STe =2 STn =0.817
No No
0.721 0.295
0.531 0.221
0.362 0.148
0.271 0.111
Full cycles of the subcarrier demodulator S-curve for
Tc = TBym/6 at various signal-to-noise ratios are shown
in Fig. 40. As signal-to-noise increases (from design point
to strong signal), the phase offset at _(t'-_ = 0 approaches
zero. Figs. 38, 39 and 40, therefore, indicate that
Tc = T_ym/6 is close to the optimum design value.
Suppression factor a was computed from the slip curves
shown in Fig. 40. The result is given in Fig. 41 and com-
pared with Brockman's result. The difference between
curves results from the Brockman assumption of inco-
herence between data and subcarrier as well as the
assumption of many subcarrier cycles per symbol. These
assumptions, of course, are not valid for the high-rate case,
but, as is evident from Fig. 40, the effect on signal sup-
pression factor is slight.
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1 o2
-0,4
-0.6
-0.8
-LC
0
i I
jlf-- SNR = IxlO 6
b _z
l/
OI 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5
P \
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I,o
Fig. 40. e (t'_)versus _bfor Tc = T.rm/6 at various SNR
r'F
0
I--
z
0
hi
n
(13
0.6
0.1
/
-15 -I0
i
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Fig. 41. Signal suppression factors
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5. Symbol Timing Loop Sampled-Data Analysis,
R. Winkelstein
An analysis was made of the symbol timing loop as a
sampled-data system for the purpose of defining the
system parameters and investigating loop stability versus
drift in these parameters. Only the noise-free case is con-
sidered here. Reference is made to SPS 37-48 and 37-49,
Vol. II, which contain explanations of the loop operation.
Those components that directly contribute to terms in
the sampled-data equations are shown in Fig. 42. Fig. 43
shows the corresponding sampled-data block diagram.
a. Loop operation. The digital dump samples the in-
tegral of the received signal at the midpoint of each
symbol time. These samples, together with the transition
information from the cross-correlation detector, produce
a number proportional to the displacement of the mid-
symbol sync from the actual center of the symbol period.
After 128 symbol periods, the accumulated error number
goes to the computer where it is digitally filtered. The
computer feeds the analog-to-digital converter which,
in turn, provides a control voltage to the voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO). The midsymbol sync pulses
are shaped directly from the output of the VCO. Loop
action forces the digital dump error number to an average
value of zero, and hence the timing of the midsymbol
sync pulses is in coincidence with the midpoint of the
symbol period.
b. Digital dump. The accumulation of integrals of
the input signal from the midpoint of one symbol to the
midpoint of the following symbol is monitored by
the transition information from the cross-correlator
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Fig. 42. Symbol timing loop
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Fig. 43. Equivalent sampled-data block diagram
ERROR NUMBER
TO COMPUTER X
-I.O
X(O.5)
o
Fig. 44. Phase error characteristic
PHASE
DIFFERENCE
IN CYCLES
detector so as to allow accumulation of only those
integrals which span a pair of symbols of opposite values.
In addition, the transition information complements the
integral of negative transitions so that all transitions are
treated as positive, i.e., the first half of the integral is
negative, and the second half is positive. At true mid-
symbol sampling, the generated error number is zero.
As the midsymbol sync deviates from the symbol center,
an error curve is generated, as shown in Fig. 44. The
horizontal axis is phase shift in cycles where zero is
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exact coincidence between the midsymbol sync and
symbol center. The vertical axis is the number presented
to the computer.
K_, the digital dump gain constant shown in Fig. 43,
is equal to the slope of the linear portion of the curve
in Fig. 44. This slope is determined by estimating the
limit of the computer number, x(0.5), when the phase
difference approaches 0.5 cycle from the left. In this
case the individual integrals are timed from the begin-
ning to end of a single symbol rather than from the mid-
point of one symbol to the midpoint of the next x(0.5) is
found from
x(0.5) = (±E)(A/D) (SF1)(N) (1)
where aE is the expected voltage integral for one symbol
given in volts per symbol, A/D is the conversion gain
of the analog-to-digital converter given in converter
bits per volt, SF_ is the scale factor of the computer
.number given in CU4/converter bit, and N is the number
of symbol integrals accumulated.
Bit 19 in the computer register word is filled from the
least significant analog-to-digital converter bit. The more
significant converter bits fill the lower numbered com-
puter bits. Since the computer number or unit is assumed
to have the binary point to the right of bit 0, the scale
factor is
SF, = 2 -a9 computer units/converter bit
Symbol integrals are accumulated for 128 symbol times.
On the average, half of these integrals will involve transi-
tions. Therefore N is equal to 64 symbols. Substituting
the above values into Eq. (1) gives
x(0.5) = (2-" V/symbol) (21'_/5 converter bits/V) (2 -'9
computer units/converter bit) (64 symbols)
= 0.05 computer units
The digital dump constant
x(0.5) - 0.1computer units/cycle
K._ -- 0.5 cycle
Since the signal input comes from an imperfect in-
tegrator, i.e., a low-pass RC filter, the digital dump
calculates
±E = E,- E, 1 + 2-3E, 1 (2)
where En is the current sample, and E,_ , is the previous
sample (SPS 37-48, Vol. II, p. 111). In the actual equip-
ment, the signal gain is set by applying to the filter
a DC level representing an infinite string of like polarity
symbols. The output of the filter is a DC voltage known
as the infinite bit voltage (Eo_). For this condition the
terms in Eq. (2) become
E. = E._, = E_
and
AE = 2-3E_
E_ is nominally set to 2 V, and hence AE is 2 -2 V/symbol.
The analog-to-digital converter within the digital dump
contains 13 bits plus a sign bit. Voltages in the range of
-5 to +5 V may be converted. Therefore
A/D = 213/5 converter bits/V
*CU - computer unit.
A new error number x is fed to the computer every
128 symbol times. Since this number is the result of
accumulating single integral values throughout the pre-
vious 128 symbol times, x is the average phase error
during the past period. With the input frequency con-
stant and the voltage to the VCO constant during a
sample time, the phase difference, if not zero, is some
linear function of time during the sample period. The
average value of a linear function between two times is
the actual value of the function midway between those
times. Therefore, x is the phase error at the midpoint of
the previous sampling period. This is equivalent to hav-
ing a pure delay of half a sampling period within the
digital dump, and is represented in Fig. 43 by the term
e -`r/2 where e is the base of the natural logarithm, s is the
complex Laplace frequency, and T is the sampling period.
T is 128 symbols divided by the symbol frequency of
86.4 kHz giving T equal to 1.48 ms.
It is significant to note that K_, and consequently the
loop gain, is proportional to the input signal level as
represented by the term ±E in Eq. (1).
c. Computer digital filter. The implemented computer
equation for digitally filtering the input numbers x is
yn = y,-, + K2(x, - Kax,__) (,3)
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where xn is the current input error number, xn-1 is the
previous error number, yn is the output number to the
digital-to-analog converter, yn_, is the previous output
number, and K1 and K2 are dimensionless constants (SPS
37-48, Vol. II, p. 94). Taking the Z transform of Eq. (3)
gives
y -- z-,Y + K2(X - K,Z-'X)
where Z is equal to e 'r. By algebraic manipulation the
transfer characteristic of the digital filter is found to be
Y _ Kz(Z - K 0
x (z- 1)
The constants, Kx and Ks, are calculated after the loop
equations are derived.
d. Digital-to-analog converter. The digital-to-analog
(D/A) converter is equivalent to the well-known zero-
order hold circuit discussed in basic texts on sampled-
data systems (Ref. 1). The Laplace transfer function of
the zero-order hold circuit is given by
The conversion constant is found from
K:_ = (D/A) (SF_)
where D/A is the voltage change for a change in the
most significant converter bit, and SF2 is the computer
scale factor. The converter output covers a range of 10 V
with the most significant bit producing a change of
5V.
Therefore
D/A = 5 V/most significant D/A bit
This most significant D/A bit is controlled by computer
bit 6 with the lesser significant D/A bits being controlled
by the higher numbered computer bits. Since the value
of one computer unit is 26 times the value of bit 6, the
scale factor is given by
SF2 - 26 most significant D/A bits/computer unit
Therefore
Ks = (5 V/most significant D/A bit)
X (26 most significant D/A bits/computer unit)
= 320 V/computer unit
e. Voltage-controlled oscillator. The voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) is an integral part of a frequency syn-
thesizer and is normally switched into a selected decade
of the synthesizer. When the VCO is switched into the
tens decade, the variation of synthesizer output frequency
is 100 Hz for a control voltage range of 10 V. Accordingly
100 Hz
K,- 10V -10Hz/V
The controlled output of the VCO is considered to be a
phase function, i.e., the integral of frequency. Fig. 43
shows the block diagram of the VCO containing the
term l/s, since this term is the Laplace transform of the
integral operation.
f. Loop gain. The system open loop gain is found from
Fig. 43 to be
G_o,=K2K_K,K_.(Z-K1)[e-sr/2_
• • -z \-7-j
Gzo,, the Z transform of G._o,, is found by taking the modi-
fied Z transform of 1/s 2 and substituting (I - T/2) for
the interpolating variable m. The result, when multiplied
by K2K:,K,K,,(Z - K,)/Z, gives
Gzo, =K (Z-- K,)(Z+ 1)
Z(Z - 1)2
where
7"
K = KoK_K,K_ _ (4)
The closed loop response is
C/R -
GZ o I
1 + Gzo,
K(Z - K,)(Z + 1)
Z 3 +Z"(K-2) +Z(I+ K- KK_)- KKI
g. Root locus. Fig. 45 is a typical root locus plot of
the closed-loop poles for K_ close to unity. The open-loop
system contains three poles. Two are at Z equal to one,
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Fig. 45. Typical root locus
and the third is at the origin. Zeros of the system are at
Z equal to minus one and Z equal to K1. As K increases
from zero, the unity poles circle around the zero at K1
until they meet at point b on the real axis. This is the
desired value of K for critical system damping. At this
gain, the pole at the origin has moved to point a on the
real axis and the denominator of the closed loop re-
sponse is
(Z - a)(Z- b) 2
Expanding and equating like powers of Z, we have the
following simultaneous equations
K-2 = -a -2b
1 + K- KK_ = b2 +2ab
KK1 = ab _
(5)
from which is obtained
4
a+ 1-- (b+ 1) 2 (6)
b3 + (K_)bz + (K-2)b+ K+l-02
(7)
Solving Eq. (7) for b in a Taylor series expansion of K
gives
3 K2 ..,
b=l-K-_ (8)
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) and then into Eq. (5)
gives the approximate relationship between K and K1 for
small values of K.
K1 = 1 -- KI2
As K is made smaller, the closed loop bandwidth becomes
narrower. For a narrow bandwidth K equal to 0.01, K1 is
found to be 0.995. Figure 46 shows a detail of the root
locus plot for K1 equal to 0.995 in the area of critical
damping. The pole location for K equal to 0.01 is very
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.0120
I
0.982
0.0110
I
0.984
0.0105
I
K : 0.0100
I
0.986 0.988
0.0080
0.990 0.992 0.994
0.0050
KI: 0.995
_t'-_
0.996 0.998 1.000
Fig. 46. Root locus detail
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close to the desired value of critical damping. In addition,
the system is stable for all values in Fig. 45.
h. Conclusion. Having determined the values of K and
K1 for the desired system operation, it is possible to find
the computer filter gain constant from Eq. (4) as
K 2
K2 --
K:_K4K.., T
Thus, for K = 0.01
g,2 _
(0.01)(2)
(320V/CU)(10 Hz/V)(0.1CU/cycle)(1.48ms)
= 0.0422
Reference
1. Jury, E. K., Sampled-Data Control System,_, John Wiley & Soils,
Inc., New York, 1958.
6. Analysis and Design of the Symbol-Tracking Loop,
R. C. Tauswo_he
a. Introduction. The symbol-tracking loop in the HRT
system is implemented as a hybrid digital/analog
transition-tracking device. Its function is to provide the
cross-correlator with the correct timing information that
it requires for correct extraction of data from the SDA
output stream. This article describes a mathematical
analysis useful for predicting the loop performance, and
thereby for choosing appropriate parameters for design.
b. Symbol loop. A schematic diagram of the tracking
loop is shown in Fig. 47. The correlator input stream
from the SDA is a time-constant-integrated version of
the incoming baseband symbol stream. This stream is
sampled at a rate, fixed by a VCO, to occur precisely at
symbol midtransition times, and converted to digital
numbers to be manipulated in the digital hardware of
DETECTEDsTREAMSY BOL______
y Tsy : 0.134
SUBCARRIER DEMODULATION ASSY
ANALOG-TO-
DIGITAL
KAO : I//320
an
WEIGHTED
DIFFERENCE
I
SYMBOL TRACKING LOOP
VCO AND
TIMING DIGITAL-TO-
Q GENERATOR ANALOG
Kvco:lO Hz/v KDA:320
®
A : 24/16,200 s
(_) x(tl = Ac(tl + nit), I c(tl I = l. S.. (0) = N,,
@ ylt) = y exp l-- 7t) exp 17u) xlul du
j0
(_) Yk = y(k T,_r) = exp(-- 7T,_,r)Yk-1 + Ac_ -t- Nk
where
f TsvCk = 7 exp (--7v) c(kT_v -- v) dv
do
f Ts_Nk : y exp(--yv) n(kT --v}dv
J o
Q E_ = KA_Yk
(_) 2xEk -_ Ek -- [1 -- exp (--7T,_.v)]Ek_1 : K,to(Ack + Nk)
-I- 1 positive transition detected
(_) a;_ : 1 negative transition detected
0 no transition detected
(_) ak AEk
128
® z,=_a_aE_
1
1 + z(tl Ip2 rp )
Fig. 47. Symbol tracking loop analysis
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the correlator. By differencing adjacent samples in the
fashion indicated, the result is a close approximation to
the midsymbol integrals required for time-phase correc-
tions to the VCO; however, it is first necessary to adjust
these integrals according to the presence and direction
of the symbol transition, as done by the transition detector
term a, appearing in Fig. 47. The correlator packs four
data words per major cycle; it thereby investigates 128
symbol integrals before interrupting the computer. Com-
putations in the computer implement the usual second-
order phase-locked loop filter, and the equipment D/A
converter output to the VCO/timing generator completes
the loop.
If we follow, in Fig. 47, the operations on the loop
input,
x(t) = Ac(t) + n(t)
where c(t) is the ±l-symbol stream, A its amplitude,
and n(t) the white noise with two-sided density No,
through to the computer input
k:l
then we shall find that zn is a function of the phase error
between the true and estimated transition times.
For near-zero phase errors, we define
d (E[z.]}
aAK,.t Ka = -f_
in which ct is the effect of mistakes made in the transition
detector, and Ka is the detector gain when such errors
are absent, where
a = (1 - 2P_)
= erfk, N,. }
K,_ = 64 7T'_ exp ( ,/Tsr/2)
7r
As for the noise part of z,, its variance is directly
computable as
a'_. - N. 7 (1 - exp (-2),T.sr))2
As viewed by the computer, the sequence of numbers
z, represents sample-and-hold values of the continuous
function
z(t) = (aAK,.,Ka) _ + K,,,N(t)
which agrees with z, at the sample instants ix seconds
apart. The noise density at zero frequency is then
Sv,,:(O) = 64± ,,_,
: 32NoA 7 (1 -- exp (-2_,T._r))
Thus whenever the loop bandwidth w_ is much less than
the computer sampling time (i.e., wL± <<1), the loop re-
sponds as an analog system having an S-curve slope
o-4KA_K,I and input noise density SN.v(0). The resulting
phase error variance is thus easily identified as
S_,_,(O)wr _ No(1 -- exp (--27T.w)),_wL
(aAKa)" (1 - 2P,:)" A"TT._r exp (-_T._y)
=/2No'_ (__) '_"(1-exp(-27T.sr))\_] (1 -- 2P,:)="(_/T.,.r) exp (-vW.,...)
With this performance measure, the bandwidth can be
set, given a particular design (A z Tb/2No) value Tb, etc.,
to ensure a particular decorrelation degradation figure
a_ ) 232= 1 ,_(2,?")
For a desired bandwidth WL, the loop constants follow
from
r = 4U
r+l
r 2wl,
aAK41jK,_IKaKv_ oG = r/#
A typical design follows in the following paragraph c.
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c. Design of a symbol tracking loop. In this design
we shall assume the following hardware constants:
7T,sr = 0.134 Kvco = 200,r rad/s/v
A = 2v Tb = 1/16,200
32
K I, = 1/320 T,_v--_ Tb
Kt_,t = 320 --- 128 T._.r
and the following design constants:
= 1 (critical damping)
82 = -0.1 dB
w = 0.01)A'-'Tb/2N,, - 2 (giving P,:
These parameters produce
_-_ = 0.09 r = 0.416 see
w,. = 6.63 Hz _ 6Hz G = 0.0145
But since the loop filter is implemented as the difference
equation
vn = v, , + k., (zn + kt z,_,)
we must convert G, r, and ± to the machine constants
k,=-(l+-_r)'(1- 2-_-)
and
= -- 0.99645
k2=G(r+ 2) =0.00601
A rigorous discussion of the S-curve and performance
derivation will appear in the next issue of SPS, Vol. II.
7. Demonstration Software, p.H. Schottler
a. Introduction. The structure of the software sub-
system for the high-rate telemetry project was described
in SPS 37-48, Vol. II, pp. 92-108. The purpose of this
article is to summarize briefly recent software activity in
checkout and coding and to further describe the magnetic
tape data recording process.
b. Checkout. The software was initially checked out
on an SDS 930 computer as part of the demonstration
system verification tests. Because the memory cycle time
of an SDS 930 is nominally 7/32 that of an SDS 920, this
initial check out did not furnish a test of the timing,
although it did permit most of the functions performed
by the program to be checked out. Since February of this
year the software has been undergoing tests on an SDS
920 computer in the Compatibility Test Area, where the
timing has been checked out. The results of all of these
tests indicate that the structure of the software as re-
ported in SPS 37-48, Vol. II, is satisfactory.
c. Coding. Additional coding has been required both
to implement changes in the software suggested by the
test results and to finish a number of blocks not previously
completed. The changes suggested by the test results are
generally minor, but two of the changes deserve some
comment. First, a software lock detector for the symbol
tracking loop has been added to the symbol acquisition
routine (SAR). This lock detector operates on the binary
number input to the symbol loop filter. The output of
this lock detector is used by routine SAR to determine
when to switch between the wide-band acquisition loop
and the narrow-band tracking loop, and when to exit the
symbol acquisition mode to start the search for word sync.
The second change of consequence is that the format
of a typical record on magnetic tape has been modified.
Each record on tape now consists of 1038 24-binary-digit
words, of which 14 comprise a nondata header (engineer-
ing data) and 1024 are data words. While the record
length has been increased by six 24-binary-digit words,
both the number of data words in each record and the
format for a typical data word remain unchanged. A
complete record now contains 24,912 bits, or 4152 six-bit
characters on tape.
d. Data recording. Recording of data onto magnetic
tape in mode 3, the data mode, is controlled by three
separate routines, viz., magnetic tape routine A (MTRA)
in Fig. 48, magnetic tape routine B (MTRB) in Fig. 49,
and magnetic tape end-of record interrupt routine
(MEOR) in Fig. 50. Tape routines MTRA and MTRB
appear as blocks 13 and 17, respectively, of the data-
processing routine (DPR) of mode 3 (SPS 37-48, Vol. II,
p. 105, Fig. 16). These two routines are coded as sub-
routines, and entry is by means of a BRM '_ instruction.
The end-of-record interrupt routine MEOR is entered
whenever an end-of-record interrupt occurs, that is, when-
ever the interlace word count reaches zero.
_'BRM = mark place and branch.
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Fig. 48. Mode 3: magnetic tape routine A (MTRA)
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YES
YES <
20
NO /
i
21
25<
>NO
>
YES
,21
LEADER FLAG
SET ?
ANO
WRITE LEADER
FLAG SET ?
I NO
TABLE-FULL
FLAG SET ?
t
SET CHANGE
TAPE FLAG
,5< TAPEoKFLAG SET ?
YES
SWITCH TO
16 NEXT TAPE
UNIT
(I) RESET I
17 END-OF-TAPE FLAGI
(2) TAPE-OK FLAG I
LEADER FLAG I
WRITE-ERROR
COUNTER
EXIT
Fig. 49. Mode 3: magnetic tape routine B (MTRB)
EXIT
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( NOO,TA ,)2 SENSED ?
I NO
l"
4 SET EOR I
FLAG I
YES
Fig. 50. Mode 3: magnetic tape end-of-record
interrupt routine (MEOR)
The basic philosophy of recording data on magnetic
tape is deceptively simple. Each completed record is
written once on magnetic tape. If a write error occurs
during the first attempt to write any given record, that
record is rewritten once on a new section of tape. Except
for errors, this rewrite produces two successive identical
records on the tape. If the second attempt also results in
a write error, no third attempt is made because of insu_-
cient time.
While the data-recording process is simple in principle,
it is complicated in application because the amount of
data to be recorded will occupy many reels of magnetic
tape. Since there can be no interruption of the data
stream while an operator replaces tapes, it is necessary
to have two magnetic tape units, and the program must
make provision for switching back and forth between
units whenever an end-of-tape condition occurs for the
tape currently being written on. Furthermore, between
successive end-o[-tape conditions, the program must mon-
itor the status of the next tape and alert the operator
accordingly, so as to ensure that the next tape is ready
when a switchover does occur.
The three tape routines MTRA, MTRB, and MEOR
are most easily understood in terms of the functions per-
formed by the three routines as a whole, rather than as
individual routines. Table 6 contains a list of the func-
tions performed by the three routines. Opposite each
function are listed the numbers of the blocks in MTRA,
MTI4B, and MEOR which are directly responsible for
implementing that function. A blank indicates that a
routine does not participate in a function. The assignment
of functions to routines, as shown in Table 14; is precise;
that is, routine MTRA participates in functions (1), (4),
(7), (8), (9), and (11), but in no others. However, the
block numbers listed for a particular routine and func-
tion are somewhat arbitrary, as will become clear in the
description of the functions which follows.
e. Functions
(1) lnitiate first write of completed records on tape.
Routine MTRA initiates the first write of each completed
Table 14. Mode 3 magnetic tape routines
Function MTRA MTRB MEOR
13, 14, 15, 16(1) Initiate first write of completed records on tape
_2) Term'mate wrY:re operation
(3) Initiate rewrite if write error
(4) Monitor status of next tape
(,5) Write leader on next tape
(6) Initiate end-of-tape condition
(7) Terminate end-of-tape condition
_8_ /nlt/ate no-tape condfffon
(9) Terminate no-tape condition
(1 O) Initiate change-tape condlt_on
(11 ) Terminate change.tape condition
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
7,8,11,12
7, 8, 9, I 0
7, 8, II, 12
1,2,3,4,5,6
1, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
a Iso
I, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 5, 6,7, 8
14, 15, 16, 17
18,9,10,11, 12,13
2, 3
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record onto tape. To initiate a write operation, the pro-
gram loads the Y buffer interlace with the word count
and starting address of the record and then starts the
tape moving. Control of the write operation then passes
to the interlace.
Note that the tape-ready and buffer-ready tests are
interlocked with the table-full flag. This interlock func-
tions in the event that either the buffer or the tape fails
to become ready prior to the next table-full indication.
Note also that while the program must pass through
several blocks in order to reach block 13 and must also
pass through several blocks beyond block 16 before
exiting routine MRTA, these other blocks do not directly
participate in the write function and thus are not included.
(2) Terminate write operation. A write operation termi-
nates whenever the interlace word count reaches zero
causing an end-of-record interrupt to occur. In response
to the interrupt, the program enters the end-of-record
(EOR) interrupt routine where the EOR flag is set to
mark the termination of the write operation.
(3) Initiate rewrite if write error. A write error during
the first attempt to write a given record generally results
in a rewrite operation, initiated by routine MTRB. The
program tests the Y buffer error indicator for a write
error, and, if the error indicator is set, resets the EOR flag
and then initiates a rewrite in exactly the same fashion
as routine MTRA implements function (1).
(4) Monitor status of next tape. The program must
monitor the status of the next tape (that is, the tape not
currently being written on) to ensure that it is ready for
data recording when the tape currently being written on
fills. Before discussing this monitoring function, however,
it is necessary to say something about the format of a
typical reel of magnetic tape. Each reel begins with
approximately 3.75 in. of blank tape following the reflec-
tive load point marker. Following this leader, there is a
succession of records recorded in the binary mode at
200 characters per inch. Successive records are separated
by an inter-record gap of approximately 0.75 in. of blank
tape. A reel normally ends at the first gap following the
reflective end-of-reel marker. There is no end-of-file mark
recorded on any reel.
Routine MTRA utilizes three flags to acknowledge
various states of readiness of the next tape. These flags
are defined as follows:
Write leader flag. Assuming that leader has not been
written on the next tape, the write leader flag is set
ff the next tape is ready to have leader written and reset
otherwise. Ready to have leader written is defined as:
Next tape tests 200 bits/in., and next tape is not file
protected, and next tape tests ready, and next tape is at
load point.
Leader flag. The leader flag set indicates that leader
has been written on the next tape. A necessary (but not
sufficient) condition for leader to be written on the next
tape is that the write leader flag be set.
Tape OK flag. The tape OK flag set indicates that the
next tape is ready for data recording. Ready for data
recording is defined as: Next tape tests 200 bits/in., and
next tape is not file protected, and next tape tests ready,
and leader flag is set.
The normal sequence of flags is illustrated in Fig. 51.
At time to an end-of-tape occurs and all flags are reset. At
time tl the conditions for the write leader flag are met,
and that flag is set. At time t,, leader is written on the
next tape, and the write leader flag reset and the leader
flag set. At time t:_the conditions for the tape OK flag are
met, and that flag is set. Time t4 denotes the next end-of-
tape occurrence. It should be noted that both the write
leader flag and the tape OK flag, once set, may be subse-
quently reset if one or more of the required conditions
ceases. The leader flag, on the other hand, once set, re-
mains set until the next end-of-tape occurs.
(5) Write leader on next tape. Mode 3 has been de-
signed so as to provide sufficient time to rewrite each
data record once in the event that the first write attempt
produces a write error. At the same time, however, the
number of records which will need to be rewritten is
expected to be small. It follows that the time allotted to
the rewrite function will normally be available to the
program. The function of write leader on the next tape
has been assigned to routine MTRB as an alternative to
the rewrite function.
WRITE -
LEADER FLAG
LEADER FLAG
TAPE -
OK FLAG
to
Fig. 51.
_I .... l
I
I
I
, I
r
r i Ir
] j q
r i I
i i I
i i I
i i I
tl f2 t3
m
t4
Normal sequence of tape monitor flags
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Following completion of the first write attempt for each
data record, the program enters routine MTRB. If no
write error is detected in block 1 of MTRB, the program
tests to see if leader has been written on the next tape.
If leader has not been written on the next tape, the pro-
gram will attempt to do so. Note that at the time leader
is written on the next tape, the write leader flag is reset,
and the leader flag set, as mentioned previously in the
description of function (4).
Under certain conditions, the program may attempt to
write leader on the next tape even though a write error
is detected in block 1 of routine MTRB. Since bypassing
of the rewrite function in favor of attempting to write
leader occurs only in the event of a large number of write
errors, this situation is discussed in the description of
function (10).
(6) Initiate end-of-tape condition. An end-of-tape con-
dition occurs whenever the reflective end-of-tape marker
is passed on the tape currently being written on. After
each record is written on magnetic tape, the program
tests to see if the end-of-tape marker was passed during
the recording of that record. If the marker was passed,
the program sets the end-of-tape flag.
(7) Terminate end-of-tape condition. Prior to any write
operation, the program tests the end-of-tape flag to see if
an end-of-tape condition was initiated at the termination
of the previous write operation. If the end-of-tape flag is
set, the program will, assuming that the tape OK flag
is set, switch over to the next tape unit. Since a write
operation may be either the first write of a completed
record or a rewrite, both routines MTRA and MTRB
must be able to terminate an end-of-tape condition.
(8) Initiate no-tape condition. A no-tape condition
occurs if the tape currently being written upon reaches
the end-of-tape marker, and the next tape is not ready
for data recording, as indicated by the tape OK flag reset.
Under these circumstances, the program can neither write
more records on the present tape nor switch to the other
tape. While a no-tape condition is in effect, the program
continues to cycle in mode 3, although the data brought
into the computer is lost. The status of the next tape is
continuously monitored, however, so that data recording
can resume as soon as the next tape unit becomes ready.
A no-tape condition is initiated by routine MTRA. The
buffer error indicator is cleared so that the program can
implement function (5) in routine MTRB, if required, the
EOR flag is set so that the program will continue to cycle
in mode 8, and the no-tape flag is set.
(9) Terminate no-tape condition. A no-tape condition
can only occur simultaneously with an end-of-tape condi-
tion. When the next tape finally becomes ready for data
recording, as indicated by the tape OK flag set, the pro-
gram will switch over to that tape and resume data
recording. The termination of a no-tape condition is
identical to the termination of an end-of-tape condition
except that this function appears in routine MTRA only.
(10) Initiate change-tape condition. A change-tape con-
dition occurs if the number of write errors on the tape
presently being written on exceeds a certain threshold.
For each group of 100 consecutive data records trans-
ferred to magnetic tape, the program keeps track of the
number of rewrites; that is, the number of records which
are written twice because a write error occurred during
the first write attempt. If in any of these groups the num-
ber of rewrites exceeds a threshold, the program initiates
a change-tape condition. While a change-tape condition
is in effect, the program attempts to switch over to the
next tape even though the tape currently being written on
may be nowhere near full. If the next tape is not ready for
data recording, the program continues to write on the
"bad" tape until such time as the changeover may be
accomplished, at which point the change-tape condition
ceases.
Routine MTRB initiates a change-tape condition. The
condition is marked by the change-tape flag being set.
All data records written on tape while a change-tape
condition is in effect have the magnetic tape error indi-
cator set in the status word. In addition, the final record
written on the bad tape has both the magnetic tape error
indicator and the magnetic tape halt indicator set. Note
that if a change-tape condition is in effect, the program
may, via blocks 19, 20, and 21 of routine MTRB, bypass
the rewrite function in favor of write leader on the next
tape in an effort to make the next tape ready for data
recording.
(11) Terminate change-tape condition. A change-tape
condition terminates when the program is able to switch
to the next tape. Prior to initiating the first write of any
record on tape, the program tests to see if the change-tape
flag is set. If the change-tape flag is set, the program will,
assuming the tape OK flag is set, switch to the next tape
by initiating a dummy end-of-tape condition. There is,
however, one final record written on the bad tape.
8. Cross-Correlotor Detector, E. Lutz and R. A. Winkelstein
The digital equipment of the high-rate telemetry re-
ceiver consists of the cross-correlator detector and the
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symbol timing loop. Both subsystems have been exten-
sively tested by Lab Set A and have been found to func-
tion satisfactorily. Design and construction have begun
on field sets I and II, using JPL Division 33 standard
digital modules. These modules are combined in blocks
of up to 21 cards to form the basic maintenance replace-
ment unit of the equipment. The field set digital equip-
ment is contained in two cabinets. One cabinet holds the
power supplies, analog-to-digital converters, and the fre-
quency synthesizer whose use in the system is described
in SPS 37-49, Vol. II, p. 120. The second cabinet contains
the digital logic totaling approximately 36 blocks at an
average of 19 cards per block.
As an aid in wiring the logic blocks, a computer pro-
gram using SDS Fortran II has been developed for gen-
eration of the block wiring lists. The program is structured
to accept information from punched cards containing data
directly derived from logic schematics or equations. This
information is translated into a pin-to-pin wiring list
featuring the shortest possible connections between pins.
The present program is designed to accept the four types
of Hi-Rel modules shown in Table 15. A total of 21 of
Table 15. Hi-Rel modules
Module Description Symbol
FF-33
NG-33
PA-33
DC-33
Hi-Rel flip-flop
Hi-Rel hand gate
Hi-Rel power amplifier
Hi-Rel diode cluster
F
N
P
D
these modules may be assembled into a card cage in any
combination.
a. Data format. Table 16 shows the punched card for-
mat for the various logic modules. The first field of four
columns is reserved to identify the module. Each module
type specifies a certain input pattern as shown in that
table. Entries into these input fields always refer to logic
outputs or pins of the 75-pin connector. Columns 29
through 37 are reserved for logic names if needed. For
the NG-33 module a fifth field marked "collector tie" is
used only if that particular nand gate is part of a collector
tie string; in that case its output is regarded as an input.
Moreover, ff the output of a nand gate is used as an
input, then the internal (optional) pull-up resistor will not
be connected. If the fifth input field is left blank, then
the internal pull-up resistor is automatically connected.
Similarly, in the case of the diode cluster (DC-33) the
node can be used as an output or as an input. In addition,
a 75-pin connector provides access to the logic inside the
card cage.
Fig. 52a shows an example of two cascaded nand gates.
Fig. 52b is the corresponding data card showing the sec-
ond input of the third nand gate in slot 02 connected to
the output of nar_ gate 1 in slot 01.
b. Main [low diagram (Fig. 53). One card at a time is
read and completely checked for invalid characters or
combinations. The information is stored, reformatted, and
then printed as part of the documentation. Number pairs
are generated by the pin-to-pin translation routine and
stored in a list. This process continues until a blank card
Table 16. Data card format
Module Inputs Comments
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
FF-33 SET SET SET RESET RESET RESET
DIRECT ENABLE TRIGGER TRIGGER ENABLE DIRECT
NG-33 INPUT INPUT INPUT NODE COLLECTOR
I 2 3 TIE
PA-33 INPUT INPUT INPUT NODE
I 2 3
DC-33 INPUT INPUT INPUT NODE
I 2 3
INPUT75-pin
CONNECTOR
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(e) SLOT O1
NANO
__ O,RCU,T
3
(b)
MODULE
,SLOT
SLOT 02
NAND
__ D, ,T
INPUT
Fig. 52. Two cascaded nand gates (a) sample of
logic schematic |b) data card for second
input for third gate in slot 02
I I
SORT I
DIAGNOSTICS
LOADING
CHART
PRINT I
WIRE LIST
LOADING
CHART
DIAGNOST ICS
TYPE
ERROR
MESSAGE
Fig. 53. Main flow diagram
is encountered'at the end of the data deck, at which time
the program switches to a numerical sort routine. A lim-
ited diagnostics routine is incorporated to ensure against
certain logic mistakes, such as unused and missing out-
puts. The diagnostics are followed by a loading chart
routine as an additional convenience.
c. A complete example. The logic example in Fig. 54
is typical. As a convenience, pin numbers are shown
inside the logic symbols. The computer results are shown
in Fig. 55, where the logic code is an exact duplicate of
the input punched card data. In the first column, the
75-pin connector is designated by a C preceded by a pin
number, e.g., 005C for pin 5. However, these connector
pins shown in columns 2 through 7 are represented by
four-digit numbers, e.g., 0005 for pin 5.
In the wiring list a four-digit number is broken down
into two groups. The two most significant digits indicate
the connector where 00 represents the 75-pin access con-
nector. The second two digits indicate the pins on these
connectors. The beginning of a string of connectors in the
wiring list is marked by an asterisk.
The loading chart is in many ways similar to the wiring
list with the exception of the first column showing the
X
_
®z
I
I
L
f
I
GCL I
I
I
I
I
I
L
SLOT O1
NG-35 I _ INTERNAL
I _ / PULL-UP
1 lid _4 jl ,'
LJ' / SLOT
/ So 2
/
RE
J
SLOT 02
-I
I
I
I
I
PA-33 j
17
t6
R
15 13 --
I
Fig. 54. Complete example
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005C * * • * • • * X
006C * * , , - • * y
007C * * * X'
O0_C • " • " * * Z
009C • * • • • * • C_
010C _ _32S * • • • * •
011_ * 0005 * * * * * *
012N * 0006 * _ , * _1%_ * *
013N • 0007 * * _00_ * * •
D21P * 30_9 * • * * • *
_A_I_3 CwAR7 BLgCK i
O00_{CPI_5_ OO05_C_I_05] 0110tI_ I'J1]
O006{CPI_C6] O30&{CPI_06] 011_C_ I_I]
O007[CRINOT] 0907_CPI_07] 0122{3_ I_I]
OOO_[CPI408] CO0_{CPI_08_ 01_0[3_ |'J3]
OOOg{CPlNog] ODOg{CPI_09] 021011_ 1N1}
0105[1N BJT3 _I05C1_w 9JT? 0196{I_AD]
0%17[3_ B_T] _117C_ _JT] 011_[3_L_A_]
0205[IP BJT] C205CI _ 9JT] 0316{_RTgG]
03EO{2F _UT_ ODIO{CmI_IO] 03_Of2r 9JT]
0111{2_ ejT] 03%B{?cSc_9]
_qI5_FRCL_]
0317[2_STRG]
WI_l_G LIST _BE<
* _005 011C
• 0006 g116
0007 _122
• 900B 0120
• 0009 0_10
* 3117 911_ _315
• g205 0316 _317
• 00%0 0320
MISSIES 9JTPJVS BLgCK 1
Fig. 55. Computer results
logic output in a string. In addition, the information
shown in brackets is a result of the retranslation process
for checkout purposes.
The diagnostics for this example show an unused flip-
flop output 0313 [2F OUT'].
d. Utilization. The program in its present form has
been used extensively toward the design of the digital
correlators for field sets I and II.
With little effort the program can be adapted to gener-
ate wire lists using a wide variety of different modules,
including integrated circuits.
9. Test Equipment, R. I. Greenberg
a. General. The purpose and functional description of
the test equipment were covered in SPS 37-49, Vol. II,
p. 115. Evaluation of the prototype unit in the Compati-
bility Test Area resulted in several test equipment design
changes. The tests revealed that the field operational
units did not require the degree of flexibility provided
with the prototype unit and that several additional func-
tions were required to meet the Mariner Mars 1969
requirements. The overall result was a considerably
simplified test equipment assembly.
b. Block diagram. A block diagram of the test equip-
ment is given in Fig. 56. This configuration is functionally
equivalent to the prototype unit installed in the Compat-
ibility Test Area, with the following external differences.
(1) Addition of a fixed manual code select.
(2) Addition of sync signal outputs.
(3) Assignment of separate channels for the different
HRT test points.
c. Changes. Table 17 tabulates the changes made to the
prototype design and shows the differences between the
prototype and field equipment designs. Those functions
deleted were nonessential to the Mariner Mars 1969 sup-
port requirements.
The encircled numbers on Table 17 are correlated to
those on Fig. 56.
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C)
OSCILLATOR
SOBCARR,ER_ ® ®
SQUAREI _] I FREQUENCY_ STiTE
WAVE _ DIVIDER COUNTER
SHAPERI I l
MANUAL
(_) CODE
SELECT
WORD SYNC
_I_ PN
GENERATOR
____1_ COMMA-FREE J
CODE-VECTOR
GENERATOR
_._ RANDOMDATA WORD
t COUNTING STATES (9
CONVERT TO I
BIORTHOGONA L
CODE
l
CONVERT TO I
i
MMA-FREE
CODE WORD I
NOISE
GENERATOR
MODULATOR
SIGNAL/NOISE
MIXER F--
;t IATTENUATORS I TO UP CONVERTERI
I TO TEST TRANSMITTER
TO CROSS-CORRELATOR
I
INTEGRATOR ]_ ATTENUATORS t
TO SUBCARRIER
DEMODULATOR
Fig. 56. High-rate telemetry test equipment block diagram
®
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Table 17. Changes to HRT test equipment
Description a Lab unit Field units
_) Oscillator (.518.4 kHz required)
Subcarrier frequency divider (provides
symbol frequency)
_) State counter (provides word sync and
biorthogonal coding states)
(_) Sync signal outputs (word and symbol)
_) Code word outputs
Variable oscillator. Too unstable
Division variable from 1 through 10
States could be chosen to number 16,
32, or 64
Not available
Random outputs only available
Fixed oscillator. Very stable
Division fixed at 3
Only 32 states available
Symbol and word sync available
Both random and manual select (fixed
(_ PN generator provides a bias
(_) Code outputs
DC block
Information
Modulated
To up converter
To test transmitter
Integrated
To subcarrler demodulator
To cross-correlatar
All zeros code appears 7 times and other
codes appear 8 times during a complete
sequence
Not available
Variable in steps of I dB
Variable in steps of ! dB
Variable in steps of I dB
Variable in steps of I dR
code) available
All codes appear an equal number of
times during a complete sequence
Insertion of capacitors in lines to block DC
Fixed output: 80 mV p-p
1.5 V p-p maximum and variable to
! 6 dB down
Fixed output: 800 mV infinite bit
Fixed output: 2 V infinite bit
REncircled numbers refer to block diagram (Fig. 56).
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V. Operations and Facilities
A. DSN Operations and Analysis
1. An Improved Doppler Frequency Evaluation From
Cumulative Count Data, t_.o. Palmiter
In the usual method of evaluating doppler frequency
from cumulative count data as recorded at DSIF sites,
two adjacent counter points are differenced, and the re-
sult is divided by the sample interval. This produces an
average frequency which is assigned to the time of the
center of the sample interval. However, if the actual fre-
quency function has a variation with time of second
degree or higher, this linear averaging process introduces
a systematic error in the frequency determination even
in the absence of noise. If the general functional form of
the frequency variation is known, this error is deter-
ministic and can be evaluated and applied as a correction
to the data when great accuracy is required, as in the
JPL orbit determination program. Another means of ac-
complishing this correction can be derived from the
counter data itself. By combining the information con-
tained in several successive data points, we may generate
a kind of augmented count for each frequency determina-
tion and then divide by time.
The method investigated here consists of a moving
least-squares polynomial fit of suitable degree on an even
number of doppler counter samples. The moving origin
of the fit is at the midpoint of the sample group where
the instantaneous frequency is to be evaluated.
We have
C'(t) = ao + axt + a_t'-' + a_t ,_+ a,t" + a_.t'_ + ...
where C'(t) is the function which best fits the counter
data Ci(tl) in the least-squares sense.
d C'(t) --- F'(t) = a, + 2a.,t + Salt'-' + ...
dt "
and
F'(O) = a,
We limit the scheme to an odd-degree fit because going
to the next higher (even) degree adds no new information
to ax in the symmetric case employed here.
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Let us designate the data to be fitted as follows:
5
-- -- 7"
2
8
2 r
1
2 r
1 3
Time
Data C°, R. C,, R, C..,, R.., C:,, R:_ C_, R, C_., R=, C,, B,; C7, R7
where 7"is the (constant) sample interval, and the R_ are
digital resolver corrections.
The schemes that have been developed are a third-
degree fit to the inner six points above and a fifth degree
fit to eight points, with two degrees of overdetermination,
for smoothing, in each case. The results of the fit ex-
pressed algebraically are:
Third degree
1 [652(C. - C:,),, ÷ 1249(C._, - C=).
a, -- 3024 7"
- 275(c.- c,).]
Filth degree
1 [168445(C_ - C_),_
a_ - 549120 7"
+ 249283(C_ - C.)_ - 92437(C.- C,)_
+ m573(c, - Co)_]
where (Ci -- C j)l, are the digital resolver-corrected count
differences, e.g.,
ts - t_
t._ - to = 3 r
A subsequent SPS article will present the results of a
statistical study of large amounts of doppler data pro-
cessed by a computer program incorporating these two
schemes.
2. A Proposed Method of Evaluating Station Doppler
System, F. Borncamp and C. S. Patterson
a. Introduction. When problems of bias, excessive
noise, discontinuities, or blunder points are noted in the
doppler data obtained during a mission, four steps must
be taken to correct the situation:
(1) Confirm that the problem exists in site equipment
and that it is not a failure at the SFOF, in the com-
munication link, or in the spacecraft.
(2) Find the subsystem and module within the subsys-
tem that is causing the fault.
(3) Replace or repair the component.
(4) Test the system to ensure that the problem has been
corrected.
There is a need for a test that can be used to confirm that
problems exist, ensure that a problem has been corrected,
evaluate modifications to the system as to the effect on
data, and to be run periodically to ensure nominal per-
formance.
The following tests were designed to provide the above
requirements, while using present on-site equipment, in-
volving only minor changes to the system, taking only
minimal time to be run, and requiring only limited analysis
to interpret the results.
b. Test procedure. The tests involve a setup as shown
in Fig. 1. The only nonstandard part of the configuration
is the use of the on-site spare exciter loop synthesizer
(HP 5100A-HP 5110A), which is used in place of the
normal crystal oscillator to control the test transmitter.
This provides at the test transmitter output a signal with
an exactly known reference frequency. By locking the
receiver to this signal, the only portion of the regular
doppler system path not included is from the front end
of the exciter VCO to the front end of the transmitter.
The equations for the doppler output from this config-
uration are as follows:
D(tl-t o) = [-{'240_ (96) ([,...y.,)t.,1_\_1/ 106
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where
D(tl_eo) = accumulated apparent doppler over the in-
terval (tl-to)
[( .... y,_ = frequency output of exciter synthesizer.
[<,pa,.e-,r,) = frequency output of the spare synthesizer
used to control the test transmitter
f_ -- reference (rubidium) used to control the
exciter synthesizer, the doppler bias, and
the clock system controlling the count in-
terval; this is nominally a 1-MHz signal
[Rz = reference (rubidium) used to control the
spare synthesizer; this is nominally a
1-MHz signal
(t_-to) -- the count interval from time (to) to time (tl)
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Fig. 1. Doppler system evaluation test setup
I
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If
RI _ _R2
which can be accomplished by referencing the spare syn-
thesizer to the coherent 1-MHz output on the rear of the
exciter synthesizer, then the equation reduces to
D(tl-t o)
If
then the equation can be written as
E240 (96)(f( ,,,)D(ta_t++ ) _ _ .....
-- 120(/(,_,...... :,,) + 10_'1 (t[-to)
+ E]2o (f,.,,,..,,_...) _.T/J{t"'-f""'_-I(t,-t,)
The second term is the contribution clue to the differ-
ence between rubidium standards, and is normally less
than 1 Hz for a 1-s count time.
c. Advantages. The above system provides the follow-
ing three advantages over obtaining two-way lock with a
transponder and counting the 1 MHz doppler bias:
(l) Since the frequency is now dependent upon the
synthesizers, all digits of the counter can be tested.
Typically, a frequency near 1111111.01 Hz is
chosen.
(2) The resolver count, which measures the phase at
the end of each count cycle which was truncated
from the count, can be incremented due to the
changing phase of a signal not exactly an integer
number of hertz.
(8) If JR, is not the same reference as [a_., the system
will show deviations of the prime rubidium stand-
ard which would not be detected if the system was
coherently locked to a transponder.
Thus, to provide a complete spectrum of tests, a test of
this type is necessary as well as the presently used co-
herent lock on the transponder which provides a check
of the transmitter stability. Other tests, such as a constant
known frequency being input directly from a synthesizer
into the doppler counter or receiver jitter tests, are used
to isolate the problem to the subsystem level.
d. Evaluation and use. The procedure has been evalu-
ated at the Pioneer, Woomera and Ascension Island
DSSs. It was recently used at Ascension Island DSS to
verify the accuracy of a previously faulty doppler counter
that had caused 100-Hz doppler accumulation errors on
the Apollo 501 mission and was correctly repaired prior
to the Apollo 502 mission. Coherent transponder lock
tests run prior to the Apollo 501 mission had not detected
the doppler-counter failure, although it would have been
detected if this new test had been available. During a run
of the test conducted at 5 dB above threshold, multiple
dropped cycles in the receiver were noted in analyzing
this data. This was found to be within the expected cycle
loss, since the test was conducted using a 700 Hz band-
width.
The stations each took several 10 to 20 min runs of 1-s
data at various signal levels and bandwidths. The average
noise level shown on the tests varied from 0.08 to 0.05 Hz
at a --140 dBmW power level, with a 12-Hz bandwidth.
In addition to the 1-_r noise figure as obtained above, the
data is being retained for spectrum analysis. This will be
useful as a base to compare with the spectrum when the
system is tracking, such as the work done on the Pioneer
spacecraft data in determining the spin rate.
At the present time the data is sent to JPL for analysis.
It would be advantageous to have the data reduced at
the Deep Space Station while it is being taken. The
present interim monitor program used on the SDS 920
has the subroutines required to provide the required data
from the tracking data handling (TDH) into the computer
(i.e., doppler count, resolver value, data condition code,
and time). The equations are as outlined, and the stand-
ard deviation of the residuals would be computed. In
addition, a blunder detector would note the time and
value of blunders. If the system temperature, bandwidth,
signal level and count time, were entered via the type-
writer, the program could also compute the theoretical
noise to compare with the value obtained. The avail-
ability of on-site reduction should make this test a valuable
tool for the Deep Space Stations to use in evaluating
their doppler system.
3. Spectral Analysis of Pioneer VIII Doppler Frequency
Residuals, A. c. Johnson and D. D. Hubiak
a. Introduction. The spectral analysis of doppler fie-
quency residuals from the Pioneer VIII tracking data has
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provided a technique for the measurement of the
Pioneer VIII spin rate. The nominal expected spin rate
for Pioneer spacecraft is 60 rev/min; however, by using a
digital reduction technique on the Pioneer VIII doppler
frequency, the spin rate appears to be nearer 62 rev/min.
This article provides the analysis of the doppler fre-
quency residuals, which are defined here as the difference
between an observed value X(t) and a detrending func-
tion which is a polynomial Yn(t). The method used to
detrend X(t) is to subtract away a polynomial Yn(t) of
degree n. The polynomial Yn(t) is determined by the
method of least squares.
The residuals Rn(t) are then defined as
Rn(t) = X(t) - Y.(t)
The adequacy of Y_(t) as a detrending function is ascer-
tained by inspecting the (relative) power spectrum of
R_(t). Ideally, R,(t) should exhibit no trend. However,
attempts to remove all trend from X(t) by using suc-
cessively higher degree polynomial detrending functions
Y_(t) have not been successful. Moreover, the trend in
R_(t) exhibits the same characteristics as the trend in
(n _>n.).
Part of the trend remaining in R_(t) has been assumed
to be due to the rotation rate of the spacecraft about its
spin axis, and results are presented to support this as-
sumption.
b. Finite-discrete-harmonic analysis
Finite Fourier transforms. It is convenient to suppose
that the set of residuals R(t) is a complex-valued function
of a real variable t, which is periodic of period T, but its
values are known only at a discrete set of equally spaced
points in a period interval; say at the points
O, T/N, 2 T/N, ..., (N - 1) T/N
of the interval (0, T). Since R(0)= R(T), from the as-
sumed periodicity, there are then N independent data,
which may be expected to be used to determine the
coefficients of N terms of a finite Fourier series repre-
sentation of R(t) of the form
N-1A
R(t) = _ R(k) exp 27r ikt/T (1)
k=0
where i =- (- 1) 1/2.If the/th point is denoted by
tj = i T/N, i = 0, 1, ..., N - 1 (2)
so that N independent values R(I) = R(ti) are prescribed,
one may verify that only the N functions
1, exp 2r it T, exp 2r i2t/T, ..., exp 2,r i(N - 1)t/T
(3)
are independent over the domain comprising the set of
points in Eq. (2); for each of the functions
exp 2r iNt/T, exp 2,r i(N + 1)t/T, ""
takes on the same values at points in the set in Eq. (2) as
does one of the N functions in Eq. (3). For example,
exp 2,r iNtj/T = exp 2r iN(j T/N)/T = (exp 2,r i) j = 1
Similarly
exp 2,r i(N + 1)tj/T = exp 2ritj/T
It is possible to show that the set of functions in Expres-
sion (3) is orthogonalIin the hermitian sense--under
summation. As a matter of fact, by noting that tlae series
N-I
exp i/a
j-o
is a geometric series, it follows that
.v_l _ exp [i(N - 1)a/2] sin Na/2 a _ 2k_
_exp iia =
j= 0 "_N, sin ct/2
• ct = 2kTr
(4)
Making use of Eq. (4), with a = 2_-($ - k)/N, one can
show that
A___ 1 N-I
R(k) = _ _ R(i) exp ( - 2_iki/N )77-_0
(5)
The discrete forms of formula (1) and formula (5) are
Fourier transform pairs. For emphasis, these formulas are
rewritten below:
N-1A
R(i) = _-/o R(k) exp 2at iik/N 1
R(k) = 1 N-1 , I
-N- j_:o R(I) exp ( -- 2r ikffN)
(6)
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The real finite Fourier series corresponding to a period
interval (0, T) is a trigonometric series of the form:
N-1
ao/2 4- _ ak cos (2_r ktffT) 4- bk sin (2at kti/T )
k=o
(7)
If one considers the series (1) where, R(k) = ak -
ibk, k > 0 and R(0) = ao/2, then the series (7) is nothing
more than the real part of Eq. (1).
Finite-discrete--convolution theorem. Let R(t) and Q(t)
be complex valued functions of t, which are both periodic
of period T. The expression
N-1
(R _ Q)(1) = _ R(j) Q(2 - J) (8)
j=0
is the convolution of R and Q. From the assumed pe-
riodicity of R and Q, it follows that the convolution con-
sidered here is cyclic, i.e., the indices of R and Q are
interpreted modulo N.
Let _(k) and Q(k) be the transforms of R(k) and Q(k),
respectively. Then, by making use of Eq. (4), one can
show that
N- 1 ,aN
(R * Q)(_) = __, R(k) Q(k) exp 2_-i_k/N
k=O
(9)
Equation (9) expresses the convolution of R and Q in
terms of their transforms. Also, by making use of Eqs. (9)
and (4), one can show that
(R * Q)(J) = _t(j) f(J) (10)
Equation (10) is the convolution theorem which states
that the transform of the convolution of R and Q is the
product of their transforms.
The covariance [unction. Denote by [R(j)]*, the com-
plex conjugate of R(j). The expression
N-I
/'=0
+ j) (11)
is the (cross) covariance of R and Q. Note that Eq. (11)
may be written in the form
N-1
Ano(l) = @-_ [R(N-(j 4- 1))]* Q(N- (j 4- 1)+ 1)
j=o
N-1
k :: f)
and hence by Eq. (9),
ARe(_) =
.V-I
2 [R(k)]* Q(k) exp 2_- i_k/N
k=O
(12)
If R = Q in Eq. (12), the resulting expression, namely
N-1 A
A,_R(1) = __, i R(k) 12exp 2_- i_k/N (13)
k=O
is the autocovariance (or autocorrelation) function; and
the function
A,¢R(_)/A,_R(O)
is the "normalized" autocovariance (autocorrelation) func-
tion. Note that the transform of At_R, namely ]R t2, is
real. The function I R [-' is the power spectrum of R. If
the autocovariance function is real, then Eq. (13) re-
duces to
N-1 A
AR,_(2) --- _" l R(k)12 cos 2,dk/N (15)
k=O
Mathematical models. It is assumed here that the re-
siduals R(t) may be represented approximately by an
expression of the form
(÷)R(t) = _ a_ cos 2,_ t 4- b_ sin 2_ t
_=0
(16)
For such an expression (16), the (finite) discrete Fourier
transform is given by
_(k) =
.V-1 N-1
1._ 2 2 R_[C, exp2rrilj/N]exp-2rijk/NN
j:O _=0
(17)
where C_ =: (a_ - ibt), and where the notation R, means
"the real part of." Similarly, the notation I_, will mean
"the imaginary part of."
Making use of the identity
(R,[zd). z_ = z,. z2 + (Im[z,]). (f_[z2])
- i(aAzd). (I.,[z,])
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Eq. (17) takes the form
N - 1 N - l
^ 12 2R(k) = C,
t:0 j=0
exp 2,rr ii(_ - k)/N
N-I N-I
+ _2 _ [a, sin (2_,/N) + b,
1=0 .,Z=O
× cos (2r_j/N)] sin 2ar_jk/N
N-1 N-1
i
N2 _ [at sin (2r _j/N) + b,
l=0 j=0
× cos (2-_i/N)] cos 2_lik/N (18)
By making use of the real part of relation (4) and the
trigonometric addition theorems, one can show that
the last two terms in Eq. (18) must vanish identically.
Again by Eq. (4), the first term in Eq. (18) is
Ck = ak -- ibk
Thus,
A
R(k) = ak- ibk
when R(k) is given by Eq. (16); hence the power spectrum
of R is
l_(k )[5=ai+b_,, k=O,l,..-,N- 1 (19)
If R(t) is given by (16), then it is customary to call the
term
Ft = a, cos2_r(+)t+ b, sin2rr(+)t
a frequency component of R(t) with frequency _/T cycles
per unit of time. Thus R(t) contains the frequency com-
ponent Ft provided F_ v¢=0. It follows from Eq. (19) that
R_t) contains the frequency component F_, if, and only if,
(_) Is _¢=0. Thus the power spectrum is a powerful tool
for detecting frequencies in data.
Finite Fourier cosine transform. Formula (15) expresses
the autocovariance function as a finite Fourier cosine
transform of its power spectrum. One can show that the
"inversion" formula is valid; i.e., the power spectrum may
be obtained as a finite Fourier cosine transform of the
autocovariance function. By multiplying both sides of
Eq. (15) by cos 2rI//N, summing from 0 to N 1, and
then making use of the appropriate trigonometric addi-
tion theorem and the real part of relation (4), one can
show that
N - 1
]_(k) l_=2_ AR,_(_)cos2_._k/N (20)
l=O
which is the representation of the power spectrum as a
finite Fourier cosine transform of the autocovariance
function.
c. Computations
Doppler frequency. The basic data type is two-way
coherent doppler, which is integrated to obtain phase
measurements. The doppler frequency is computed from
a continuous count doppler in which every other "zero
crossing" of a received signal is accumulated. The doppler
count measurements are best described in Fig. 2.
The expression for changing doppler measurements
into an average doppler frequency F_ (in hertz), over the
sample interval (ti + TRi, t_+_ + TRI+_), is given by
I Ci÷_ - C_ 1Fi = (ti÷l + TRy+l)- (t, + TRy) in hertz
where
TRi = "time resolver'" count (three digits converted
to seconds by multiplying by 10 -_)
C_ = contents of doppler counter at time t_ + TR_
Calculation of residuals. Doppler frequency residuals
are obtained as follows. First, the observation period
(TI, TF), is normalized to the interval (-1, 1) by the
transformation
t_ -- TI
_=2 TF - TI
where t_ = iLxt, and At is the spacing between samples.
Then the coefficients Ao, A1, "", A.v, in the expression
Yx(t') = Ao To(e) + ... + AN Tu(t')
are chosen to minimize the expression:
N
_] [X(i) - Y.v(t'_ )]z
i=l
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Fig. 2. Doppler count measurement
where X(i) are the "observed" doppler frequency at
times ti and the Tk's are the Chebyshev polynomials.
The Chebyshev polynomials are given recursively as
follows:
To(X) = 1
T,(X) = X
T_(X) = 2X Tk-, (X) - Tk-.., (X), k > 2
As mentioned in the introduction, the use of succes-
sively higher degree detrending polynomials Y_,(t), in
order to remove all trend from Rv(t)_X(t)- Y_.(t),
proved unsuccessful. Figures 3, 4, and 5 are plots of the
power spectra of Rv(t) for N = 10, 15, and 20, respec-
tively. Note that these power spectra of R_:(t) all exhibit
hi
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the same characteristics. Therefore, one can assume that
the frequency is truly present and not a part of the
data reduction process.
Calculation of the autocorrelation and the power spec-
trum. The autocorrelation function is calculated from the
formula
I _,-_l+_
A_R(_): -ff Z a(/)R(_ + i) (21)
J=0
for _ = 0, 1, ..., M. The integer M is the maximum "lag
index." Note that if M < N - 1, and if it is assumed that
R(i) = 0, for i > M, then formula (21) is equivalent to
formula (11) with R = Q. A_,e(1) is normalized by divid-
ing ARR(O).
The corresponding power spectrum is calculated by
means of formula (20). Formula (20) may be rewritten in
the form
2 M 1
Now according to the sampling theorem (Ref. 1) the
meaningful range of fk is the interval (0, ,r/(2:,t)), and
since M + 1 values of ARR(1) are available, one can
select M + 1 values of fk according to
k
fk -- 2M a t ' k = O' l' "" hI (23)
With [k given by Eq. (23), Eq. (22) now reads
2 ,.,-, _.k_____(24)l_(k)I_= _ _ a,,_(.e)cosM
t=O
Finally, the spectral sequence [R(k)] z is "smoothed"
by Hanning weights to obtain smoothed spectral esti-
mates [Uk], where
1 A A
Uo = _(ra(0)]_ + [a(1)l_)
ll_(k_l)12+ 1 1 ^u_ -- _ _ I_(k)l_+ _ In(k + 1)1_'
k = 1,2, .",M - 1.
/%
1 ([R(M - 1)1_ + ]R(M)I_ )U_ =
d. Summary of calculations (Pioneer VIII spin rate
analysis). The Pioneer VIII spacecraft was injected into
a heliocentric orbit on December 13, 1967 with the firing
of a solid-propellant third-stage rocket. After third-stage
burnout and automatic sequencing, a desired nominal
spacecraft spin rate of 60 rev/min is expected. Subse-
quent telemetry measurements indicate a spacecraft spin
rate of approximately 62 rev/min.
It is reasonable to assume that spinning of the space-
craft will introduce a trend in the (observed) doppler
frequency data. This trend may then be detected and
analyzed via the power spectrum. Based on the above
assumption, an alternate method was devised to measure
spacecraft spin rate. However, since the maximum sam-
piing rate available is one sample per second, it will be
impossible to detect frequencies on the order of 60 rev/
rain, which is the nominal expected spacecraft spin rate.
The method devised is to consider the aliases of detect-
able frequencies f, where 0 _< f _< f,.,and where/,, is the
cutoff frequency which is known as the Nyquist frequency.
Now for any frequency f in the range 0 <_ f <_ fc, the
frequencies which are aliased with f are defined by
(2fc+ f),(4f¢-+-f),-..,(2nf_± f),n --O,I,2,-..
(_)
To prove this fact, observe that for t = 1/2 f_,
1
cos 2,r/t = cos 2r(2 nfc ± f) 2fc
= cosT (26)
Therefore, all data containing frequencies 2nfc -+-f have
the same cosine function as data containing the frequency
f, when data are sampled at points 1/2 fc apart (Ref. 2,
pp. 278-282).
Consider now the following example. The power spec-
trum of the residuals (Fig. 5) indicates the presence of a
frequency f --" +0.03274 Hz. Now the sampling rate is
one sample per second so that fc = 0.5 Hz. Thus one of
the aliases of f is given by
when
(2n/_+ 1)
n=l
f_ = 0.5 Hz
f - 0.03274 Hz
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Then, the computed spin rate is
[2(1)/c + f] 60 = 61.964 rev/min
with a tolerance of -+-60 (_[) -- ±0.177 rev/min, where
the resolution
1
af - 2M_t (27)
This computed value of spin rate lies in the range of
telemetry measurements of spacecraft spin rates.'
A summary of calculations is presented in Table 1.
When at--1 sec, the computed spin rate generally
agrees with the telemetered value. Equation (27) is used
to provide the resolution ±f, indicated in Table 1.
The plots of the power spectrum (Figs. 6, 7, and 8)
invariably exhibit two dominant peaks. The frequencies
corresponding to the peaks are termed in Table 1 laigher
dominant frequency and "lower dominant frequency."
The spacecraft spin rate is always calculated from the
frequency corresponding to the peak at the lower end of
the frequency scale, since an alias of this frequency ap-
pears to be closer to the expected nominal spin rate. The
meaning of the frequency corresponding to the peak at
the higher end of the frequency scale has not been
resolved.
'Data supplied by G. Schimmel and M. Erickson of Ames Research
Center.
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Table 1. Results of Pioneer VIII spin rate analysis
Data rate
Time (GMT)
From To
06:46:54 07:00:53 1
11:06:22 11:13:59 1
11:06:22 11:13:59 I
10:47:45 11:01:59 1
._ t,
sec
Maxi-
Number Lower Higher
mum
of dominant dominant
lag
resid- frequency, frequency,
index,
uals Hz Hz
M
840 169 0.03274 0.46131
458 92 0.03846 0.45055
458 230i 0.04148 0.44760
855 428 0.04098 0.40281
Mean of Rdtl
1.14 X 10 4
1.41 X 10 4
1.41 X 10 _
--7.07 X 10 s
Standard
deviation
of R:(tl
Tele-
Com-
melry Fro.
puted quency
meas-
spin ured resolu-
rate, tlon
spin
roy/ rate, .If, Hz
rain
rain
5.89 X 10 : 61.964 61.92!0.00295
6.35 X 10 = 62.307 0.00543
6.35 X 10 _ 62,488 62,43 0.00217
5.85 X 10-: 62.456 62.47 0.00116
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B. GCF Operations
1. Flight Project Support, r. E.Bond,Jr.
During March and April 1968 the GCF provided
ground communications for the cruise support of the
Pioneer VI, VII, and VIII spacecraft presently in sun-
centered orbits. Relay of designated spacecraft data in
real-time as received from the tracking stations of the
DSIF to the control center at Ames Research Center con-
tinues as planned. Operational communications plans,
policies, and procedures are presently being formulated
for the forthcoming support required for the ninth
Pioneer spacecraft, Mariner extended mission operations,
and the Mariner Mars 1969 projects.
C. Facility Engineering
1. DSIF Power Facility Engineering, L H Kushner
a. Introduction. The purpose of this article is to des-
cribe one of the types of power systems presently under
consideration to support the future configuration of a
Deep Space Station. One of the requirements planned
for the post-1972 period includes the capability for a
high-power transmitter at a 210-ft-antenna Deep Space
Station.
b. Anticipated power requirements. Anticipated power
requirements (Table 2) are based on all of the loads
now existing at the Goldstone 210-ft-antenna Mars
Station, plus an operational high-power transmitter. The
following is a tabulation of these loads listed by type of
required power reliability:
(1) E-bus--electronic equipment; distortion-free; unin-
terruptible no-break power; mission loads.
Table 2. Required power loads
Load
Operations bldg.
Antenna bldg.
High-power
transmitter
Power plant
Laboratory bldg.
Pump house
Area lighting
Communications
Total
E-bus
power,
kW
350
175
25
25
575
U-bus U-bus
U-bus
115 min) {24 hi
power,
power, power,
kW
kW kW
-- 200 100
1800 200 50
4000 -- --
200 -- 50
-- -- 250
100 -- --
-- -- 50
6100 400 500
Total station load: 7575 kW.
Assumed station demand load: 5000 kW.
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Fig. 9. One type of power system for mission and nonmission modes
(9.) U-bus--bulk-type motor equipment; limited surges
permitted; uninterruptible no-break power; mission
loads.
(3) U-bus (15 min)--bulk-type motor equipment;
limited surges and maximum 15-rain downtime
permitted; mission loads.
(4) U-bus (24 h)--bulk-type motor equipment; limited
surges and downtime in excess of 24 h permitted;
nonmission housekeeping loads.
c. Commercial power service. The type of power sys-
tem under consideration by this report includes the
availability of a commercial power service at the station.
This commercial power service is derived from the local
utility power company and has been integrated with the
station's 60-Hz generated power service by means of a
feeder selectivity switchgear-distribution network. The
two main advantages of an integrated commerical power
service are:
(1) Cost is approximately one-eighth that of local gen-
erated power.
(2) A separate power source for an emergency back-up
service is available.
d. Power system. A type of power system now under
consideration is shown in Fig. 9 for nonmission and
mission modes.
2. SFOF Uninterruptible Power System, j, G. Gro$¢h
a. Introduction. The SFOF uninterruptible power sys-
tem described in SPS 37-50, Vol. II, p. 189, is now
scheduled for incremental implementation, although the
original plan was to secure the system through a single
contract. The change in implementation plan results from
re-evaluation of the following criteria:
(1) Mission operations plans.
(2) Supporting facilities approval cycles.
(,'3) Criticality of equipment need as related to mission
schedules.
(4) Availability of the SFOF building systems for modi-
fication and installation based upon mission related
"freeze" periods.
(5) Definition of optimum equipment increments with
relation to cost.
b. System installation. At present the uninterruptible
power system installation is considered to be the first
phase in a three-phase medium-range plan to modernize
the SFOF power distribution system and to provide full
protection against power anomalies of both minute and
extended duration.
The second and third phases will include the following:
Phase II. Construction of an underground power build-
ing adjacent to the SFOF, which will house the generating
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equipment and facility monitoring system equipment.
This phase is anticipated for completion in FY 1969.
Phase Ill. This final phase will constitute the mod-
ernization and upgrading of the building power distribu-
tion system and will include the removal of the existing
government-owned and leased power generating equip-
ment. This final phase is expected to be completed in
FY 1970.
Phase I is to be implemented in four stages:
(1) Installation of a solid-state conversion system.
(2) Provision of an additional battery bank to supple-
ment the existing battery equipment and to provide
full capacity for the system.
(3) Procurement of two 1.350-kW engine generators for
eventual installation in the power building.
(4) The inclusion of the facility central supervisory
monitor and control system. This system will pro-
vide for central and remote control of all building
support systems, such as power, air-conditioning,
safety, etc., and will be designed to give warning
of impending deterioration of these systems.
Stages (1) and (2) are being implemented; stage (3) is
being initiated; and stage (4) is in design.
3. Echo DSS Antenna Mechanical Upgrade
Progress, R.McKee
a. Introduction. Modifications of the Echo DSS 85-ft
antenna began on February 19, 1968; the completion of
structural modifications is scheduled for May 31, with
an additional 2 weeks for setting new surface panels.
The purpose of the modifications is (1) to bring the
antenna structures up to specification, (2) to increase
the structural integrity by high-strength bearing bolting
and adding stiffening members to existing steel, and
(3) to install the new counterweight assemblies, cable
wrapups, high-performance S-band surface panels, and
the upper and lower electronics rooms, which will house
the transmitter and receiver equipment.
b. Progress to date. The old hour-angle drives have
been removed by means of a ramp erected under the
antenna pedestal, and new drives have been installed on
a new drive support structure. Machinery on the new
drives is identical to the machinery removed; however,
the main gear boxes on the new drive skids have been
positioned opposite the location on the old drives. This
allows the drive pinion to be placed closer to the center
of the structure and, with the addition of a three-tooth
gear segment at both the east and west ends of the hour
angle wheel, will allow the travel of the hour-angle wheel
to be increased from _+90 to _+96 ° from the zenith
position.
A typical example of structural changes being made in
the antenna pedestal is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Structural change in antenna pedestal
The hour-angle wheel has been modified in the yoke
area by installing heavier members and filler plates and
by welding stiffener plates to the inside edge of the flange
(Fig. 11).
The declination drives have been removed to allow
replacement of the outrigger supports and support plates
for the new declination drives (Fig. 12).
In addition to the new structural members being added
to this antenna, all structural connections in the pedestal,
hour-angle wheel and declination wheel are being re-
bolted, using high-strength bearing bolts. These bolts
have a serrated body and must be driven into the holes
by means of pneumatic tools or sledge hammers. Hardened
washers and heavy hex self-locking nuts complete the
fastener assembly. This method of bolting places all
fasteners in shear and ensures restriction of movement in
the connections and increased structural integrity.
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Fig. 11. New yoke members and stiffener plates
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Fig. 12. New declination drive support plates and outriggers
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4. Woomera DSS Antenna Mechanical Upgrade
Progress, M. _ron
The upgrade installation program of the Woomera DSS
was initiated in the early part of the calendar year 1965
in order to bring the operational characteristics of the
three-legged polar-mounted antennas up to that of
the newer four-legged mounts presently installed at the
Tidbinbilla, Robledo, and Cebreros DSSs. Figure 13
shows the antenna structure and cable runs as they ex-
isted on March 4, 1968, before new components were
installed.
In order to accomplish this upgrading, a step-by-step
investigation was performed on the antenna structural
components and methods of joint fastening to determine
the optimum joint design and section properties modifi-
cations possible with an existing structure.
The criteria used in reviewing the existing design was
a comparison of computer and hand analyses of the
Fig. 13. Antenna structure and cable runs
before reinforcing
similar structural components on the newer four-legged
mount design. Additional structural steel was added or
new members replaced existing members in the pedestal,
polar wheel, yoke, etc. In addition to the basic design
changes that were made, new drive skids were designed
in order to increase the present hour-angle travel by
approximately 6 deg. This was accomplished by reversing
the main drive reducers to bring the drive pinions closer
to each other and then adding a gear segment on both
the east and west side of the polar wheel.
The hour-angle drive skid removal ramp was designed
to allow the unbolted drive skids to slide down its ways
after unbolting. All walkways and platforms have been
removed from the drive skid area and replaced with
wider ones, which allow greater accessibility around the
drive skid areas for maintenance purposes and improve
safety conditions.
Figure 14 shows the completed installation of the re-
inforcing members that were added to the pedestal
structure.
5. Venus DSS 400-kW Transmitter Electronics Room
Modifications, v.s. to6b
a. Introduction. In SPS 37-46, Vol. III, p. 145 and
SPS ._7-49, Vol. II, p. 145, the design study, final design,
fabrication, and premodification support work required
for the transmitter electronics room were reported. Since
then, work has been completed on the Venus DSS modi-
cation, as follows:
(1) Installation of new elevation bearings.
(2) Modification of the integral reflector supporting
structure.
(3) Installation of the electronics room.
(4) Installation of the counterweight structure and
counterweight.
(5) Installation of transmitter for deflection measure-
ments.
(6) Painting of the 85-ft antenna.
b. Elevation bearings. The new bearing has a 312,000-1b
static capacity, which is three times the load capacity of
the original bearing. Its housing, saddle, and weldments
were tripled in stiffness. Both of these factors caused a
considerable increase in its size and, likewise, its diffi-
culty in placing. After bearing installation, the elevation
axis alignment was checked and found to be aligned to
22 sec of arc.
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Fig. 14. Reinforcing members added to pedestal
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Fig.15. VenusDSSelectronicsroom
Fig. 16. Counterweight structure
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c. Integral re[lector supporting structure (square
girder). The square girder, which is part of the reflector
structure and its supporting structure, had to have ma-
terial added to its members to increase their section area
and stiffness. This was necessary to enable the antenna
to retain its parabolic shape after the addition of the
room and its equipment. The area of the members of the
side truss of the girder (elevation bearing to overhang of
the ball-jack screws) was tripled, while the area of the
members of the connecting truss between elevation bear-
ings was doubled. To do this, plates from the size of 17 in.
wide by 1% in. thick to 4 in. wide by 1Ain. thick were used.
The final design computer studies indicate a surface
deviation of 0.0276 in. rms at horizon and 0.0277 in. rms
at zenith when the surface is set to a perfect parabola
at 40-deg elevation. The added material and setting angle
not only have maintained the original parabola but have
improved its rms surface deviation.
d. Electronics room. The room structure arrived on
site as one welded unit (Fig. 15). It was sided with
insulated metal panels on all sides except for the surface
on the ground. The room is attached at four points to the
reflector square girder structure. After installation, the last
side was sheeted and the 2-ton, three-way hoist was
installed in the room. The hoist has the normal controls,
but in addition, it has inching controls to allow it to
handle and place the costly klystron tube to within a
fraction of an inch.
e. Counterweights. The counterweight structures
(Fig. 16) were delivered 90% complete, on a special
truck, requiring very little field assembly. Only minor
field modifications to the reflector structure were required
to accommodate the counterweight structure. The coun-
terweight material is part steel and part lead. This com-
bination was utilized in order to make use of the old steel
counterweight material.
f. Transmitter measurement. The transmitter and klys-
tron were placed in the electronics room to check the
deflection of the klystron window relative to the cabinet
when the antenna is moved from horizon to zenith. The
deflections were well within the required tolerances. A
special adjustable lifting fixture was fabricated to allow
for small height clearance between the hoist and the
cabinet and to compensate for the change in the cabinet
center of gravity with the klystron not in place.
g. Painting. The 85-ft antenna was painted after all the
major modifications were completed. Steel primer, regular
and unorganic zinc, were used after sand-blasting and
cleaning the structure, and a white semigloss paint was
used as a finish coating to reduce thermal effects.
6. Construction Progress at Goldstone DSCC,
W. W. Lord and B. M. Sweetser
a. Water and sewer project. Essentially all construe-
tion has been completed on the new water supply and
sewage disposal system at the Goldstone DSCC.
Water is pumped from the one-million-gallon Fort Irwin
reservoir (Fig. 17b) to reservoirs at the Venus, Echo,
Pioneer, and Mars DSSs and the ApolIo-STADAN Sta-
tion. Each of these reservoirs has a capacity of 177,000
gal. Water from these reservoirs is distributed to the use
areas by gravity. The Echo DSS reservoir (Fig. 17e) is
typical of the installations at each station.
The sewage disposal systems vary from station to
station, consisting generally of added septic tank capacity
and improved provisions for effluent disposal. Oxidation
ponds were constructed at Echo, Pioneer, and Mars
DSSs. Representative of these installations are the oxida-
tion ponds at Echo DSS (Fig. 17f).
b. Construction projects. Building projects
completed are:
(1)
reeent]y
(2)
(3)
A 8200-ft'-' addition to laboratory building G-18 at
Pioneer DSS (Fig. 17d).
A 8200-ft-' addition to communications building
G-88, at Echo DSS (Fig. 17a).
A 5000-ft'-' addition to building G-38 for a standards
laboratory at Echo DSS (Fig. 17c).
(4) A new security bui]dingG-43 at EchoDSS (Fig. 17h).
Other projects in progress are:
(1) Upgrade of collimation tower access road at
Pioneer DSS.
(2) Upgrade of collimation tower access road at Venus
DSS (Fig. 17g).
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Fig. 17. Recent installations at Goldstone DSCC: (al Echo DSS communication bldg, (b) pump house and reservoir at Fort
Irwin, (c) standards laboratory at Echo DSS, (d) laboratory bldg at Pioneer DSS, (el Echo DSS reservoir, (f) sewage
oxidation ponds at Echo DSS, Ig) Venus DSS collimation tower road, (h) security control bldg at Echo DSS
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